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Have you seen her?

Claudia Lawrence
Missing since March 18th 2009

Call 0800 555 111
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Halifax President under investigation
following alleged financial irregularities
Henry James Foy
EDITOR
HALIFAX COLLEGE Student
Association President Roberto
Powell is being investigated for
financial misdemeanours by YUSU
Officers following allegations of
embezzlement, Nouse understands.
Services and Finance Officer
Matt Burton and YUSU Chief
Executive Saul Bertoletti are investigating specific withdrawals made
from the college account, after
numerous Halifax students raised
concerns over certain events
authorised by Powell.
Halifax College Student
Association (HCSA) Treasurer,
Dominic Titherington, failed to
respond to a request from a Nouse
reporter to provide the college
association’s financial statements,
a right afforded to all Halifax students under the constitution of the
college.
Despite being denied access to
the statements, it is believed that
the level of expenditure this year is
far greater than the amount under
previous President David Sharpe.
The statements were requested after several students alerted
Nouse to a number of events run
by students that were bankrolled
by the college accounts.

One student told Nouse that
Powell had promised to allocate
“up to £200” to students running
events such as block socials and
barbeques.
Powell rejected the allegations
outright, and denied there was any
need for the YUSU investigation.
“I don't know where these
allegations have come from, but at
no point in time have Halifax funds
been used to fund private parties or
BBQs,” said Powell.
The HCSA constitution stipulates that “all expenditure and
income must be approved by an
Executive Meeting.”
Powell stated that the only
money that he had authorised to be
donated to private parties amounted to £20 that was given to an
individual student in Younger
Court. Powell justified the money
as designed to test the system of
funding parties to encourage social
interaction.
One female resident told
Nouse that Powell had promised
“between £150 and £200” to each
court, with the money to be
arranged through “court reps”.
The legitimacy of these ‘court
reps’ is unknown, with no official
election
to
the
Student
Association, and most students
unaware of their existence.
A male resident in Lindley

GEORGE LOWTHER

UNIVERSITY Registrar David
Duncan has stated that he is “confident” the the University is adequately preparing for a possible
outbreak of the virulent A/H1N1
strain of swine flu.
“I want to reassure people that
the University is preparing for a
possible pandemic, and all essential services necessary in that event
are being identified,” Duncan stated last week.
Duncan chaired a meeting of

the University’s Major Incident
Response Team (MIRT) on Friday,
which included representatives
from all major campus services
and YUSU.
“We’re very well equipped in
the sense of our internal health and
safety teams,” Duncan stated, adding
that the University was working
closely with local and national NHS
groups, and following advice from
the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office and the World Health
Organisation (WHO).
Duncan confirmed that currently no regulations have been
placed on staff or student travel.
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Halifax President Roberto Powell denies any financial wrongdoings
The supplement, arranged by
Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Students
Jane Grenville, is intended to support bar quizzes, welfare provision
and other techniques to raise the
importance of the collegiate system
for all students.
The investigation was still
ongoing as Nouse went to press.

Court told Nouse that as much as
£400 could be obtained for private
parties through negotiations with
the college porters.
Each college representative is
allocated £800 per term, in addition to their YUSU grant, in order
to foster community spirit
amongst residents.

The dedicated MIRT is developing plans to both deal with a
potential pandemic in the near
future, and any increased danger
of a recurrent flu in the winter.
“We are concerned for a move
up to a level six [WHO pandemic]
level. We also need to prepare for a
potential threat in the Autumn,
when students are typically most at
risk of infection,” Duncan said.
The source of the flu outbreak
in humans is thought to have been
in Mexico, where 48 deaths have
been confirmed and over 1,500
cases have been confirmed in laboratory tests.
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York Carnival to feature student acts
Plans are being finalised for the
annual York Carnival, taking place in
the town centre on Sunday May 24.
The theme for this year’s event is
‘Going Global,’ and will involve a
parade travelling from the Minster
Gardens to Parliament Square in the
centre of town. The main stage at
the event will feature several acts
from the University, including
Zamar Gospel Choir and York Big
Band, as well as a variety of creative
events and workshops. Event manager Beth Cornwell expressed hopes
for a fantastic day and urged students to attend.
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Peter Lawrence’s life revolves around
the search for his missing daughter.
From his own sitting room he talks to
Nouse’s Raf Sanchez about the lengths a
father is prepared to go to for his child.

The line-up for this year’s Woodstock
festival is beginning to take shape,
with local bands Death Defying Life,
Magic P and the Innuendos and
Magnapow all set to perform. A
complete lineup will be released in
week four. The event, which takes
place on Vanbrugh Paradise, is set to
be one of the biggest, lasting 14
hours and with 250 performers,
including 45 bands and societies and
a 60 piece orchestra. Other activities
will include organised water fights,
an adventure zone and an afterparty
to be held in the Courtyard.
Organisers Michael Thackray and
Chris Kummelstedt hope the event
will be a major success for campus.

There have been no deaths
confirmed in the UK, despite 48
laboratory-proven cases across the
country. Three schools in London
have been closed, with 26 confirmed cases in the capital, while
schools have also been closed in
South Gloucestershire and Devon.
Health
Secretary
Alan
Johnson has said that the government had boosted its stockpile of
antiviral drugs to cover 80% of the
population.
Staff and students are advised
to seek advice from the Health and
Safety pages of the University’s Reporting by Tim Greene, Nanki
Chawla and Camilla Jenkins
website.
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Data has now been submitted by
York for the 2009 National Student
Survey (NSS). The annual survey
looks at the quality of teaching in
higher education establishments
across the country, and consists of 22
questions looking at all aspects of
student experience. The results form
the main basis for The Times Good
University Guide. Last year, 71% of
final year students at York completed
the survey, of which 90% confessed
themselves happy with the teaching
they recieved. Individual departments at York, such as Biology,
Linguistics and Social Policy made
the top ten in the country for student
satisfaction in 2008.

First Woodstock
lineup released

Registrar ‘confident’ of effective Swine Flu measures
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National Student
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Anti-BNP campaign provokes battle
over legality of YUSU’s political agenda
Laura Connor
Henry James Foy
AN ANTI-BNP campaign on campus, Hope not Hate, has created a
dispute between the campaign and
YUSU over the legality of both its
and the Union’s political agenda.
David Levene, event organiser
for Hope not Hate, which calls on
students to unite against the BNP
in the upcoming European elections, lobbied YUSU to support his
group last week.
YUSU contend that this would
have been in contravention of legislation preventing the Union from
joining political campaigns.
Levene, whose anti-BNP rally
was held on Sunday, stated that he
thought some YUSU officers
weren’t doing enough to advertise
such events and to raise awareness
of anti-fascism within their legal
powers.
“There is a real risk the BNP
will gain a seat in Yorkshire, meaning a massive financial boost –
allowing them to expand like never
before,” said Levene.
The BNP have said that they
“definitely support” YUSU’s decision not to endorse the campaign.
YUSU President Tom Scott
has stated that the Union is “not
allowed to campaign for or against
any political party. There was a
concern that we could act illegally
by having the organisation, rather
than ourselves as individuals, campaign.”
Sarah Fennell, former YUSU
LGBT Officer, and anti-BNP campaigner, disagreed with YUSU’s
decision, saying: “It’s definitely a
student issue. I can understand
that YUSU didn’t want to be seen
advocating any political party, but
we’re not advocating any political
party, were uniting against a political party.”

Simon Darby, BNP Deputy
Leader, has strongly supported
YUSU’s stance towards Hope not
Hate, saying that he doesn’t think
they should be advertising “vehicles
to boost the Labour Party.”
Darby added that he believed
students to be “perfectly capable of
making their own decisions.”
To complicate the issue, the
campaign guidelines of the
National Union of Students (NUS),
of which YUSU is a member, state
that it is within the Unions legal
rights to advocate a vote against
fascist parties: “Students’ Unions,
under charity law, are allowed to
encourage their students to make
their vote an anti-racist vote.”
The organisation urges unions
to implore students “not to cast a
fascist or racist vote at the ballot
box. This is permissible as long as
there is no direct mention of a
political party.”
YUSU
Societies
and
Communications Officer Rory
Shanks stated: “We are in real danger of breaking the law, which is
definitely the case with this version
of the Hope not Hate campaign as
it clearly references political parties. I also think that our resources
should be directed at students as
students when appropriately mandated, and not to fuel anyone’s
wider party political agendas”. At
last Wednesday’s Union Council
meeting, YUSU confirmed that
they were unable to support or condemn any political party, but
instead would encourage students
to use their vote.
During
the
meeting,
Democracy and Services Officerelect Lewis Bretts argued that any
anti-BNP movements would be
partisan campaigns and shouldn’t
be advertised or seen to be advocated by YUSU.
An unnamed YUSU Officer
has also said that they believed

SAM NEWSOME

David Levene gives an impassioned speech as campaigners hang an anti-BNP poster from Central Hall
some people would think highlighting the threat of the BNP could be
damaging to the democratic
process.
One anonymous student present at the rally said that she
thought it was “pathetic on YUSU’s
part” for failing to advocate antifascism, while another described
YUSU as “spineless” for not taking
a stance against the BNP.
Fennell added that she found

the decision not to endorse the campaign “disappointing, because obviously we have a massive proportion
of international students... and then,
of course, the BNP are incredibly
against women and LBGT students.”
Fennell was keen to stress the
importance of preventing the BNP
from using any electoral success,
and the cross-continental danger it
poses: “The scary thing is that they
only need to have a few candidates

get through, and then they get millions of pounds in funding and then
they expand, uniting with other fascist parties in Europe... it’s very
dangerous what they can do around
Europe.”
The European Elections will
be taking place on June 4, and are
expected to be the biggest transnational elections in history.

LEADER >> Page 10

Eden’s Court attacker arrested as University review begins
ADRIAN CHOA

Ben Gascoyne
NEWS CORRESPONDENT
A STUDENT was injured on 2 May
at Eden’s Court, leading to the
arrest of one intruder in connection
with the attacks. The arrest has
prompted calls for a review by the
University.
The incident, which saw a
small gang attack student accommodation with rocks, led to the
injured student being taken to hospital by an ambulance for treatment.
The University of York has
offered a statement in response. It
said: “University security officers
attended the incident within 3
minutes of the alarm being raised”,
adding that “the police were called,
and one person, not a member of

A student was hospitalised after a gang attack on Eden’s Court
the University, was arrested.” The
University adds that it is “aware
that there are disagreements about
the handling of this incident and is

working with all concerned to
resolve this matter.”
Concerns over the conduct of
the members of Security Services

who attended the scene when the
alarm was raised have come to
light, as a staff member was reported to have “squared up” to a student
who had “demanded that the security provide help,” verbally threatening and abusing him. The student involved labelled the response
as “completely out of order”.
The Acting Provost of
Derwent, Rob Aitken, has said:
“The college welfare team is very
much aware of the serious incident”. He added that “several students were understandably upset.”
Aitken has also defended the
performance of the Security
Services in their response. He stated that “they responded immediately to the incident and worked
closely with police and ambulance
services.”
“I would also like to commend

residents at Eden’s Court and the
Security Service for their handling
of the situation overall,” he added.
The Eden’s Court students
involved, who have chosen to
remain anonymous, stated that
while the Security Services “did an
overall good job”, they that hope
“security services take note of what
happened.” They added: “We will
be taking the matter to the next
Derwent JCRC meeting” in order
to decide what they will do about
the issue.
The attacks on University
property follow concerns for the
safety of University accommodation raised earlier in the year, when
the Jewish Society’s ‘Hillel House’
was broken into and searched, and
security patrols were increased in
response to a number of attacks
during Welcome Week.
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Police search for two Asian men as
JONATHAN POW/ROSS PARRY AGENCY

Raf Sanchez
SENIOR CORRESPONDENT
POLICE ARE looking for two Asian men
allegedly trying to open the door of missing
University chef Claudia Lawrence’s house a
week before her disappearance. Claudia’s
father has made an emotional appeal to
“whoever is responsible for taking her” as the
investigation enters its eighth week.
North Yorkshire Police announced on
Wednesday that they were seeking two Asian
men seen in the early afternoon March 10
outside Claudia’s home on Heworth Road.
The 35-year-old chef was last seen on the
evening of March 18 and failed to show up to
work the following morning at Goodricke’s
Roger Kirk Centre. Her normally “prolific”
texting went silent at 8.30pm.
One of the men was seen looking
towards the house’s downstairs window
while the other was looking at a window on
the first floor.
The first man is described as in his 20s
or 30s, around 5ft, 6ins tall with a distinctive, long, thin face with a pointy nose and
dark circles under his eyes. He had a long,
jutting jaw and dark, straight hair with a
fringe. He was wearing a heavy coat, despite
the heat of the day.
The second man was also Asian, with a
heavier build, and around 5ft, 7ins. He was
wearing a waist length jacket and jeans that
had rivets around the back pockets.
The descriptions were compiled from
information received after a public appeal.
When the sighting was first announced
police believed it may have taken place on
March 13, but have since confirmed it was
March 10.
Detective
Superintendent
Ray
Galloway, the officer leading the investigation, said: “The dates are obviously at least
five days before Claudia was last seen, but we
have a situation of a lady passing by
Claudia’s home address in very slow moving
traffic who has actually seen two men at
Claudia’s front door.”
“We would very much like to speak to
these two people,” he added.
Claudia’s father, Peter Lawrence,
released an appeal directly to “whoever is
responsible for taking her” on May 6, the
fiftieth day of her disappearance.
“It is now 50 days that Claudia has been
away from us. The longer it goes on, the
worse it gets for myself, the family and her
friends – the strain is intolerable and the
sorrow unbearable.”
“I want to make yet another appeal to

Peter Lawrence, father of missing University chef Claudia, with a poster on campus. He has said“there’s a little bit of me missing somewhere.”
whoever is responsible for taking her away
from her life in York to come forward so that
she can be reunited with all of us who love
her dearly.”
“You know who you are. Search your
conscience. We want Claudia back.”
The appeal is thought to be the first
time that Lawrence has publicly acknowledged the likelihood that his daughter was
abducted.
Speaking to Nouse, Lawrence said:
“The worst thing all the way through this
and it doesn’t change from whether it’s one
week or six weeks is just not knowing. When
there’s no information out there, not knowing is the hardest bit. It just makes you feel
dreadful. There’s a little bit of me missing
somewhere.”

SHE WOULDN’T SAY ‘BOO’ TO A GOOSE
The image emerging of missing
University chef Claudia Lawrence is one of a
quiet but conscientous woman who enjoyed
her work and was well liked by colleagues.
Claudia worked at the University for two
years, first in Derwent and then moving to
Goodricke’s Roger Kirk Centre.
Her father, Peter Lawrence, said: “She’s
relatively small but she always seems to be
smiling. Quite bubbly. She’s good with people she knows but she’s very shy with people
she doesn’t know.
“Coming out from the kitchen and
bringing food out and things, no doubt chatter occurs between her and students.”
Claudia worked mainly in the kitchen but
sometime served food at the front of house
and worked on the tills.
The Archbishop of York, Dr John
Sentamu, claims to remember Claudia after

Chef Claudia Lawrence (right) with a friend

In an interview last week Lawrence also
appealed directly to the campus community,
describing Claudia as part of the “University
family”. He said: “All we’re doing is asking
them to search their memories back to the
end of last term. Really we’re just seeking
some information to try and get a clue about
what has happened to Claudia. It’s six weeks
now and it certainly doesn’t get any easier.”
Lawrence also rejected comparisons
made in recent weeks between the search for
Claudia and the disappearance of British
toddler Madeline McCann in Portugal in
2007. He said: “There’s a lot of difference
between a young child being obviously
abducted because she couldn’t disappear by
herself and a grown up disappearing.”
Police are also continuing to focus on a

RAF SANCHEZ

she served him during the Church of
England’s General Synod, which is held on
campus each year.
Lawrence added:“When I made the first
call to Goodricke on the Friday it was Julia in
the kitchen who answered. She said ‘I’m terribly worried, I’m a friend of Claudia’s and she
hasn’t shown up and hasn’t said anything
and it’s most unlike her’”.
Three colleagues of Claudia’s all
described her as “quiet”. One, who did not
want to be named, said: “Claudia’s a quiet girl
who wouldn't say 'boo' to a goose."
Before her disappearance, Claudia was a
regular at the Nag’s Head, a pub near to her
home in Heworth and often frequented by
students living in the area. She is a close
friend of the landlord, Simon Foreman. The
pub is planning on holding an event for her
in the near future.

sighting of a man and a woman seen on
Melrosegate bridge at 5.35 on March 19,
approximately the time that Claudia would
have been walking towards the University to
start a morning shift.
The man, dressed in a black or darkcoloured hooded top, with the hood up, and
dark combat trousers with pockets and buttons on either side, was holding a cigarette
in his left hand. The woman was wearing a
blue, waist-length jacket with buttons similar to a jacket owned by Claudia.
Police have described the report, made
by a passing cyclist, as “a significant sighting,
at the right time in the right location”.
Lawrence has described the lack of public
response to the Melrosegate sighting as
“absolutely incredible”.
A third possible sighting of a couple
arguing on University Road at around
6.10am on March 19 is also being investigated. A passing motorist said a car had been
pulled over to the side of the road and a man
and a woman had been engaged in what
appeared to be a verbal altercation on the
pavement.
Despite thousands of police hours and a
£10,000 reward offered by Crimestoppers
the search for Claudia has so far made little
significant progress. So far nearly 1,100
reports and statements have been taken and
around 1,270 properties searched, including
hundreds of campus rooms. The investigation is the largest carried out by North
Yorkshire Police since the hunt for multiple
killer Mark Hobson in 2004.
Anybody with information should contact
North Yorkshire Police on 0845 60 60 247 or
Crimestoppers on 0800 555111
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hunt for Claudia enters eighth week
RETRACING HER STEPS

RAF SANCHEZ

1 Heworth Road Claudia is last seen by a
colleague who drops her at her house in
the student area on March 18. She is last
in contact with a friend by text at
8.30pm. She had arranged to meet
another friend at the local pub, the Nag’s
Head, the next day but never shows up.
Her friend assumes she has fallen asleep
and goes home. Police continue to hunt
for two Asian men allegedly seen trying
the door of her house on March 10.

1

Heworth Road in York

2 Melrosegate bridge One of the main
lines of inquiry is a sighting of a man and
a woman on the bridge at 5.35am on the
morning of March 19. The man was seen
smoking a cigarette with his left hand
while the woman was wearing a similar
jacket to one owned by Claudia. Police
describe it as “a significant sighting, at
the right time in the right location”.

3 Melrosegate CCTV Claudia’s usual route

Claudia’s work rucksack

to work took her straight up Melrosegate
and over Hull Road to the University. She
does not appear on Melrosegate CCTV
on March 19, leading investigators to
think she may have gone missing the
previous evening or else been abducted
early on her route to work.

4 University Road A motorist reports seeing a man and a woman engaged in an
argument at the side of the road at
6.10am on March 19. It is one of the earliest lines of investigation followed up by
North Yorkshire police.

2
3

Melrosegate bridge

5 Goodricke College CCTV Claudia is last
captured on the CCTV camera outside
Goodricke porter’s lodge as she leaves
work at the Roger Kirk Centre on the
afternoon of March 18. Hundreds of
rooms on campus are searched by police
starting on April 3.

6 Roger Kirk Centre Claudia fails to show
up to work for her morning shift on
March 19. Colleagues say her unexplained absence is completely out of
character and tell her father they are
worried when he contacts them on
March 20. The Roger Kirk is used for one
of the first publicity events after Claudia’s
disappearance is picked up by the media.
Police divers go on to search the
University’s lake but are fail to uncover
any new evidence.

Claudia seen on CCTV in
Goodricke on March 18

4

Police divers search the
University lake for clues

5
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Pigeon health and safety risk in Vanbrugh
Holly Hyde

LAST WEEK residents
of
Vanbrugh College were forced to
raise the issue of health and safety
with University officials following
numerous incidents involving
pigeons gaining entry into student
bedrooms.
Charlie Thullier was disgusted
to find his room had become the
home of pigeons over the duration
of the Easter holidays, and that he
was left to clear up the mess without the college’s assistance. He
said, “I came back to find that my
bedding, my entire floor and all of

my belongings were covered in
pigeon mess and feathers. I was
told that the cleaners were not prepared to clear it up and I was
advised by the Vanbrugh porter to
call in pest control.”
Pest control failed to completely remove the pigeons, and
Thuillier, aided by his housemates,
was forced to remove the nesting
pigeon himself only to discover
that the bird had also laid two eggs.
He added, “I am impressed by
the University’s response, but I was
disgusted to find that pest control
had managed to miss the pigeon
that was nesting under my bed.”
Charlie Leyland, YUSU’s
Academic and Welfare Officer,

said: “As happy as I am that our
visually acute flying friends found a
cosy nest, my sympathies lie with
the students having to deal with
them in their personal space.”
The incident called into question the hygiene of the bedrooms
following each incident because
the birds, which are renowned for
the number of diseases that they
carry, left behind them a mess of
faeces and feathers.
It is believed that the birds
have entered five student bedrooms, gaining access via open
windows.
Vanbrugh’s College’s porter
have commented that “residents
should shut their windows.”

University of York lecturers to
join nationwide industrial action
Laura Connor

UNION OFFICIALS have pledged
to go ahead with plans to ballot for
strike action over university job
losses, despite a 0.3% pay rise offer
by university employers.
University of York lecturers
look set to join the nationwide
industrial action, which will disrupt summer examination timetables if it goes ahead.
University
and
College
Employers Association (Ucea) see
their 0.3% rise offer as "realistic,
responsible and credible", despite
union officials instead calling for
an 8% pay rise.
The University and College
Union (UCU), said it would still
ballot for strike action because of
the threat of job cuts, which they
feel may affect the quality of students' education and damage the
sector.
Dan Ashbury, UCU Head of
Press, said: “The 0.3% offer was,
unsurprisingly, rejected by all the
campus unions as derisory. What
action will be taken and whether or
not there will be the need for any
action won’t be known until we
have the result in. Furthermore, if
the employers agree to a national

agreement for the protection of
jobs, then hopefully there won’t be
any need for action.”
Ashbury’s statement came
after a UCU spokesman said last
week that there is “nothing to prevent Ucea negotiating a national
agreement to prevent job losses. In
fact in these exceptional financial
circumstances we think it is
absolutely essential. They have
Higher education will be
critical to our
way out of the
recession
Diana Warwick
Universities UK
failed to understand, or deal with,
the full scale of the jobs crisis in the
sector and left us with no choice
but to ballot our members for
industrial action."
Jane Grenville, Pro-ViceChancellor for Students, said: “Pay
negotiations are conducted at a
national level between the
Universities
and
Colleges
Employers Association and trade
unions representing staff working
in higher education. The University

is monitoring the negotiations
closely and is urging all those
involved to do everything they can
to resolve the current dispute without industrial action. Our priority
is to ensure that the interests of
students are safeguarded.”
Diana Warwick, Universities
UK (UUK) chief executive, has
said, however, that redundancy
would be up to each university and
could not be negotiated nationally.
She added: "Universities do
not want to lose talented individuals – the contribution to the UK
economy by higher education will
be critical to our way out of the
recession – but this is equally why
we must ensure our universities are
sustainable."
UCU general secretary, Sally
Hunt, said: “We know the damage
that will be done if urgent action is
not taken to stop cuts across the
country. It is now just the employers that seem unable to grasp the
severity of the situation. They need
to stop making excuses and start
making a real effort to respond to
staff and students.”
The ballot papers were sent
out last week and the ballot will
close on Friday 22 May. Members
of the National Union of Teachers
(NUT) are also striking on 24 April
over a separate pay claim.

Campus lake raises further
health and safety concerns
Ben Gascoyne

ACCORDING TO new signs on the
University lake, the longstanding
issues with algae has become
increasingly more dangerous to students. There is a significant presence of toxic blue-green algae on
the lake surface, which is potentially harmful to anyone coming into
contact with it.
Further, the Environmental
Agency has confirmed that several

litres of oil were spilt into the lake in
August 2008. The contractors
responsible,
Northfield
Construction, were warned at the
time for the mistake.
The lake, which is the largest
artificial example in England, has
long posed significant health risks.
Last May two students were hospitalised after swimming in the lake
for an extended period of time. The
University currently has no plans to
undertake any cleaning procedures.
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York lecturer releases groundbreaking book on social inequality
Camilla Jenkins

A BOOK published by two York
academics has acheived international success for its treatise on
inequality and happiness.
The book, 'The Spirit Level:
Why More Equal Societies Almost
Always Do Better', was released on
March 5 2009.
Dr Pickett, author and member of the Department of Health
Sciences, believes that our overall
health and well-being would be
substantially improved if Britain
had a more equal way of distributing income. She explains: "Even
allowing for the current economic

University lecturer Kate Pickett with co-author Richard Wilkinson

circumstances, we live in an era of
unprecedented prosperity, and yet
we find ourselves more anxious,
isolated, unhealthy and unhappy
than ever."
Wilkinson and Pickett argue
that almost every socio-economic
problem that modern day governments face is exacerbated when
there is greater difference in the
distribution of income. This
includes things like obesity rates,
deaths from drugs and violence
and longer working hours.
The book goes on to state that,
although most people's perception
is that the poor will bear the brunt
of the suffering, even the more
affluent sections of society are
damaged by an unequal wealth dis-

tribution.
Wilkinson says: "Societies
reach a point where extra income
ceases to bring the wealthiest any
additional well-being and the gap
between the richest and poorest
has a corrosive effect on the quality
of life enjoyed by all."
After 30 years of research, the
book's authors came to the conclusion that today's Britain would
have substantially less health and
social problems if the gap between
rich and poor was more similar to
countries such as Japan, Norway,
Sweden and Finland. Wilkinson
concludes: "We need to find ways
of creating a more collaborative
society that produces benefits for
everybody."
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Economics department ordered to
investigate examination procedure
Henry James Foy

THE ECONOMICS department has been
ordered to conduct an investigation into its
examination procedures following student
criticism.
Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Teaching and
Learning, Trevor Sheldon, instructed the
department to assess the examination of its
Microeconomics 2 module after complaints
from both YUSU and participating students.
Prior to the exam, which took place on
27th April, students were encouraged to
study a list of 76 questions, of which they
were informed 17 would appear on the exam,
constituting 50% of the total assessment.
Over half of those assessed achieved a firstclass grade, while 12 students achieved a
mark of 90 or above. Eight students failed
the exam.
“If you don’t read the online questions,
you won’t pass. Read them, and you’re pretty
much guaranteed a 2.1. That's why people
can afford to switch off in lectures,” explained
one student.
"The teaching quality is low so they have
to make the module passable. It's typical of
the attitude of the department. The department is focused on a 5-star rating, and not on
teaching students,” said another, who added
that an announcement was made in the first
lecture of the module encouraging all students to begin studying the questions and
answers published online before sitting the
exam.
“The procedure for the first half of the
exam is clearly unusual, but one which the
module organiser believes to be appropriate
to the material and the way in which it is
taught,” responded Bone, who will be conducting the investigation alongside the head
of the department, Peter Simmons.
Charlie Leyland, YUSU Academic and
Welfare Officer, who raised the issue with
Professor Sheldon following complaints,
stated: “Assessments should be a way of consolidating and testing knowledge, and for
imposing a meaningful measure. If students
have known the answers to the questions
prior to entering the examination the validity of the assessment is highly flawed, and
either the relevance of the material being
assessed, or the teaching to match the assessment then is consequently questionable.”
“If you want to use economics in your
career, you'll be unhappy with your degree.
But you can get a first for doing practically
nothing, and if all you want is a standard
middle-management job, why would you
complain?" said another student, who
added: “Tougher papers are not the way to
change this. It’s the standard of the teaching.”
“Students should rightfully expect fair
and meaningful assessments, and teaching to
arm them with the skills that they are here to
learn,” added Leyland.
The Microeconomics 2 module, worth
20 credits, is a core module and is taught to
all economics students.
Bone explained that during the investigation, the impact of posting exam answers
online would be assessed: “Among other
things we were asked to ensure that no students would be adversely affected by this procedure… If it turns out that any students
have been adversely affected then we will of
course seek to rectify it, while keeping our
students fully informed as we always try to
do.”
The module was taught by Yves Balasko,

a world-renowned French economist who is
referred to as “the founder of the topic” by
students of the course.
“He’s incredible, but it’s typical of the
University to get an incredible researcher
who
can’t
teach,”
said
another
Microeconomics 2 student.
“In my personal opinion the module
organiser is a committed and conscientious

teacher. And from talking informally to students, I know this opinion to be shared by
many of them,” said Bone.
“Our students should expect the highest
international standards of education at this
institution. We have world class researchers
and our students should feel both inspired
and learned from their encounters with
them,” Leyland said.

GEORGE LOWTHER

Rowing Club
funding issues
Laura Connor

A HUGE budgetary cut has put the future of
the University's Rowing Club in jeopardy
and threatened their insurance provision
this year.
A reduction by 80% to the club's annual YorkSport grant has forced them to spend
the majority of its grant on insurance, forcing other projects to be sidelined.
Raeesa Chowdhury, Rowing Club
Treasurer, has confirmed that the grant has
been reduced from over £5000 to just over
£1000. She said: “The YorkSport grant is
meant to cover a wide range of costs that
clubs face and the fact that our grant was
reduced this year meant that there is no
prospect for club development... all the
money is being spent on insurance!”
Despite what Chowdhury calls “a high
volume of member increase this year”, the
club have been forced to abandon expansion
plans in order to meet insurance demands.
Chowdhury, however, confirmed that
“at the moment and for the next 12 months,
we are fully covered and there's no danger.”
“It’s a real shame that there hasn’t been
much club development this year, considering the club’s popularity has increased so
much from last year,” one first-year member
of the Rowing Club stated.
YorkSport President Alex Lacy, who
oversees all sports club grant allocations,
admitted that he had no acknowledgement
of the Rowing Club’s lack of boat insurance
at the beginning of this year, and claimed
that he was unaware of the unprecedented
80% grant cut.
“We elected Lacy last year thinking
things would get better... the situation is
quite unfair,” said Chowdhury, who
mainatins that Lacy was made aware of the
grant.
The club were able to gain funding from
York Annual fund, on Lacy’s recommendation, which enabled the team to buy a new
boat.
Lacy attributed the lack of insurance to
last year’s Rowing Club committee, but said
that he expects this year’s team to be capable
of ensuring that their prospects aren’t damaged for next year. Lacy is planning a rehaul
of the current YorkSport grant that should
allow for a more even distribution of money,
ready for next year’s teams. He is expected to
announce his new scheme later this term.
Chowdhury, however, expressed concern that the problem could be exacerbated
next year, admitting that the club must simply accept the grant allocated.
“It depends on whether YorkSport
decide to cut our budget next year as well,
since we ‘got on so well’ this time round,” she
said acerbically.
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Economics department practises have been criticised by both staff and students

The Rowing Club practise on the Ouse
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Recommendations for the recession: alumni
meet to discuss advice for students of the future
ANN-MARIE MERRICK

Charlotte Hogarth-Jones
NEWS CORRESPONDENT
THERE WERE SOME big names
around the table. Dr Jane Grenville,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Students and
Alumni at the University of York. Prof.
Peter Spencer, Professor of Economics
and Finance and an Economic Adviser
to Ernst and Young, Mark Lyttleton
from Blackrock Global Investment
Management. Colin Stanbridge, CEO of
the London Chamber of Commerce,
and Anne Harrap from the Joseph
Rowntree Trust. It was April 30, and a
selection of York's finest alumni had
gathered in London to discuss the effect
of the credit crunch on their former
university.
Opening the discussions, Harrap
focused on the social consequences of a
recession, stating that “entrepreneurs
and the third sector will be threatened”,
and suggesting a possible risk of less
innovative ideas. Lyttleton agreed that
“we are in an uncomfortable place”, and
warned graduates to expect poorer public services and more unemployment in
the public sector due to the government's decrease in spending. Believing
that unemployment issues will continue
for at least two years, he commented:
“People are so concerned about the
recession that they aren’t thinking
about what’s going to happen four or
five years down the line”.
In response, Stanbridge suggested
that students need to look more carefully about what degrees and careers they
choose. He stated that whilst the “big
employers of students are not hiring at
all, we should recognise that there are
other sectors which are.” He went on to
say that cutting public spending should
not necessarily be seen as a bad thing,
describing it as “a rebalancing that will
last for a very long time to come”.
However, he did disclose that “there will
be a large price to pay down the line,

Successful York
alumni gathered in London
to discuss the
future for the
university and
its students

and maybe undergraduates will be paying that price”.
Prof. Spencer put the current economic difficulties down to globalisation, confessing himself to be “not really very optimistic at all”. He stressed
that “we need to see more real engineers
than financial ones”, and that Britain
must focus as much on saving as it does
on spending, but praised the fact that
“students these days are more flexible”,
suggesting that “providing they do this,
they can carry the economy along with
them”

Concerns were also raised from the
floor that the University ought to stop
expanding in an attempt to reduce
expenditure as quickly as possible. In
response, Jane Grenville stated that
whilst the University is increasingly
sensitive to the effects of the recession,
it had “committed to phase one so we’re
going to do it”. She reminded those
gathered of how York had “got itself into
such a bad state in the 80s due to persistent price cuts,” emphasising that
while financial measures were obviously being taken very seriously by the

Record ticket sales for Big D
SAM NEWSOME

This year’s theme is WonDerland

Kate O’Loughlin
NEWS CORRESPONDENT
TICKETS FOR this year's Big D
event sold out in record time last
week, crashing internet payment
company website Worldpay.
While the YUSU website was
so overwhelmed by the volume of
users that more tickets than
intended were sold, 1,200 were
purchased in less than 45 minutes.
Despite unprecedented sales,
event co-ordinator AnnaClaire
Younger, has revealed that more
tickets may be released this
Wednesday if health and safety regulations will allow it.
Younger is expected to
announce up to 200 extra tickets to
go on sale tomorrow (Wednesday).
“I am so excited about this
year’s Big D. We have a really great
committee who have already put in
so much hard work that I’m sure
this year will be better than ever
and raise more than ever before for

our chosen charities,” said Younger.
This year's event will see international dance act Simian Mobile
Disco headlining, with support
from Scratch Perverts and Utah
Saints. Campus society Idioteque
will also feature, plus individual
student DJs.
According to Younger, the
event is designed to be “a raunchy,
trippy, colourful, glitz-fest, where
Alice has grown up and gone a bit
naughty. Building on the success of
last year’s Big D, WonDerland will
be an event like no other.”
Attendees will venture from
one venue to the next through the
decorated walkways that will connect each, giving consistency to the
Alice in Wonderland
theme.
Younger stresses that the event is
not simply about the acts, there will
be much more on offer, such as
drinking games hosted at the mad
hatter’s tea party, and shisha
offered by the caterpillar who
appeared in the event’s celebrated
promotional video.

University, the assistance of alumni in
creating work experience and contacts
for current students would be “really
really helpful”.
Whilst how students’ will feel the
repercussions of the recession in the
future was left undecided, the Alumni
agreed to do as much as possible to promote the University, and to assist graduates looking for work. Despite obviously challenging times ahead,
Grenville concluded by assuring alumni
that her “faith in York students is
boundless”.

Kennedy lecture at York
Laura Connor
DEPUTY NEWS EDITOR
IT HAS been revealed that this
year's Kennedy Lecturer will be
Lord Puttnam of Queensgate. The
lecture will take place on Thursday
21st May in V/045 at 5.00pm.
It will be hosted by the New
Generation Society (NGS) York.
David Puttnam made his
name in the film industry, producing films such as The Mission,
Chariots of Fire, The Killing Fields
and Bugsy Malone.
An NGS Press Release said:
“After a spirited attempt to reform
the ways of Hollywood as
Chairman and Chief Executive of
Columbia Pictures David Puttnam
was made a life peer in 1997. He
has also served as President of the
UK branch of UNICEF.”
From 2004-2005 Puttnam
chaired the Hansard Society
Commission
on
the
Communication of Parliamentary
Democracy, the final report of
which urged all political parties to

commit to a renewal of parliamentary life in an attempt to reinvigorate representative democracy.
Puttnam also has strong educational associations. He became
the first chancellor of the
University of Sunderland in 1997,
and was appointed an Honorary
Doctor of Education during the
School of Education and Lifelong
Learning's.
It is anticipated that in this
year's Kennedy Lecture Lord
Puttnam will examine how we
must reform UK politics to make
our system relevant and effective
for the 21st Century.
The Kennedy Lecture is the
annual keynote lecture of NGS. The
lecture is named in honour of
President John F. Kennedy, and
brings together the whole NGS to
consider the broad challenges and
opportunities of our generation.
Last year's Kennedy Lecture
was delivered in 2008 by Sir
Crispin Tickell, who spoke on the
threat of climate change to the
human future.
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A victory we should all be proud of
Congratulations to all York sports teams on their recent Roses success.
York shone in the majority of events, and should be applauded not only for
their excellent play, but also for their high levels of good sportsmanship
throughout the competition.
The somewhat one-sided nature of this years Roses has brought many
issues into light. How thoroughly Lancaster trained in comparison to York is
being called into debate, and whether or not the competiton still holds the
same significance to both Universities as it once did. Indeed, if this event
continues in the same vein next year, it is possible that Roses will be thrown
into jeopardy, and the continuance of the competition possibly threatened.
However, it is perhaps more prudent at this moment in time to focus on
how and why York’s phenomenal success this weekend has been achieved.
Does this victory, for example reflect the abilities of Sports President Alex
Lacy? Is it likely that Emily Scott will be able to match or better Lacy’s performance in next years event in Lancaster? Furthermore, does this tremendous victory signify a ‘golden age’ for York sport, a symbol of even better
things yet to come?
Most importantly though, perhaps we ought to emphasise the success of
the event as a whole and the general atmosphere around campus. Combining
two Universities into the space of one is a logistical nightmare, yet York
seems to have managed this impressively and flawlessly. Despite pouring
rain, hard ground and numerous other complications, those in charge did an
excellent job of keeping on top of things. The majority of matches went
ahead with minimal disruption, and challenging circumstances were dealt
with calmly and effectively. The ambience surrounding campus is perhaps
also worth noting. Students from all walks of life rallied together to cheer on
York in what can only be described as an impressive and enthusiastic display
of support.
This weekends Roses therefore, is something that all students should be
proud of. Proud of how excellently our teams performed, proud of how well
such a challenging event was executed, and most of all proud that we belong
to a University where students’ attitudes remained dignified and sporting
regardless of the score.

Inaction will only lead to disaster
We must stop the naivety now. The BNP, a fascist and instrinsically
racist organisation, are a clear and present danger. The number of votes that
they require in Yorkshire to secure a seat in the upcoming European elections is undoubtedly reachable. Their racist dream must remain a dream.
This University is not populated by BNP voters. Indeed, there may be
some here that mistakenly believe that their poisonous brand of political
extremism is commendable: they are certainly in the minority. Instead, York
is filled with political ideologies that begin at the mildly centre-right and
continue left-wards. Most will not vote in the elections, due to a lack of interest or dissolusionment with the parties on offer. If, however, they are presented with the opportunity to prevent the BNP from winning a seat, securing funding and publicity, and continuing their drive towards greater power
and influence across the European continent, many will cast their vote.
YUSU have their hands tied on this issue. They may well, as individuals
- as this newspaper strongly hopes - abhor the ideology of the BNP, but are,
despite what national and local groups may claim, unable to lend their considerable collective resources to an anti-BNP campaign.
Instead, students must take this matter into their own hands, and work
on a micro level to ensure the message necessary to defeat the BNP is spread
loudly and broadly enough. There are those on campus, from both the left
and the right, who are ready to dedicate themselves to a large campaign
designed to drum up support for the non-BNP parties. These campaigners
should be praised and supported, whatever your political persuasion.
This newspaper strongly urges all those eligible to use their vote to prevent the BNP from continuing their abhorrent march on liberty.

Priorities all wrong
On May 30th, Pro-Vice Chancellor for Students Jane Grenville met with
some of York’s most successful Alumni to discuss the future of the University
and its students. “I have utter faith in York students,” she said, in reference to
our ability to cope with the current economic climate and recession. And then
we hear that the Economics department have been posting the answers to
exam questions on the internet and directing their students to them prior to
the examinations. And yes, firsts were achieved in drones, but at what cost?
At a time when students need to be more equipped than ever to face the
increasing difficulties of finding employment post-university, it’s poor show
that a department would care more about its reputation than the teaching
quality it provides. York has recently become one of the best universities in the
country for research, but what does that matter if its academics cannot teach?
If York truly wants to maintain its position amongst the most successful and
prestigious institutions, some of its departments need re-evaluate their priorities to put the welfare of students first: a high-scoring degree is worth nothing without the necessary knowledge that should accompany it. If not,
Grenville’s successor might have some difficulty hosting a similar event for
finding York’s future Alumni somewhat farther down the ladder of success.

Nouse, Grimston House, University of York, YO10 5DD
editor@nouse.co.uk

We must remain both
focused and vigilant
he ongoing story of the disappearance of Claudia Lawrence
does not stop at the immediate tragedy for her family and those
who knew her. It has implications
for feelings of safety in a city that
typically boasts lower crime rates
than most others in Britain. While I
would never normally recommend
people to walk home alone in the
early hours of the morning, it would
hardly have been the greatest of
concerns if someone I knew had
done so not long ago. But the disappearance of someone within the
University environment changes
everything. There is inevitably more
thought put into personal security
and a heightened awareness of the
reality of ill-fortune, and perhaps
rightfully so.
With the massive publicity of
the case, however, there is the offshoot of further complications that of dramatic rumour making.
For example, witness the texts
recently circulating the University
that alleged “two more females have
gone missing in the last week
alone” and that worse still, the
police “have a media block in place”
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Liv
Evans
Deputy
Comment
Editor
ur campus doesn’t really
have a lot going for it. Purely
on an aesthetic level, it’s
pretty damn ugly. From the strange
60’s spaceship that is Central Hall
to the damp and decaying bridges,
where merely making it to the other
side is something of a triumph,
York sadly won’t be winning any
beauty contests any time soon. But
campus does have one feature
which stops it being altogether
hideous: the lake.
It’s not that the whole of campus is grotty and run down, far
from it. There’s the Quiet Place (or
“the secret garden” as I heard it
called the other day), and some of
the newer buildings aren’t hideous
to look at, if you like odd attempts
at New Age-y bridges. But the lake
is the one pervasive feature of campus that prevents the grey slabs of
concrete ugliness from completely
surrounding us. Yes, it’s annoying to
have to endlessly navigate around
treacherous bridges which seem to
take you in the opposite direction to
your actual destination, but there
are occasions when it actually looks
rather picturesque. The University
seem slightly obsessed with it; they
fill prospectuses with pictures of
shimmering water and even adorn
our university cards with wildfowl,
just in case we miss the hundreds of
ducks, geese and swans that parade
around campus.
It’s clear that they know it to
be the one redeeming feature of an
otherwise drab campus. So, it seems
odd that after portraying it to be a
beautiful and unique feature, they
are happy to let it remain toxic and
rather disgusting.

O

to prevent hysteria. While it seems
unlikely that a single message will
directly harm anyone, rumours do
have consequences to consider.
The problem of distraction
immediately springs to mind.
Presumably these rumours hinder
people focusing on spotting anything relevant to the actual case. It

“These rumours
hinder people focusing on spotting
anything relevant
to the actual case”
doesn’t help for the police to have
to follow up and face questioning
on something that has not actually
happened, when they could be
devoting resources to the case at
hand. False concern over the ability
of the North Yorkshire police raises
unfair and premature negative feelings towards them, when they

Ben
Gascoyne

The fact that the
Environmental Agency feels the
need to slap a fine on the University
because the lake flouts its regulations shows just how dire the situation really is. It reportedly contains
all sorts of diseases, not to mention
lots of broken glass, assorted building debris and maybe even an old
Mini. It may be a source of amusing
rumours, but there is a more serious problem lurking under the surface, both metaphorically and literally. When I visited York on an open
day, I was regaled with stories of
how at least one person falls in the
lake during Freshers’ Week every
year. This may have just been made
up by some over-zealous tour guide,
but it is not unreasonable to assume
that accidents could - and probably
will happen. The potential is there
for a hapless student to become
seriously ill as a result of the
University’s failure to act. They
would rather pay out regular fines

than fund the cost of a clean-up
operation. This would improve the
aesthetics, the environment and the
safety of campus, and would probably save them money somewhere
along the line. It hardly sends out a
good impression of York when the
administration would rather take
the easy option than do what is
right, especially when the authorities are punishing them for such
lack of action. And perhaps if the
lake was cleaner the geese would be
less angry. I’m all for that.
The lake is probably the nicest
thing about campus, even at the
moment. According to the
Environmental Agency, its current
state is unacceptable and should be
rectified, something which would
undoubtedly be of benefit to campus. No other UK university has a
lake so central to their campus. It
should be something to be proud of.
But until the University cleans up
its act, it won’t be.

Why MPs
need to ride
the gravy train
Michael
Appleton

appear to be putting as much effort
as they possibly can into solving the
mystery, and coping with the
already rare and intense attention
on them. The nature of the case
itself, and the massive media coverage it has received, renders it hard
to imagine a situation in which further disappearances would go unreported, either by the press or by the
police.
Whether or not people on
campus or around York hear this
rumour or any others that may
spring up in the aftermath, the
good faith and fair reaction of those
that receive shocking news is being
channelled in a wasteful and
unyielding direction. It’s unrealistic
to think that people faced with further bad news and fear won’t pass it
on, but maintaining perspective is
crucially useful.
All of this is not to say people
shouldn’t take care, or be concerned
about safety. There are genuine
issues of personal awareness that
surround a real ongoing tragedy,
but at this point the pitfalls of gossip and speculation must be desperately avoided.

Troubled waters
ruining our campus
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ver the past months the story
of MPs expenses has been
rumbling on, and once again
revelations emerged about MPs
claiming money at the taxpayer’s
expense. This all began with Derek
Conway, it’s his fault. He paid his
son Freddie (no, not the one who
was as camp as Christmas, the other
one) for some work he didn’t do.
Now every MP is under scrutiny.
We’ve heard about Gordon
Brown’s loo, Margaret Beckett’s pot
plants, and of course the Home
Secretary’s husband’s penchant for
mucky movies (which proved Jacqui
spent a lot of time in London, wink
wink). To address any concerns,
Brown has fired up Youtube, and
vowed to pull Jacqui Smith’s bathplug (75p) on the whole system.
Yet some issues concern me
about how the press has handled
this. For one thing the details were
stolen, (someone clearly thought
that it was outrageous that Jacqui
Smith claimed for a bathplug, and
so sold the details for £300,000)
and for another, nobody has made
the point that MPs do actually need
expenses of some kind, albeit not in
the form that they are currently.
Let me be clear. The current
system stinks. Claiming for potplants is wrong, and Gordon, if you
have a blocked loo, I hear Derek
Draper is looking for work, he’s
good at handling muck. Yet we have
to remember that MPs do a very
unrewarding job, for pretty unrewarding money. Currently they earn
£63,291 which although is a good
wage, the conditions aren’t great.
You have to reapply for your job
every five years, the public blame
you for everything, you could lose
your job through no fault of your
own, and you have to work in the
same place as George Osbourne.
Worst of all has to be the travel, not
bad if you’re Kate Hoey, MP for
Vauxhall, not great if you’re Alistair
Carmichael, MP for the Shetland
Islands. MPs tend to work around
four days a week in Westminster
and the rest of time in their constituencies, and it’s for this reason
that they require somewhere to live
in London. Obviously widescreen
TVs aren’t essential, but the basic
provision of somewhere to stay is.
What’s more, the press hasn’t
seemed to appreciate that it shouldn’t cost someone any money to be
an MP. In the 1830s Chartists
demanded payment for MPs so
poorer people could stand for
Parliament. Getting rid of expenses
completely will only drive away
those who can’t afford to stand.
What we need is a fair system
which allows MPs to cover the
expenses they incur whilst being
tightly controlled, open enough to
allow us to scrutinise them if we
want to. Crucially, what we need
from MPs, the press and the general
public, is a bit of Commons sense.

O

Liam
O’Brien

Societies need to relish the
challenge of a tighter
budget and start acting on
their own initiative

RHIANNON WILIAMS

Join the debate at
nouse.co.uk/comment

Why YUSnow and
Comedy Soc are laughing
here are times in life when
one feels so personally
aggrieved, so unwillingly
exposed to dogmatic torture that
one feels neutered, nauseous and
violated. Indeed, as the correlation
between Facebook photos of Val
Thorens invading the webspace and
my increased distance from the
social sphere grew stronger, I shrivelled like a hermit against the
onslaught of abrasive nudity.
Nevertheless, YUSnow’s annual
adventures represent a triumph of
financial and logistical management. Contrary to rumours circulating last week, YUSnow’s accounts
are in serviceable shape, and considering the massive potential for
mismanagement, this is something
to be lauded regardless of the high
costs involved in being part of the
society. They might lick whipped
cream off each other’s posteriors,
but when it comes to demonstrating financial independence in these
testing times, they are a shining
example.
Earlier this year, Nouse reported that society funding from YUSU
for the academic year 08/09 had
been reduced by £4,717 to £31,100,
despite an increased number of
societies receiving funding.
Substantial cuts to Bad Taste magazine, Music society and LGBT
Social ostensibly left them with little possibility of functioning in the
same way that they did last year.
The recession means that hoping
for a return to plentifully subsidised
accounts is somewhat foolish, and
so the responsibility of securing
adequate funds in the foreseeable

T

future lies with elected society
chairs, secretaries and managing
directors.
Instead of seizing upon a lack
of funds as an excuse to whinge and
moan, it should act as a catalyst: we
should engage proactively with the
recession and relish the challenge of
sourcing money for the projects
that so colour an otherwise drab
university life. Ditch the unnecessary socials, whack a pound on the
cost of the society hoodie and
hound hangers-on for their mem-

Certain soci“C
eties thrive by
providing a
product people
want more of”
bership fees. I fail to see what
YUSU can do to placate angry societies. It wouldn’t be responsible to
negate niche interests by allocating
money based on an imagined meritocracy, and nor would a system
based upon total membership accurately address cost issues.
The two student papers get
printing costs for 6 editions
(though our penchant for supplements makes ‘6’ fairly optimistic),
and must therefore rely on savings
or new revenues created during the
year. As a result, sponsorship was
secured and advertising deals on
both a local and national level came
into hard-fought fruition. Even as

the pool of potential subsidisers
rapidly dries, surviving cuts is not a
huge problem for some. Certain
societies continue to thrive by providing a product that people want
and by being clever with their
accounts. Comedy Soc used the
York Alumni Fund to perform in
Edinburgh last summer, and pull in
revenue through cheaply produced
shows that attract the faithful and
more. DramaSoc retain complete
financial independence from YUSU,
and yet are rolling in money. With
both a keen membership, a ready
audience and a fierce reputation,
Drama Barn productions can make
anything between £300 and £650
against a maximum budget per play
of £350. The scale of their
Edinburgh operation is deeply
impressive. The casual observer
won’t have noticed any changes in
LGBT Social’s programme of
events, and the United Nations
Association, despite a £500 cut,
continue with their model UN roleplay in locations across the country.
Even Tanning Soc, everyone’s
favourite punchbag it would seem,
secured corporate sponsorship.
I understand that societies that
don’t produce a material product
might really struggle, but do ‘interests’ or ‘socials’ require funding to
generate groups of like-minded
people coming together in happy,
drunk conversation. We must be
relentless in the pursuit of our
interests, but must also acknowledge that to facilitate our interests
there has to be some groundwork.
Perfecting the ‘blag’ and hours on
the phone are necessary steps.
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WillHeaven
Ugliness is not a virtue
Content
Il y a toujours the expectation of
a little tension dahlings, but je
n’ai jamais thought that I would
me trovue au centre of this much
drama. Cependant, on simplement doit move on, et nous
avons beaucoup de choses pour
vous: Carol Ann Duffy gives us
an exclusive interview p. 5, and
notre former editor interviews
Claudia Lawrence’s father p. 8.
Daphne Selphe takes MUSE for
tea and biscuits p.11, and win
tickets for Beach Break Live on
p.12. Il faut be serious for delicate
Rape article p. 14. Complete
guide to menswear for Fall 2009
p. 16. Afterwards, pourquoi pas
engager with sherds p. 18, or lire
an interview with the Maccabees
p. 20. Nous finissons avec un
review of Star Trek p. 22 et a
new column about wine by the
venerable Jonathan Fransman

Admit it. When Susan Boyle strode
onto the stage wearing that 1978 frock,
you were booing too. She looked an
absolute sight. Bushy eyebrows, messy
grey hair, flabby biceps – she’d make
Hagrid a good wife. So why the guilt,
just because it turns out she can sing?
First, it was just Piers Morgan. “I
would just like to apologise to Susan”,
he wrote in a recent Mirror column.
“It's long overdue... it was an amazing
performance.” Then the blonde one followed his lead, chirping, “It's a very
shallow thing to say, but obviously the
minute she walked on, we and the audience completely judged her on her
appearance.”
Finally the Guardian pitched in.
Tanya Gold complained that we don’t
judge Sir Alan Sugar for looking like “a
burst bag of flour” or look down on
Gordon Ramsay for having a face like “a
dried-up riverbed”. If men are “allowed
to be ugly and talented”, she wrote, then
booing Susan Boyle was sexist and
showed that, really, we are ugly and
“Britain’s Got Malice”.
Well frankly, I don’t buy it. Until
she sang, we were right to boo Susan
Boyle. The ITV show, despite all its
tabloid flaws, is a talent contest.
Judging people who choose to showcase
themselves on stage is what Piers,
Simon, Amanda, you and me are supposed to do. Presented with an
unkempt middle-aged woman, we
reacted in the same way that we would
if Sir Alan turned up on The Apprentice
wearing an old suit and holey, worn
shoes.
Let’s face it: appearances matter.
You wouldn’t want your airline pilot to
appear unshaven, or for your surgeon to
have dirty fingernails – so why would

“Let’s face it: appearances matter. Why
would you want an
ugly performer?”
In fact, by far the worst reaction
came from Simon Cowell a week after
the show was broadcast. Susan Boyle
had been spotted post-makeover, with
plucked eyebrows, lipstick and some
sort of trendy Burberry scarf. “Get yourself together”, the shiny-toothed
celebrity snapped, adding that she
should “come back as who you are, not
who you want to be.”
What utter nonsense. If Susan
Boyle wants to be the next Elaine Page,
and if she wants to wear Burberry, I
think Simon Cowell should let her.
Because middle-aged woman who dress
badly are usually very unhappy. Look,
we’ve all seen What Not to Wear. The

women who wear old clothes and don’t
bother with makeup are usually the
ones that – in floods of tears – admit
that they have been wearing that shoulder-padded blazer since their husband
left them in 1986. Or that their
favourite woolly hat was a Christmas
present from a recently deceased parent.
They’re traumatised, for one reason or another, and their image often
seems to express that. Only when
Trinny and Susannah sort them out is
their confidence restored.
We should be impressed, then, by
Susan Boyle’s strength of character. Not
only has she proved her judges wrong;
she’s also proved that they can’t contain
or control her. Ironically, by booing her
we have helped her to regain confidence
in herself.
This applies on a more general
level. Some Head-teachers are now
afraid to hold competitive sports days,
for fear of alienating the child who
comes last in the egg-and-spoon race.
They would rather have a non-competitive atmosphere in which there are no
winners or losers
Really, though, the ruthless nature
of competition is as good for kids as it is
for adults. It is only by being booed that
we realise we need to get better – or we
realise egg-and-spoon races aren’t our
scene.
I had all this in mind, last weekend, when I followed the Roses tournament against Lancaster University.
Though they undoubtedly tried their
best, and in some sports were an
admirable opposition, we convincingly
thrashed them. And, just occasionally,
we booed them. They’ll thank us for it
one day.

The XY chromosome the thespian
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you want an ugly stage-performer who
wiggles her hips when asked her (47
year-old) age? You wouldn’t, of course,
so you booed.
But then she sang. Now I’m no
expert on Susan Boyle’s type of music –
in fact, I loathe musicals. It was clear,
though, that the judges were impressed,
and that the audience loved her. She
quickly became the underdog, an inspiration, and then, thanks to YouTube
and Oprah Winfrey, the favourite to
win the show. In doing this, she showed
not that Britain was malicious or
morally ugly, but simply that, on this
occasion, we had got it wrong.

I simply cannot believe it. I would never
have dreamed that such an injustice
could have been inflicted with the careless ease Marion exhibited just now.
Understudy. Upon my Oscar (2012, just
wait), this is surely some nightmare.
Treading these very boards I have portrayed with unparalleled flair characters from Winston Smith to Vladamir
to Proctor- my Hamlet (circa term two
year one) is the benchmark against
which all others are measured, and
inevitably found wanting. Now, this
wealth of limitless potential, relegated

to the asinine position of reserve. And
who am I to understudy? A first year, a
first year who had never acted prior to
university, yet to cut his teeth on the
hard edges of undergraduate drama.
Steve (ridiculous name for an
actor) surely cannot summon the emotional depth required for the role. The
bitter irony of a man beset by the woes
of unrequited love, who in a cruel twist
discovers that he is dying from heart
cancer. I confess I had written it with
myself in mind, if only because I know I
can rely upon myself to commit 500%
to the task. I fasted for fully 5 days
before Hamlet opened- the “eerily convincing sense of delirium” I exuded was
the product of true hunger-induced
madness. Thank God I fainted during
the interval, and had time to eat the 5
grapes needed to recover sufficiently for
the climax of the piece. Helen, dear girl,
was so touching (in more than one
sense, saucy minx) about the desperation the audience felt on my behalf as I
descended into insanity.
The worst of it is that it was I, on a
foolish whim, who suggested that we
hold open auditions. A mere formality,
to appease the critics who do not whol-

ly comprehend the workings of our
society. I have always felt that the relationship we have is one of trust- there
are certain people who can be relied
upon to deliver the goods every time.
And today this one was usurped by a
fresher who probably only turned up
because he’d lost a bet.
I shall never live this down. Images
keep flashing before my eyes - Steve
bowing before a standing ovation, Steve
the new regular on the party circuit,
Facebook photos overflowing with shot
after shot of him amidst the bright and
beautiful of the university. I can’t help
but wonder whether it was Martin’s
presence on the panel which sealed the
verdict - his thinly veiled suggestion
that there is something of the homoerotic in my demeanour hardly bodes
well for my casting as the romantic
lead. How utterly ludicrous - I’d have
thought it was abundantly clear that
there are few who appreciate the
unique beauty of the female form, or
pursue it with such voracity as I. Affairs
may be short, but how else am I to
encounter the full scope of experiences
the fairer sex has to offer. Shit, I’ll never
get laid as a fucking understudy.
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Performance aesthetics
The murky world of menstrual sex
Despite his rather disappointing performance, I found myself surprisingly
wet. Was I aroused? Unfortunately not,
girls and boys. Alas, Tena Lady Heavy
Flow had not done its job. Yep, Aunt
Flo had been a-visiting, and whilst
she’d stayed a few days, I thought her
little visit was done. Ah well, his mother will have fun with the sheets.
It was just like any other really, I
was bored, he was inexperienced, I
thought why not? He was very eager,
doing that slobbering thing on my neck
that young men think is attractive, his
pubescent stubble grinding on my skin
and his teeth getting a little too nippy
for my liking. There was no wasting of
time: he positively ran me up the stairs
and into the bedroom, before proceeding to undress me and himself simultaneously, with limited success. I have to
admit, from the start that I was more
than a little dubious, the best things
may come in small packages but in my
experience, I have to beg the opposite,
and this one wasn’t looking too hopeful. More a goujon than a sausage.
There was some tentative touching as
he plucked ineffectually at my nipples
like a suckling infant, panting with
anticipation that almost rivaled my
ambivalence. Let me be frank with you
from the outset, boys and girls. His fingers were heading deep down south,
approaching the furry boundary and in
increasing danger of getting entangled
and its vines when the first blob of
moisture made itself known to me. I
must be enjoying this more than I
thought, and so I gave myself up to the
vaguely rhythmical lumping up and
down of his body and although the
moment of penetration
can
hardly
be
described as ecstatic
(though for him I
might argue otherwise
judging by the beads of
sweat (effort? concentration?) on his forehead), and I

did indeed find myself disturbingly
wet.
This only spurred him on further
as his thrusting became more of a
thumping and lead to some rather disturbing dirty talk that can only be
described as a mixture of clit-lit clichés
and adolescent sexual performanceangst, as he fondled my clitoris like a
stress ball. Alas, it was only after his
moment of glory, as he carefully withdrew his various bodily parts from
within me, that the glistening red of my
menstrual flow appeared to us both,
with that sticky, slightly acrid, metal
smell of blood rising in waves to meet
our post-arousal nostrils. And onto the
sheets, a large, red arc. She’s a quick
one, is Aunt Flo, she hits and she comes
hard onto you. Needless to say, this
killed the moment somewhat. He blubbered something incomprehensible
and scurried away to the
other side of the bed like a
staring
woodlouse,
between fingers and
bed as if he’d never
heard of ‘women’s
issues’ before. I
calmly got up, wiped
myself down and out
and thought that since
the time for subtlety
was long gone there
was no point in being
meek. Reaching for
the tampax compact, I
walked towards the
bathroom twining it
idly through my fingers
and
h u m ming the
theme tune to
Gladiators.

Lily Eastwood social pariah
A homage to indie disco. In one dark corner
a voluptuous female is straddling a skinny
boy with a side parting. She repeatedly
smacks his hand away from her groin, desperately tugging on the edge of her dress to
keep her knickers covered and her dignity
intact. I wouldn’t bother love, I’m sure your
knickers can’t be sluttier than your dress
and your dignity is long gone. Meanwhile on
the dance floor, the entire range of New
Look florals is boogying its heart out. Thank
God they still play The Kooks otherwise us
less than hip third years wouldn’t know
what was going on. I look around and
briefly wonder how I will pretend to my
children that my youth was über trendy,
mainly I am bemused as to why it is considered ok to have a Hitler moustache when in
an “indie” club.
Strolling off campus after a hard day at the
library. Truly, we are an academic institution of impressive rigour. Even if I see
Sporcle flicking up on laptop screens, I
know they are just taking a well-earned
break. Glowing with a sense of achievement
I see a crowd gathered on the edge of campus. Fifteen students are gathered, peering
over the fence into a field. The nervous
chatter indicates something has happened.

bloody push you!” “I told you, I don’t like
fucking swearing!” “Why would I push you?
You’re fucking huge?” One of his ‘fucking
huge’ hands clamps onto her arm. “That’s it,
I don’t have to put up with this shit. This is
abuse.” By now our hero is being manoeuvred down the fire escape. “I don’t have to
put up with your shit. Nobody likes you.”
“You’re barred.” “I’m never coming back.”
“I’m never letting you back.” “Good.”

Some kind of accident? I stop as I reach
them. “Mate, you heard about that porn star
who died from fucking a horse right?” In
one sentence all my illusions of student
intellectual rigour disappear. The faces
around me are not concerned, as I first
thought, but fascinated. We are staring at a
horse whose erect penis gave fifteen students cause to pause. I stay only a minute
but I am fairly sure that in that moment I
lost a substantial amount of self-respect.

How not to issue a complaint. “I don’t
swear- I’m from Glasgow!” The bouncer is
big, bald and not very bright. “Look, I paid
to be here so you can’t shove me around and
swear at me. I’m going to make a complaint.” The delivery is impressive considering the intoxication levels. “Are you calling
me a liar? I said I don’t swear.” “You pushed
me and I’ve seen you be mean to other people too.” Some say our drunken protagonist
is rowdy, I see her as a hero. “I ain’t never
seen you before, you pushed me.” “I didn’t

The library makes me want to cry. I look
down at my reading then look up at the
unmitigated number of unsocialised morons
I am committed to studying with. I am mesmerised by a couple snogging opposite me.
There’s no need to feel self-conscious about
staring, they never come up for air. Don’t
get me wrong; I have revised in the library
with my boyfriend. But I haven’t revised
him. What these two have forgotten is that
we’re free now. No parents to burst through
your bedroom door because they heard the
whoosh of a zip and the creak of a bed
spring. Heavy petting can continue undisturbed. So why here? You’re not doing any
work so you may as well give up. If you really get your kicks out of library fumbles then
for God’s sake go and do it between the
shelves, some of us are trying to read Kant.
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DESTRUCTORS.
NEWS IN
BRIEFS
NEWS IN
BRIEFS

Sha’Niqua is looking to buy stakes
in Centrica.
NEWS IN
BRIEFS

Thinks Amy
Winehouse needs
to change her
ways and stop
running round
naked!

“Only shallow
people can’t see
the brains behind
the tits”

MUSE
NEWS IN
BRIEFS
“I’m looking forward to Per
Kirkeby in June

NEWS
IN
BRIEFS

NEWS IN
BRIEFS

“I can’t
believe the
axeing of
7000 council
jobs”

Sha’Niqua is certain that MPs
must say sorry for
the expenses
debacle

Lick lick lick my Art-it. suck suck suck my Art-hole

“ Chick ie”

Our new columnist
tells a story about
the time she baked
a blueberry pie

T

here is a trick to polishing the surfaces
that has been passed down from my
grandmother to my mother to me. Along
with some good old elbow grease, put a
little bicarbonate of soda on a dishcloth, rinse
gently and as if by magic the stains left on the
worktops disappear.
Upon the children’ s return from school
yesterday, so shocked were they at the glorious

sheen of my worktops that they were in floods
of happy tears, dancing about the kitchen like
miniature nymphs frolicking in the water’ s
sand, as if from some fable or other.
So glad was I for their joyful gesticulations that I decided to bake a special blueberry
pie. Again I consulted the tattered recipe booklet that held the culinary history of our family,
but noted some scrawl of mine in the margin.

“Mr Husband didn’ t like”, it said. Ah yes, I
recalled the last time I presented the family
with the pie. While the children knew better
than to criticise, Mr Husband took me aside, put
his hand on my shoulder and told me that there
was something missing from the pie, that after
his hard day at work he needed a worthier
dessert.
I was beside myself at the time, having
thought it rather tasty myself. I checked and
double checked the recipe. There was enough
sugar, a rich blueberry mess within and a delicate crust to the pastry outside. Perhaps it
lacked a ‘ sense of excitement’ , or a ‘ lightness’ ,
or some other silly words that he uses to
describe food these days.
I gazed at the recipe a bit longer, and in the
corner of my eye I espied my set of carving
knives. And so amidst the mixture of blueberries, sugar, cinnamon, butter and flour I concealed a small knife that would hopefully constitute the requisite excitement.
Around the table later in the evening there
was convivial chatter bet ween Mr Husband
and I as the children ate silently. I presented him
the pie. He looked disapproving but i assured him

that it was an improvement on the last time. I
insisted that he cut the first slice. Though he
shot me a savage glare, he was wise enough not
to cause any embarassment in front of the children. As the knife my husband was holding
clinked against the one in the pie a quick,
delightful impulse shot up my body and I smiled
widely.
“What’ s this, Chickie?” he asked. “How
can you have misplaced the cutlery?” I withdrew the knife and stabbed him playfully in the
leg. As he ran to the sink to address his wound,
I clawed into the pie and wallopped a big blue pile
onto my plate. The knife still in my hand, I
scooped some of the mess onto its blade and let
it tumble into my mouth. I did not permit the
children to leave the table, as they hadn’ t finished, and was pleased that their remonstrance
was only conveyed in minor gasps that they
tried to make sound like hiccups.
Mr Husband was had sat down and was
clutching a sodden cloth to his thigh, rocking
back and forth, his neck straining at the ceiling.
I bent down, removed the cloth and kissed the
wound. I then planted my bloody blueberry lipstick on his collar.
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Carol Ann Duffy and
Ian Macmillan
The new Poet Laureate and ‘Britain’s busiest poet’ enlighten Liam
O’Brien on the place poetry holds in today’s society, and how poets
are changing the relationship between their medium and the nation

ast Friday, Carol Ann Duffy and
Ian MacMillan attended a celebration of Pete Morgan’s poetry at
the University of York’s Jack Lyons concert hall, showing their support not
only to the man himself, but also to the
institution of poetry in Britain; an
institution that, through Duffy’s
appointment as Poet Laureate, has
enjoyed revived interest in the public’s
imagination.
Her collections resonate with
young people nationwide and represent, for many, the first chance to
engage academically with poetry, as a
result of their established presence on
the GCSE and A-Level English syllabuses. Though her predecessor,
Andrew Motion, has been criticised for
producing emotionally neutered poetry
during his tenure, it is hard to imagine
bisexual and archly feminist Carol Ann
Duffy allowing her own linguistic flair
to evaporate through monarchical loyalty.
Backstage in her dressing room a
concise rider of a few beers, water and
some flowers sit on a small table. I ask
her whether she sees the role as a
potential ‘poisoned chalice’, and she
replies immediately with “We’ll have to
wait and see. I think Ted Hughes wrote
some really fantastically powerful
poems as he really believed in the symbol of the Queen. He was the greatest
Laureate for me. It’s only my first week
of ten years so I haven’t a clue”. Duffy,
draped in black velvety fabric, appears
keen at all times to re-instate the
monarchy as a valid poetic symbol, and
to reference the rich and considerable
history of the Poet Laureate position.
Ted Hughes, like Duffy, was a
Laureate whose appointment was seen
as strikingly modern. She is a firm
believer in reinventing traditions in the

L

poetic sphere: “Poetry changes through
the language of its own time. You can’t
be the same or stay the same yourself
because language changes, so in that
sense every poet is modern. You’re
always aware of the layers of poetry
behind you – you have to be, really”.
Through her status as the first
female Laureate, Duffy has woven herself into history in a way that allows us

to reassess how we think about not just
her poems, but the surrounding contextual issues evoked within them. Her
collections Mean Time (1993) and The
World’s Wife (1999) are exemplar texts
that convey a creative and contemporary feminism. Her poem ‘Mrs Tiresias’,
which she reads aloud to the audience’s
delight, sees Duffy imagine herself as a
man in the throes of menstruation. She

is keen to assess the importance of
finally having a female Laureate, the
first in the nation’s literary archive,
and, enunciating carefully, says:
“Women poets, novelists and playwrights have really changed the landscape over the last thirty years. I don’t
think anyone would challenge that.”
In fact, acting as a symbol for
British female writers was her main
motivation in accepting the role: “It’s
not so much about my poetry as about
how we now have the voice and the
presence of women very central to
poetry, whereas before this perhaps
wasn’t the case.”
Duffy was first considered for the
role in 1999, but after rumours circulated that her sexuality might place
restraints on her suitability, she
announced that she would refuse the
position if it was offered to her, as her
priority was the guardianship of her
daughter. Now, however, she acknowledges that her status acts as an important signifier for how homosexuals are
perceived nationwide. Though she
maintains that “the sexuality thing isn’t
so much important for poetry,” especially since she is pre-dated by poets
operating on a diverse spectrum of sexual preference, she believes that “It is
important in the sense that maybe people will grow up [in their attitudes]
and I have to be a role model to young
people who are gay, like anyone who’s
in such a position.”
Duffy aims to transpose the connections she has made with young people onto a more far-reaching, national
scale. As the director of Creative writing at Manchester Metropolitan
University and a poet on the secondary
school curriculum, she is embedded in
the educational diet of a vast number of
people in their formative and transfor-
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Right: Illustration by Eileen
Cooper in Carol Ann Duffy,
Thrown Voices: poems by Carol
Ann Duffy, 1986 limited edition; Far right: Ian Macmillan
and Pete Morgan

mative years. I ask her if her position
on the curriculum is a privilege, but
she evades, merely stating that she
feels “privileged to be a poet at all”,
name-checking her favourite poets she
studied whilst at school as “Tennyson”
and “Betjeman”. Nevertheless, Duffy
cannot help but reveal more than perhaps initially intended, and does not
permit the Laureate label to disguise
and manipulate her well-preserved
honesty. She believes steadfastly that
“poets have to respect the sources of
their poetry, so I wouldn’t write a poem
if it didn’t feel authentic.” She is
adamant that flimsy concepts that do
not arise from a creative or worthy
place must be rejected.
Duffy was caught out ten years
ago when it was written that she would
not, if she assumed the Poet Laureate
role, write a poem for Edward and
Sophie’s wedding as Andrew Motion
had. She dismisses the incident, however, casually saying “It’s just gone
down as a statement and keeps coming
back again and again”.
As I press, however, she demonstrates her respect for the monarchy.
The monarchy holds a place in both
poetry’s history and its present, and
Duffy explains how she hopes to service the role while not losing her independence: “I think queens, princes and
princesses are really important symbols in storytelling and in poetry – particularly for children as told through
the medium of fairytale.
“I think a Poet Laureate should be
able to re-imagine the connections
between royal symbolism and poetry.
It would be a disaster if something
happened and the queen goes. When
she visits a school it’s a magical day for
children, it’s healing. And poetry is
healing and magical. I keep getting
asked daft questions like “Will you
write about Prince Andrew’s birthday?” and it’s a silly way of looking at
both poetry and the symbolism of the
monarchy.”
Exactly how Duffy’s commissioned work will conjure the parallels
she perceives between poetry and the
monarchy is unclear, and adapting her

epigrammatic verse to occasions more
associated with substantial grandeur
could prove difficult, and thus her continued emphasis on ‘re-imagining’ the
work of the Poet Laureate suggests not
only that Duffy is thinking about how
to reframe the poetry traditionally
associated with the monarchy, but
additionally that she is aiming to forge
a new mode of poetry for herself. As
such, the poems she produces should
provide a challenge for both her and for
the settled societal figures that form
their traditional audience. More significantly though, her appointment offers
the chance to connect with young
Britain through the poetic medium.
Young people have remained largely
unexposed to Andrew Motion’s catalogue of work, and so Duffy is offered
the real chance to secure wider participation in poetry. Duffy may be re-imagining the connections between the
Queen and the poems that describe
her, but in the process she will be
reshaping the connection that the populace has to the monarchy.
I ask Carol Ann Duffy whether she
has been busy since the appointment,
to which she noiselessly offers “This is
the first reading I’ve done this week,
but they were all booked before”. In
reality, she has achieved far more: creating a media storm, enlivening public
interest in the poetic arts and, it must
be added, assiduously enforcing her
charitable nature by refusing to take
the position’s annual salary of £5,750
to charity.
“Ian MacMillan’s just walked in!”
Duffy pipes up. Macmillan, the witty
compere for the evening, discusses the
line-up for the show’s second half.
Tellingly, Duffy’s ‘star power’ is beginning to show:
“We’ll do a short one this time
Carol Ann. I’ll do one maybe you do
two”, he affirms.
“Yes, I was going to do a long one
which will probably take about seven
minutes, or five or six from Rapture
[her 2005 collection]. Is that too
long?”
“No, it’s fine”, replies Ian.
“I’m happy to do them but I don’t

want to impose… I’ll do five from
Rapture.”
It was thus that Duffy dominated
the proceedings at the concert.

“Poets have to respect the
sources of their poetry, so I
wouldn’t write a poem if it didn’t feel authentic”
Macmillan, when I spoke to him,
appears endearingly fond of the new
Poet Laureate: “She’s got a lot of excitement around her appointment,” he
says, “The fact Carol Ann Duffy is here
tonight is great because she must have
a million other things to do but she’s
here because Pete encouraged her”.
Pete Morgan, a Lancastrian born
writer whose work appreciates and
reshapes the oral tradition in poetry,
helped both Macmillan and Duffy in
their fledgling careers. MacMillan,
Barnsley born and bred, is a genuinely
amiable and engaging poet who uses
the oddities inherent in everyday life to
comic effect.
He reflects upon the position of

poetry within the nation today, and
believes that “At the moment, poetry is
on the crest of a wave. It kind of comes
and goes in waves. There was a big
wave in the mid-eighties with the promotion that the Arts Council did
called ‘Poetry Live’, and then again in
the early nineties with the New
Generation poets; and now again,
poetry does seem to be a kind of happening thing”.
Macmillan is keen to reinforce
the cross-generational relevance of the
art form, and tips young poets for
future success: “There are some fantastic poets out there at the moment.
You’ve got Speech Dubelle, a young
female rapper from London, and a guy
called Skinnyman from Leeds – there
are all kinds of rappers, stand-up
poets and spoken-word artists. For
many years the oral tradition wasn’t
fashionable but it’s coming back into
fashion again.”
Clearly, these are not household
names, but rather than assert the
death of traditional poetry, what
Macmillan confesses is that poetry has
been moulded into something new,
changing in language and form to suit
the needs of its time and environment.
Regional voices replaced by regional
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slang, free verse taken to emphatic,
rhythmical extremities: this is the
future of poetry outside of those defiantly bound to their academic constitution, and outside of the known faces to
whom we are accustomed. MacMillan’s
open approach to new talent remembers the creative fostering he himself
was given, and demonstrates the
importance of banding together as a
poetic community.
“Poets do encourage each other,”
Macmillan remarks, “Artistic people
encourage each other in general. We
know what we do isn’t like being a
musician, it’s not very trendy – if you’re
a poet it’s just you on the stage.”
MacMillan, with his broad
Yorkshire
accent
and
warm
demeanour, could arguably seen as a
‘poet of the people’, and when I put this
suggestion to him he seems quite
pleased: “I encourage everybody to
write poems so maybe that makes me a
‘poet of the people’. I think there’s no
such thing as people that can and can’t
write. I wish more people would read
poetry, but at times of great emotional
stress people do turn to poetry. When I
judge poetry competitions I get lots of
entries about people going to visit their
mam in hospital or about September 11

and other great disasters. At times of
high emotion, people will turn to
heightened language.”
Despite the popular virtue of poet-

“Poetry doesn’t sell that well.
It’s our job as poets to continue
to raise the profile of poetry
and to change what it can be”
ry, MacMillan admis that “Poetry doesn’t sell that well”. Contemporary poets
earn a living through the anthologising
of their work and recitals like that held
for Pete Morgan. First collections by
new authors struggle, and earning a
reputation in both literary and commercial worlds takes far longer for
poets than for the debut novelist. Even
writers like Seamus Heaney, who wrote
2006’s top seller District and Circle,
has his sales dwarfed by the one-week
takings of the likes of Sophie Kinsella
and Ian McEwan.
“It’s a bit like the British Museum”
says MacMillan, everybody’s heard of it
but not everybody goes, so it’s our job
as poets to continue to raise the profile

of poetry and to change what poetry
can be so that more people will buy the
books. Tonight is a great example.
Three hundred people will hear the
poetry, whereas it can take a long time
to sell three hundred books.”
Showcasing poetry live is a unique
experience for an audience, allowing
poems to be heard as they were originally intended. It also allows for different presentation techniques that add
colour and variety to the language
itself.
At the Pete Morgan recital, poems
were accompanied alternatively by guitar and a live band. Moreover, it allows
for insight that can transcend what a
reader sees on the page. Ian Macmillan
insists that: “A poet writes poems for
their voice. Carol Ann is a fantastic
reader of her poems. Sometimes you
hear actors reading them and it’s not as
good as hearing the poet as it’s written
in their rhythms. I think the voice is
very much part of it.”
Macmillan is exploring these
alternate avenues himself. A radio and
television regular on cultural programming, he’s currently working closely
with his band, the Ian Macmillan
Orchestra.
“It’s a great experience being live

onstage with a group of musicians,” he
enthuses, “I think poetry and music
have combined in a big way recently so
that’s next for me. I’m also doing a lot
with visual artists – I’m working with
Tony Husband [cartoonist for The
Times and Private Eye], and we do an
improvised show. I always call myself
‘Britain’s busiest poet’”.
Being busy is the ideal way for
poets to promote their work to new
audiences, and to rediscover and reinterpret links between poems, their subject matter and their audience. In the
guise of Carol Ann Duffy, British poetry has a national figure who naturally
and effortlessly generates intrigue and,
as Macmillan puts it, ‘excitement’.
Inevitably, any commissioned work
that Duffy refuses on the grounds of its
artistic poverty will generate news coverage; any poem she writes, good or
bad, will receive positive or negative
notes in the arts press. Really, the race
to laureateship showed the faith that
the population places in poetry and the
significance it stores in someone who
represents them, regardless of whether
they actively participate in reading
poetry. There are new avenues being
opened, from which the art form can
only hope to gain. M
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For seven agonising weeks Peter Lawrence, father of missing chef Claudia, has
fought to keep his daughter’s disappearance in the news. Raf Sanchez meets him

A father’s grief

he floors of Peter Lawrence’s
small, bright Yorkshire home are
tramped with mud. Despite their
best efforts the twelve reporters, cameramen and photographers cramped
into his front room have brought the
cold and wet of the outside in with
them. Some of them venture little jokes
about the weather and traffic but for
the most part an awkward silence pervades the makeshift press conference
as the cameras are set up. On the
mantlepiece is a photograph of a pretty
young woman, smiling in the soft
focus. Her image is replicated on the
Missing Person poster hanging from
the table at which Lawrence and his
press minder sit. When the conference
does finally start, Lawrence begins as
he always does: “Thank you all for
coming. I wish we didn’t have to.”

T

“When there’s no information
out there, not knowing is the
hardest bit. There’s a little bit of
me missing somewhere”
It is now seven weeks since
Lawrence’s daughter Claudia, a chef at
the University’s Roger Kirk Centre,
went missing. Last captured on CCTV
walking through Goodricke College as
she left work on March 18, the normally “prolific” chatter of her texts stopped
abruptly at 8.30 that evening after she
was dropped home by a colleague.
Nothing has been seen or heard of her
since. Detectives are not even sure
whether Claudia went missing that
night or the following morning on her
way to work. The case has been officially reclassified as a murder investigation and yet despite thousands of
police hours searching, widely publicised appeals for information and a
£10,000
reward
offered
by
Crimestoppers, there has been little
progress since Lawrence first raised
the alarm.
It is the so far unyielding silence of
the search that Lawrence finds most
difficult: “The worst thing all the way
through this, and it doesn’t change
from whether it’s one week or six
weeks, is just not knowing. When
there’s no information out there, not
knowing is the hardest bit. It just
makes you feel dreadful. There’s a little
bit of me missing somewhere.”
In an effort to keep the search for
Claudia in the headlines, Lawrence,
who is gently-spoken and described by
friends as naturally “very private”, has
been forced to literally throw open the
doors to the media and live what he
describes as the most difficult period of
his life in the public eye. Each week he
has invited the press into his home and
spoken with quiet dignity about the
“living nightmare” of his daughter’s
disappearance. He seems to shrink a
little in the face of the cameras and
questions and I notice he often clasps
his hands comfortingly just under his
mouth and stares into mid-distance
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when he answers.
Lawrence seems a little bemused
by his media incarnations. “On the outside, I think, from the odd bits I’ve seen
[in newspapers], I appear to be fine.
On the inside,” he pauses, a halfformed word giving way to a heavy
sigh. “You just feel dreadful all the time.
You’re just churning.”
Yet despite Claudia’s continued
disappearance and the absence of significant new leads Lawrence says he
has no choice but to continue to believe
she is still alive. “Six weeks can be compared to some very long period when
people have gone missing but you’ve
got to have hope, you’ve got to have
faith and believe.”
He continues to doggedly refer to
Claudia in the present tense. “She is
relatively small but she always seems to
be smiling. Quite bubbly. She’s good
with people she knows but she’s very
shy with people she doesn’t know.
Coming out from the kitchen and
bringing food out and things, no doubt
chatter occurs between her and students.” She enjoys her work and is well
liked although three of her colleagues
in the Roger Kirk Centre also include
“quiet” in their descriptions of her.
The coverage has made Lawrence,
a 62-year-old solicitor, a nationally
recognised face and he now avoids
town for fear of being approached by
well-meaning sympathisers. “It’s so difficult when people are emotional about
it. That makes me emotional.” He
smiles and looks almost apologetic. “It
makes me cry. People are supportive
but they have also been restrained.
There’s no point in going on television
and sobbing your heart out. It doesn’t
do any good to the appeal or to me or to
anyone else. Even if I feel like it.”
Yet as difficult as he finds his sudden relationship with the media, he
insists it is a price worth paying.
“You’ve got to keep that outward experience because you’ve got to keep the
press interested. We’ve got to keep that
going because someday, somebody is
going to respond and say ‘Oh yeah, we
did see something’ or ‘we did see
Claudia’. Somebody has to respond.”
He is also not alone in handling
the reality of being at the centre of a
news story. Martin Dales, his friend of
25 years and a former journalist turned
media consultant, dropped everything
to act as Lawrence’s press minder after
Claudia disappeared. Dales, who has
known Claudia since she was a child,
handles the constant stream of interview requests, choreographs the press
conferences at Lawrence’s home, and
helped set up the new website,
Findclaudia.co.uk. When I first make
contact with him he is in Italy, on a holiday arranged long before March 18,
but is still working feverishly by
Blackberry and laptop to keep the press
informed and interested in the case.
The last few weeks have not been
encouraging. On April 17, national
attention was riveted back to York after
a body was discovered in the River
Ouse. Lawrence was on a train at the
time and it was several hours, which he

describes as “almost unbearable”,
before the police confirmed the body
was not Claudia’s. A repeated appeal
for information about a sighting of a
male smoker and a woman on
Melrosegate bridge at 5.30 am on
March 19 has, at the time of writing,
yielded no new clues. Lawrence says
the lack of new developments is
“absolutely incredible” while Dales
describes the “huge sense of frustration
out there, whether it’s the police, the
media, us, the family, because there’s
just been nothing.”
The Melrosegate sighting has been
particularly difficult. Unlike many of
the other reports it is at the right time
and in the right place. His desperation
is palpable as he appeals to the man
speaking to “Claudia… No, sorry...” He
stops and corrects himself. “Whoever it
was talking to him.”
Lawrence, supported by Dales, has
been virtually alone in providing the
continual emotional oxygen on which
coverage of missing persons cases
depend. Claudia’s older sister, Ali, has
avoided the press in order to protect
her young children while her mother,
Joan, from whom Lawrence has been
divorced for several years has made
only a single brief public statement
since her disappearance. Despite both

The media
gather outside
Lawrence’s
Yorkshire
house

“Lawrence has been almost
alone in giving the emotional
oxygen on which coverage of
missing persons cases depend”

taking support from the same priest in
Old Malton, Lawrence says he is only
“very occasionally” in contact with
Joan. Dales describes Claudia’s parents’ media approaches as “separate
entities” and says the recent appeal by
her mother was “the first thing she’s
said in about six weeks, aside from
something about taxis after she was
door-stepped by a journalist. Each to
their own.”
The day I meet Lawrence in
Dales’ daughter’s flat is almost exactly
the two year anniversary of the disappearance of British toddler Madeleine
McCann in Portugal. In the preceding
weeks a growing number of newspaper
stories had linked the two cases.
Without warning Lawrence or Dales,
the Archbishop of York mentioned
both Claudia and Madeline in his
Easter Day sermon, praying: “Lord,
please keep Claudia and Madeline
safe; take away their fear and anxiety;
guard and protect them.” Dales laughingly says they leave the Archbishop,
who is notorious for seeking media
attention, “to his own devices” but
Lawrence stiffens noticeably when I
ask if he sees any similarities between
the two. “Absolutely none,” he says
firmly. As Dales starts to speak again
he cuts him off. “Maybe as far as you’re
concerned, but as far as I’m concerned
absolutely none. There’s a lot of difference between a young child being
obviously abducted because she couldn’t have disappeared by herself and a
grown up disappearing.”
Yet while rejecting parallels with
the McCann case, Lawrence has grown
increasingly accepting that his daugh-

ter has been abducted. As Claudia’s disappearance dragged into its fiftieth
agonising day he released a statement
directly addressed to those holding her.
“It is now 50 days that Claudia has
been away from us. The longer it goes
on, the worse it gets for myself, the
family and her friends. The strain is
intolerable and the sorrow unbearable.
I want to make yet another appeal to
whoever is responsible for taking her
away from her life in York to come forward so that she can be reunited with
all of us who love her dearly. You know
who you are. Search your conscience.
We want Claudia back.”
How much longer Peter Lawrence
will be forced to grieve publicly in order
to keep his daughter’s disappearance in
the headlines remains unclear. While
interest in the case remains high, and
the police continue to devote significant resources to the search, there is a
painful lack of new evidence or significant breakthroughs. Yet for Lawrence,
despite the twin uncertainties of his
daughter’s whereabouts and the question of how and when his own ordeal
will end, the course of action is clear.
He will continue to bravely face the
media and ensure that Claudia is not
forgotten, no matter how long it takes.
“You’ve got to. Because that’s the only
way the public are going to respond.
They haven’t responded up to now but
someday, someone will say ‘yes, we
ought to say something.’”
Anybody with information should contact North Yorkshire Police on 0845 60
60 247 or Crimestoppers anonymously
on 0800 555111 M
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The Latin
Lifestyle
Revisiting one of her favourite
travel destinations, Gina
Heslington engages with local
Mexican people and discovers
eco-tourism on the beachfront

ticky and hot in the ‘collectivo’ I
lean forward to stop my back from
touching the burning hot sides of
the rickety metal van. A dark skinned
woman, clutching shopping bags and a
live chicken glares at me and turns to
whisper to her friends, similarly clad in
tight black skirts and provocative red
tops. Three men expose their swollen
hairy bellies beneath rolled-up wife
beaters. “Hola chicas” one of them
drools with mezcal heavy breath, his
caterpillar-like moustache hairs bristling with intent. Janna rolls her eyes at
me. “Puerto Esondido!” The ‘collectivo’
driver hollers, we jump up, just as the
midday drunk extends a clumsy hand
towards the vicinity of Janna’s rear.
‘Bienvenido a Mexico’ a sign welcomes
us, as we fall about laughing in the
dusty aftermath of the exiting van.
‘Welcome back’ you mean.
From the busy, modern metropolis
of Mexico City with its gay-friendly
clubs to the millennia-old Mayan ruins
of Palenque buried within sweaty emerald jungle, Mexico is a cultural overload
of Latino lifestyle. As a British traveller
you will receive greetings from Western
adoration, to outright anti-American
fuelled contempt. Expect to be followed
with the shouts of “Gringo!” as you past
groups of dull-eyed youths lounging
around their pimped out taxis. Expect
to be noticed, but expect to love it to the
point that you will be itching as much as
your mosquito bitten limbs to return.
‘Manana’ is the mantra of this
country, and it’s worth learning the true
meaning on your first day. It translates
simply as ‘tomorrow’ and will see you
through the buses that will be late, the
dishes in restaurants that arrive plate by
plate, never allowing you to eat at the
same time, and which may be garnished
with the odd black hair. It is the
Mexican philosophy that gives preference to living rather than working,
allowing things to happen within their
own natural time frame. Don’t give into
frustration, just always carry a book.
Upon arrival in Mexico City a
twelve hour bus journey transported

S

“From the busy, metropolis of
Mexico City to the Mayan ruins
of Palenque, Mexico is a cultural overload of Latino lifestyle”
Janna and I to the bus station in Puerto
Escondido, nestled within the culturally
rich state of Oaxaca. When taking buses
there is a small difference in fare
between first and second class, so opt
for first but take a blanket as the airconditioning will leave you huddling
into the sleeping stranger by your side
for warmth. Puerto is a surfer’s paradise. Dangerous 6ft high waves in perfect quaver curls uniformly rush
towards the bleached white shores,
throwing tenacious swimmers and
unskilled body boarders into disarray.
Having experienced numerous ‘wipeouts’ – a surfers term indicating a catastrophic fall from a board - on our gap
year two years previously we avoided
the ocean and soaked up some sun,
anticipating a night of annihilation
instead in a club of the same name.
Walking down the main strip of
clubs in Puerto’s centre we followed the
enticing beats of reggaton to some of
our old favourite jaunts. ‘Blue’ coughed

up a healthy dose of free ‘mezcal’ shots,
Tequila’s evil cousin which is distilled
from the fermented juice of an agarve
plant to over 50% potency. For ladies, a
dance on the bar is often enough to
guarantee free drinks for most of the
night, but display caution with both the
number of drinks you consume and the
men that offer to buy them. We danced
our way to ‘Wipeout’ in search of an old
amigo, and sure enough Dabid, an
unusually tall and handsome Mexican
was grinning behind the bar at us.
As the night grew messier Janna
and I were soon left with an empty bottle of Tequila and were being hounded
with the chants of “eat the worm!” As an
ex-vegetarian Janna had more kudos to
escape this punishment than I, so in an
attempt to be open-minded I gulped it
down. A slight feeling of nausea is all
that can be expected, rather than the
rumoured hallucinogenic properties of
this alcohol soaked insect.
A painful hangover the following
morning led us to soothe our weary
souls with an afternoon boat trip, best
arranged personally on the beach with a
local fisherman. Soon we were transported to the calmer side of Puerto’s
waters, cooing with schoolgirl delight at
the backs of dolphins playing in the
waves generated by our boat. As a hedonistic town Puerto is the perfect introduction to Mexico, but after surviving a
few nights, like Pinocchio’s wonderland
you need to get out of there to avoid
turning into a complete ass.
Joined by Dabid, our faithful bartender, we made a trip to Ventanilla’; a
small eco-tourism type attraction,
whose income sustains the local villagers. Previously a coconut plantation
it is now marketed as a crocodile
lagoon, and a protected breeding
ground for the rare loggerhead turtle.
The local people used to make a living
by poaching the eggs which are believed
to be an aphrodisiac, ensuring a decent
profit from black market sales. Now
most locals act as guides and workers
for the project and a half-hour boat trip
tour around the extraordinary lagoon at

sunset will treat you to an unforgettable
serenade of birdsong, as lazy crocodiles
bask in the waning light.
Passing a night at the wooden treehouse style accommodation for a handful of pesos allowed us to join one of the
workers, Lalo, on a night time walk to
beat the poachers in a hunt for turtle’s
eggs. Walking along the moonlit, virgin
beach hundreds of glow-bug like plankton shone within my footprints, reflecting the densely star-studded sky above.
We saw the wreck of a small plane and
were informed by Lalo that it was the
crash-site of a drug smuggling enterprise. Allowing us to climb onto the tip
of its wings we scoured the beach for
signs of turtle tracks, and quickly found
what we were searching for. Digging at
the end of the tracks with our bare
hands we created a hole two feet deep in
the loose sand. Soon our fingers began
to feel heat, and touched upon the nest
of wet, leathery golf-ball sized turtle
eggs. “Which are delicious with salt and
lemon” Lalo added, winking. Making
sure that Lalo transferred all the eggs to
his bag and kept none for personal consumption we then returned to the main
centre, in which the eggs were once
again buried in a fenced off enclosure.
After a long sleep of feeling like
hammock wrapped happy meals for the
feasting bugs we awoke the next morning tired and itchy. Imploring Dabid to
fetch us some coconuts we watched him
monkey-climb his way up a palm tree,
from which he cut down three ripe
specimens with a machete. We passed a
day on the beach, eagerly awaiting sunset. As the sun finally began to melt like
a runny yolk into the sea we were handed buckets full of baby turtles which
had hatched from previously collected
eggs. Setting the tiny creatures, fragile
and delicate just meters from the lapping waves, we watched them flap their
way forward, only to be swept up in a
handful of surf. In a few years these
fully grown turtles would travel thousands of kilometres across the ocean to
return to these shores, and I knew that
I too would be back. M
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Model
Behaviour
Charlotte Hogarth-Jones
meets the UK’s oldest
model Daphne Selfe over
tea and cake

t 80 years old, Daphne Selfe is
the UK’s elder stateswoman of
the
model
landscape.
Rediscovered by Models1 in 1998,
Daphne has featured in campaigns for
D&G, Ralph Lauren and Gap, and
appeared in Vogue and Marie Claire.
Originally discovered in the fifties
working in John Lewis, she received
three weeks of training from her modelling agency, including lessons in how
to do hair and make-up, get in and out
of a car, and what she describes as
“learning how to behave”. According to
her, “the top models don’t behave very
well anymore because that’s what sells
papers”, with agencies nowadays less
responsible, allowing girls as young as
14 to live alone with little guidance,
often with the result that they fall into
bad company.
Perhaps like the majority of her
generation, she links this “bad behaviour” to alcohol. “I used to get drunk,
but not to the point that people do now.
I could at least always get home. I think
it’s because in the sixties they suddenly
discovered sex and everyone became
much more open. The parents did what
they liked so the children had no guidelines, and it will continue like that. I see
all these young children wandering the
streets at night and I think ‘where are
their mothers, why aren’t they at
home?’ Its terrible.”
Daphne also describes our generation as more sexually provocative and
discusses how this has changed the
industry. “I preferred things then. The
clothes were much more glamorous
and the people were much more professional, everybody had better manners. Clothes have got more and more
bare, and I think the sexual freedom in
the sixties marked the change. I think
there’s a limit myself, a bit of mystery
goes down a lot better.”
Yet on other topics surrounding
modelling, Daphne's opinions are perhaps controversial. When discussing

A

Images left to
right: Daphne
on the runway
for D&G Fall
2002, Daphne
upon her being
rediscovered,
Daphne 1951

airbrushing, she erupts into laughter,
exclaiming, “Why not? Especially now”.
Despite admitting that it can give
young women unrealistic expectations,
Daphne says it has been around since
the fifties, and that creating the perfect
picture is, after all, what advertisers are
aiming for.
When discussing weight too,
Daphne’s opinions are frank and honest. She reveals that whilst there is definitely more pressure on modern models to be thin, trying to encourage larger girls into the industry is perhaps
unrealistic: “The fact is that clothes do
look better on thinner people, and you
want to see people looking nice otherwise you don’t want to buy them! You
don’t want to be any old frump. But,
people definitely make much more
effort now to be thin. When I was modelling in my twenties I did exercises
and things to keep slim, but I wasn’t
that slim, I was probably a 37-50 in
those days. I couldn’t be that size now”.
Despite admitting there is some
truth in the rumours which surround
the industry, Daphne is quick to point
out the change in the media since the
fifties, and the extent to which things
are exaggerated. “I think the media is
responsible for a lot of misappropriation, in every sphere. They always spice
things up a bit, because they want to
sensationalise something in order to
sell it. One article said I did circuit
training, can you imagine! People
assume that modelling is dangerous,

but then you are taking your clothes
off. There are problems in any career,
you just don’t hear about them. The
media is much more acerbic now, it’s
everywhere”.
According to Daphne, modelling
isn’t always the drug fuelled, anorexic
circus that the press would have us
believe - or if it is, it’s just that we’ve
only just started to hear about it.
Undoubtedly though, Daphne emphasises that an increase in the number of
models has led to an industry in which
it is becoming harder and harder to
succeed, and for those who can’t handle the pressure it can easily lead to a
rapid downwards spiral.
Despite defending a career which
she intends to continue until she physically can’t model anymore, Daphne
seems relieved not to be in the thick of
things, and admits that at eighty years
old, her experience of the fashion
industry now is perhaps not typical.
“Because I’m older people treat me a
bit differently – I’m no threat to anyone
anymore because no one’s going to
want to go to bed with me are they?!
It’s great now because I can say what I
like and do what I like. If I don’t get a
job I think ‘so what? next one’, but it’s
not so easy, especially when you’re
young. You’ve got to learn that it doesn’t matter how gorgeous you are, you
aren’t going to get every job, and you
can’t change that. It’s a harder job than
people think”.
How then, has Daphne managed

to maintain six decades of work, in
what she herself describes as a famously challenging industry? “A lot of it is
luck. The camera likes some people
and it doesn’t like others, no matter
how good you look in real life. A lot of
people give up too, they either get fat or
they don’t want to do it anymore. I was
just in the right place at the right time.”
Looking at Daphne Selfe in person, the reasons for her success are evident. Strikingly beautiful, she holds
herself with a grace and dignity which
almost certainly carries through on
camera. Her attitude, combined with
her elegance, has made her a symbol of
how to age gracefully, and undoubtedly
lead to her more recent success.
Whatever Daphne’s opinions of
the industry, we could all learn from
her philosophy on growing old. “I don’t
believe in facelifting or £100 moisturiser or anything like that. Eat properly, sleep properly and wash your face.
Don’t worry about it because you are
who you are, you get old you get old!”.
Evidently, it is not only Daphne’s
striking appearance that has lead her
through six decades of modelling, but
her attitude. Enthusiastic, determined,
cheeful, and open, Daphne’s strong
hold on reality has carried her through
the fifties twinset onto the thigh scraping mini skirts of the sixties, all with
the utmost dignity. Naughtier than the
queen and more elegant than Janice
Dickenson, Daphne makes getting old
seem a hell of a lot more fun. M
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Whether you’re a festival virgin or hardened rave junkie, Estella Adeyeri, Isaac
Hewlings and Laura Hulley help you find
the right festival this summer.
Not sure what to do with your summer? Got a
couple of hundred quid? Well find the wellington boots, your tent and head out to one of
Nouse’s top picks.
The origins of Beach Break Li ve
sounds like the stuff of student urban
legend: student founders Celia
Norowzian and Ian Forshew pooled
their loans to create a new festival just for students, on the coast of Cornwall. Two years on
from its humble beginnings, Beach Break Live
has been featured on Dragon’s Den and
expanded its capacity to 10,000.
The Main Stage features chart-toppers
Dizz ee Rascal, Noisettes, The Zutons
Ladyhawke and the Mystery Jets, and the main
dance marquee will be hosting Chase & Status,
Scratch Perverts, DJ Yoda and Caspa & Rusko.
‘The Quarry’ stage is a naturally occurring
rock quarry with underground (literally) drum
& bass, techno and electro acts, while the ‘Club
Tropicana’ stage showcases upcoming talent,
whilst the new ‘Chai Wallah’ tent has an eclectic range of genre-defying artists.
Other venues on site include a Moustache
Bar and events such as the Mighty Cornish
Games (including the ‘Granny Grand Prix’,
‘Who ate all the Cornish Delicacies?’ and
more), a dance-off, a silent disco – all of this
against the beautiful beach setting of the festival. Running from June 16th-19th with scores
of bands and random events to keep you entertained, as well as a reasonable price tag of £84
for the four days, Beach Break could be the
perfect alternative to the bigger festivals.

1

If you like your dance, and you like it
hard, then Creamfields . held in
Daresbury, Chesire, is the festival
you’ve been looking for. There is little
chance of you finding such acts as Tiesto,
Mylo, Paul Van Dyk, Pete Tong, Erol Alkan,
Basement Jaxx, David Guetta, 2manydjs and
Dizzee Rascal, all in the same place anywhere
else in Britain this summer.
Ten years of classic dance heritage is
packed into forty eight hours of wide eyed,
dance fuelled mayhem.
For those on a budget, Creamfields is
considerably cheaper than the ‘mainstream
music’ festivals, with early bird weekend
camping tickets going for just £100.

2

Global Gathering Located at Long
Marston Airfield, Stratford Upon
Avon, Global is one for those who
like their dance music, but don’t
count 70’s Swedish electronica amongst their
passions. The acts are world renowned, unpretentious, and distinctly enjoyable.
As ubiquitous as they are fun, the line up
includes Fedde Le Grande, Paul Van Dyk and
Drum & Bass gatecrashers, Pendu lum.
However, despite all these club-floor filler,
there is the odd act for the music geek in you,
such as the Dutch breakbeat turned breakcore
Dj Noisia or electro sweetheart, Erol Alkan.
The live stage also looks pretty lively, with
Does It Offend You, Yeah?, Frankmusic and
The Whip all vying to keep you entertained,
should the Djs give you a moment to spare.

3

4

3

Tickets cost £115, but that includes camping and parking. If you’re feeling flush, (a gentleman/woman entertains during a recession,
I’m told) a VIP ticket is a princely £175 but
gives you access to the delightful Ibiza Angels,
who’s purpose in life are to massage you back
to full vigour after a day and night’s worth of
boogieing.

4

Taking place between the 12th & 14th
June 2009, and held, somewhat surprisingly considering the name, on

the Isle of Wight (don’t worry Jersey’s the one
with the child abuse), the Isle of Wight Festival
promises one of the most diverse line-ups of
the British Festival scene.
Sadly it died post-Manson and Monterey
in 1970 yet Christ-like it was revived postmilennium and has since played hosted to the
Stones, Muse, Coldplay and David Bowie.
This year’s offering has no less prestigious
a headliner, Mr. Neil Young Esq. But if you like
all these new fangled bands I suppose
Stereophonics, Razorlight (read shite), and
probably the greatest band of the 80’s, the

FURTHER AFIELD

Exit:

This festival, taking place near Novi
Sad in Serbia, may not initially sound like the
most inspiring of events. Admittedly, Serbia is
probably known to most people as the home
of Milosevic and chums, but don’t write it off
just yet. Exit was born out of local resentment
towards the aforementioned crook’s designs
for militant nationalism, and so is well rooted
in the anti-establishment sentiment that we
associate with the ever-famous Woodstock. It
lies in the shadow of the deeply un-communist bloc architecture of Petrovaradin
Fortress, which probably beats a few fields in
Somerset.
In terms of music, this year sees the
Arctic Monkeys and Lily Allen alongside Korn
and The Prodigy. Exit tends towards either
the ‘mainstream’, or to the dance-oriented. In
fact, one the undoubted feathers in Exit’s cap
must be the fact that the dance stage attracts
anyone from international uber-cool like
James Zabiela (2007) or Eric Prydz to house
godfathers, Green Velvet of ‘Lala Land’ fame.

Official Secrets Act are an indie-pop
outfit from North London in the vein of
Bloc Party and the Futureheads. They
are becoming increasingly renowned
for their clever lyrics and co-ordinated
dress sense, and remain a favourite of
t h e n at i o n ’ s m u s i c a l p r e s s . L e d b y
frontman Thomas Charge Burke, they
a r e p l a y i n g B e a c h B r ea k L i v e ,
Glastonbury and Rockness this summer. The band, currently touring with
Art Brut around Europe, tells MUSE
about their festival experiences.

Pixies are playing.
For all you baggy trousered ‘ravers’ they’ve
booked the P rodi gy, Basem en t J axx and
Pendulum. For the skinny jeaned among you,
get moody and mopey in the summer sun to
Maxïmo Park and White Lies.
Off the beaten track of the main stage
there’s a treasure trove of audio delights to be
had. If by any chance you’re having a hen party
mid-June head to the Friday line-up at the Big
Top – they’ve only gone and got Banana bleedin’ rama to play!
Alesha Dixon off ‘Strictly Come Dancing’

is also playing so expect large amounts of
screaming 30 something women. In stark contrast to the pink and fluffy Friday line-up, the
last day at the Big Top is the big seller for me.
And so you’ve got it all – indie, rave, goth,
pop, punk, and folk - all in one festival. Tickets
are priced at £120 for an adult camper.

Clockwise from top left:
Dizzee Rascal, 2manydjs,
The Prodigy, Global
Gathering attendees

COMPETITION
The ticket price is pretty reasonable at
£72 for 4 days, with a camping pass
costing an extra £15. Given the almost
certain sunshine, this price represents a
great deal.

S ziget :

pronounced
‘see-get’, this Hungarian
music festival runs from
the 12th–17th of August,
can cater for up to
80,000 festival goers
and sees some massive
acts including, Placebo,
Lily Allen, Bloc Party,
Fatboy Sli m, Pr im al
Scr eam, and many
more.
The largest venues are the Main
Stage, World Music
Stage and a new tent

showcasing electronic music,
while other tents have everything from hard rock to
Romani music. There are many
other arts events, such as nightly
performances by the Catalan
Street Circus and art exhibitions.
Whilst playing host to
international acts and fans
from across the globe, this
festival also holds a great
opportunity to experience the
Hungarian culture in those
‘between band’ moments.
There is a stage devoted specifically to Hungarian acts, and
the new ‘Hungaricum Village’
with traditional cuisine, craftwork and artwork on offer. Sziget
can’t be faulted for value for money –
a camping ticket secures access to
the site from the 10th–17th of

August for just €180 (roughly £160).
Additional expenses aren’t as dear as their
British counterparts either – you can grab
yourself a pint for just €1.50 at Sziget. So why
settle for another rainy British festival?

Hellfest:

Of late, metal on British
shores been poorly served by the festival circuit. The Download festival has usurped
Monsters of Rock at Donington, metal’s spiritual home, and replaced the greats with such
headliners as Lostprophets and The Offspring
– hardly the rock juggernauts of yore.
Thus it is essential for metalheads to
make a seasonal migration to Europe to enjoy
the best festivals. Set in the South of Paris,
between 19th-21st June, Hellfest is the most
accessible and righteous metal festival on the
continent. The headliners are a special mix:
Friday sees both Black Sabbath and Mötley
Crüe play, Saturday Marilyn Manson and
Machine Head, and on Sunday Manowar.

Win a FREE TICKET to Beach Break Live The UK Student Festival
You can win one of two tickets to one of the summer’s hottest festivals
courtesy of Nouse and Beach Break Live. by simply answering the following question:

What is the name of the Noisette’s most recent single?
Email your answer to competition@nouse.co.uk
before Monday 17th May for your chance to win.

What are your favourite memories of
playing at a festival?
We just played Stortford festival this
weekend. It was a small independent
festival run by local people to promote
the local music scene, very DIY and
very cool, and they asked us to come
down and headline the main stage on
the saturday night after we'd done Live
at Leeds that afternoon. So we finished
our Live @ Leeds performance in the
main room at the cockpit, jumped into
the Van, battered down the motorway
to Stortford, leaving a trail of glitter
and dreams behind us, drank a pint of
real ale under the waning evening sun,
then walked on stage to hundreds of
mental kids moshing their hearts out
and singing along, while Mario our tour
manager tried in vain to stop stage
invasions.
The crowd started out by requesting songs ("PLAY MAINSTREAM",
"PLAY SELL SELL SELL" etc) But by
the end were concentrating on specific
instruments "PLAY THE FRENCH
HORN", "PLAY THE CASIO AGAIN".
It all culminated with some girl stealing Alex's microphone to sing backing
vocals on Be My Baby, and Tom crowd
surfing to the back of the Tent. It was a
perfect end to the first evening of summer.
What’s the best festival performance
you've seen?
The four of us were smuggled into
Leeds 2007 by some very kind people.
It was the first time the 4 of us had been
out together after playing all summer
in our Manchester rehearsal space
squat.
I think somewhere between
Kings Of Leon laying waste to the
main stage, and drinking straight
bourbon from the bottle while
Arcade Fire wailed their hearts
out, we realised what OSA was
going to be about. Heart, soul,
passion and getting drunk on
hopes, fears, and alcohol with your
friends.

Are there any particular items to bring
to a festival that you cant do without?
you can't do without?
Wet Wipes. Do the essentials, put on a
crisp white T-shrit, smear a line of your
favourite eye shadow across your cheek
and face the world.
Have you had any nightmare festival
experiences?
Not mine, but at the first Reading I
ever went to (Weezer at Reading 01,
perfection!) my best friend got food
poisoning on a massive level and was
dehydrating rather dangerously in his
tent. His girlfriend was an absolute
hero and carried him to the station and
home. It wasn't the same festival fun
without him.
What can we expect from your performance at Beach Break Live?
We've been taking our horizon scanning, escapist sound everywhere we
could over these last few months but we
haven't done it by the seaside yet. We
say we're a heart and soul band. We try
and move brains and feet, and we leave
a little bit of ourselves on the stage
every night I think.
We
wrote
our
album
Understanding Electricity, in the summer sitting in the garden at Alex and
Mike's house, but then we recorded it
during the heavy onset of autumn. We
still trying to figure out if it's a summer
or winter sounding album. Maybe we'll
try and find out at Beach Break Live.
Have some kind of straw poll.
However we might just abandon
this plan and march everyone down to
the beach for a big swim along sing
along. I don't know. It will be something special though I promise.
What would be your perfect soundtrack
to a summer night on the beach?
- The Stranglers, ‘Peaches’
- Weezer, ‘Surf Wax
America’
- REM, ‘Nightswimming’
- Beach Boys, ‘Surfin’
Safari’
All
Saints,
‘Pure
Shores’
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Dan Hyde
SPORTS EDITOR

WELCOME to the Nouse Roses supplement, people, welcome. Hasn’t it been a
fantastic few days? Final score 194.579.5: did someone say ‘whitewash’? It
almost deserved a full twelve pages of
the paper to itself, we thought. So that’s
what we’ve gone and done - the highs
and the...errr...lows (few and far
between, thank goodness); the drama,
the glory, the pain of defeat, and the
sweetly sickening nakedness of overlyinebriated rugby boys - it’s all here for
your valued pleasure.
As seems to be the way of things, the
more time you spend at York, the more
it becomes apparent that sport at our
university is heavily undervalued.
Alex Lacy has been banging on
about it since he was elected as York
Sport President last summer and,
although we may prod and poke some
fun now and again (see Nicky Woolf ’s
brilliant ‘Wonderful World of Alex Lacy’
in Last Word), Alex deserves a great deal
of credit for the strides made this year.
Where we have been extraordinarily
privileged for what is now 45 consecutive years, though, is in the annual Roses
contest with Lancaster - widely regarded as the largest and best inter-university sporting competition in Europe.
Roses time inevitably uncovers the
full diversity of York’s campus media
and students, often apathetic to the
world of BUCS League fixtures and college sport. What joy to see so many computer scientists desperate for the fencing

team to put one over their arch-rivals;
what sensation to hear the oft-witty
chants of the throngs of gathered supporters lining the rugby pitch touchlines. That is what sport is all about:
enjoyment, the beauty of the game and
being part of good-spirited and honest
competition.
At Nouse we’ve relished the challenge of providing to-the-minute live
updates and scores on our website, especially with the evolution of a twittterfall/Chris Northwood-inspired blogging
system. Thanks must go to our dedicated team of sports and other reporters,
all of whom have had less than the recommended daily intake of sleep and
more in terms of takeaways and Red
Bull.
And a special mention must go to
our incredible photography team, conspiring together to produce the breathtaking photo-collage pullout on pages 67. And check out the nudity (did I mention that yet?) accompanying Henry
James Foy’s deep, deep reflections on
the spectacular Closing Ceremony on
page 12.
Also note The Mixer’s sideways
glance at the Roses spectacle on days 1
and 2. And might I cheekily mention
that our next big project is a college cup
Fantasy Football competition, playable
at nouse.co.uk/fantasty-football? No
better way to follow the football successes this weekend (p. 10) and continue the
passions of Roses in the college arena.
This supplement takes you through
each day as it happened, focussing on
the great games, and moments, that will
live long in the memory. So sit back,
relax, and let us guide you through a
record-breaking three days of Roses
2009.
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York celebrate taking a wicket in the men’s cricket firsts match on Roses Friday
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IT IS ALMOST criminal that this weekend
will be recorded in the history books as
merely a ‘York win.’ Future generations looking back will never fully appreciate the magnitude or the comprehensiveness of York’s
victory in the Roses tournament of 2009.
The last three days have been remarkable in many ways: the mathematical confirmation of York’s success on Saturday teatime
was unprecedented, as was the breadth of
clubs reeling in the maximum points available. Furthermore, the gaping 115-point
margin of victory stands as a testament to
the unwavering dedication and professionalism of those White Rose teams who could
quite happily have lowered their standards
already knowing the Carter-James Trophy
was guaranteed to remain in York.
Many cynics will continue to argue that,
unlike many of his predecessors, the legacy of
Alex Lacy, the York Sport President, should
be judged on more than one weekend in
early May. However, few will now dispute
that sport at the University of York is progressing in the right direction. After all, the
evidence was laid bare for all to see this
weekend as teams bedecked in black and
gold ravished Lancaster on the courts, the
slopes, the astroturf and the grass.
Lacy’s reaction after victory was sealed,
by the women’s indoor football team

(although others may contest this), said it all.
“Oh my God! That’s amazing! It’s absolutely
incredible, the coolest thing ever. How did
we win it on a Saturday?”
It wasn’t meant to be this way, it wasn’t
meant to be so easy. Last year’s two-point triumph, secured at the eleventh hour by
Richard de Boltz’s immortal goal, had bred
caution, sometimes pessimism.
For Gaz Coleman, the amicable leader of
the Red Rose invasion, now begins the postmortem. The inquiry won’t make pleasant
reading regardless of how many excuses are
being formulated in Lancaster minds.
Under-strength they might well have been,
caused by a somewhat inevitable clash with
the exam season, but, although a cliche, you
can only beat what is put in front of you.
Most refreshingly, the university, and
YUSU, demonstrated their capability to
bring sparkle and panache to campus, best
shown by a glittering, all-action closing ceremony which was universally enjoyed.
Cheerleaders, capoeira, somersaults, streamers - this was actually a fitting end to the
weekend, something more likely to stick in
the memory than laboriously handing out
medals in a wet gazebo.
Full marks to the tournament organisers, who overcame a number of headaches to
deliver a first class spectacle, which ran to
plan and exceeded all expectations. As a
result, for many of York’s veteran sportsmen
and women, Roses represented an apt finale
before graduation.
Tied to this theme is my personal highlight of the weekend, the 4-0 romp for the
men’s football firsts on Sunday afternoon, a
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Leading by example, York men’s rugby captain Mike Callis ploughs over the try line during his side’s convincing 31-8 win, just one of many fine displays this weekend

win third consecutive Roses
beautiful
swansong
for
Matt
Witherwick, Dom O’Shea and others.
Of course, nothing rested on the game
but professional pride and personal grudges
as matters were resolved 24 hours earlier. In
truth, Lancaster had been waiting for the
mathematical coup de grace since sometime
on Friday evening as they reflected, shellshocked, on an opening day hammering.
In an organisational masterstroke, the
indoor racquet sports were arranged as the
opening salvos of the weekend. York’s
supremacy on the badminton and squash
courts - where numerous whitewash results
were recorded - was a bitter psychological
blow and something from which the visitors,
reeling, never properly recovered.
By mid-afternoon, when York’s rugby
sevens teams were willfully picking holes in
Lancastrian defences, you sensed something
very special was about to unfold. The advantage widened from narrow gap to broad
chasm almost invisibly as events staged off
campus or in it’s remote corners, yet given
equal points weighting alongside the more
spectator-friendly events, went in York’s
favour.
The equestrian, for instance, at
Snainton earned the White Rose six points,
yet happened practically under the radar.
This event, in which York occupied positions
1-6 in the leaderboard, and the snowsports
later in the day at Rossendale, were crucial ,
yet underappreciated, ingredients in the
eventual win.
With the late spring sunshine on
Saturday morning came another avalanche
of points for the home team. Thrashing were

handed out in the tennis, the squash and the
lacrosse. Suddenly, York had surpassed 100
points and the traditional highlights of the
weekend hadn’t even started. Soon, people
were reaching for their calculators, working
out the magic number target for the win.
Coast over the line? Not a chance. York
thundered down the finishing straight without a moment’s contemplation. The rugby
boys, the very epitome of a winning mentality, brushed aside the challenge before them
like swotting an injured fly. The netball firsts,
in perhaps the clearest indication of the irresistable momentum all York’s teams were
experiencing, outplayed a Lancaster opponent who compete two leagues higher.
Derwent Bar was rocking on Saturday

night for the pool and darts events, another
brilliantly conceived and executed idea. The
combination of big screens, MCs and walkon music made for a formidable atmosphere.
Sunday morning dawned more sedately
and soberly with little to play for. Nobody
told the mixed lacrosse and volleyball teams,
however, who set about dismantling their
opponents with relish.
By the afternoon, when the football and
basketball fixtures were scheduled, the only
question remaining was whether York could
surpass the 200-point barrier. Sadly,
Lancaster were spared this particular humiliation.
The traditional croquet fixture drew a
few expressions of bemusement, although

watching the respective AU Presidents, not
to mention Vice-Chancellor Brian Cantor,
attempting to negotiate an obstacle course
wielding a weighty ball and wooden mallet
brought further light relief. For the record,
Lancaster emerged victorious, a moment of
solace in a dire weekend.
All-in-all, a wonderful Roses weekend
that appealed to the core essences of sport:
pure entertainment, friendly rivalry, a captivated audience and the right result. Of
course, Emily Scott, the incoming York Sport
President will have to approach next year’s
Roses with trepidation, such will be
Lancaster’s craving for revenge. It was a
tournament that had absolutely everything
barring one thing - the opposition.

TOURNAMENT HIGHLIGHTS
BEST TEAM

MOST VALUABLE

BEST MATCH

FUNNIEST

A horrendous decision to make,
but we’ve settled for the
badminton club, who achieved
victories in all their events,
dropping just a handful of sets
along the way.

York Sport President-Elect
Emily Scott won ten of York’s
points or, as we like to think of
it, one-eighth of Lancaster’s
total. Phenomenal effort from
the skier and hockey player.

The netball firsts, who dished
out a lesson to a side plying
their trade two divisions above
them in a 49-22 victory in front
of an amazing, screaming
crowd on Saturday night.

Brian Cantor’s complete and
utter bemusement at the rules
of croquet, then compounded
by the glitz and spectacle of
the closing ceremony. Alex Lacy
had to reassure him.
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DAY ONE

York

66.5-14.5 Lancaster
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE AND GEORGE LOWTHER

From left to right: York en route to comfortable victories in the women’s, men’s seconds and men’s firsts, which earned fourteen points towards the eventual Roses win

Badminton maximum for York
BADMINTON

Dan Hyde
SPORTS EDITOR
ON A SUPERLATIVE first Roses
day for York, the badminton squad
carried on their fine BUCS form to
bring home all fourteen available
points.
In the centrepiece men's firsts
match, York dropped only one set
in their best-of-three fixture as they
thundered their way to an unassailable 5-0 lead. And earlier in the
day, the women's firsts, mixed, and
men's seconds also banked Roses
points for York with convincing victories.
The men's firsts had a whitewash in their sights after a superb
start. The only hurdle for the home
side would be the partnership of
Duy Hung Nguyen and Ed Chuck

in the third pairing - both are usually singles players and faced a hard
job adapting to the doubles format.
But when they beat Lancaster's second pair, and Ricky Kanabar and
John Choi usurped Lancaster's first
two, victory was assured.
Wins for Will Wiseman and
Paddy Clarke, the experienced doubles partners, were never really in
doubt after Lancaster's star player
left for home after the morning fixtures. Claiming to have suffered a
mysteriously acquired “injury” and
talking of a “gig I've got to get to
tonight”, he was labelled with unrepeatable, and justified, disgust by
Kanabar. With Lancaster's Roses
spirit in tatters - their drubbing in
the mixed doubles earlier clearly
hurt the team - Wiseman and
Clarke looked all-too-comfortable,
taking the key match against their
opposing numbers 21-11, 21-14.

A crucial moment for York was
the breakthrough provided by
Kanabar and Choi, who took
straight-sets victories in their first
two matches, without even hitting
top form. Kanabar said it was "far
too close" as he and his partner
laboured in their opening game,
but against the opposition first
pairing, they started to pick off
some abject shots with a consumate accuracy. A 21-17, 21-18 win
left York 4-0 up with only forty
minutes gone.
"I thought it was going to be a
lot closer but they'd taken a beating
earlier in the day and that had an
impact," said men's first team captain, Will Wiseman.
It may not have been the flowing badminton that the firsts have
been used to this season, with
York’s power play ending many of
the points before a rhythm had

been established, but Wiseman was
happy with what was “the icing on
the cake” after he and Clarke dispatched Lancaster’s third pair 21-9,
21-14. At 5-0, the tie was over and it
was now more a question of how
many. In the end Duy and Chuck
went down to a very decent
Lancaster second pair to make the
final score 8-1.
In Friday’s opening events,
York dealt their openents a double
blow, winning the mixed 8-1, and
men’s seconds 6-3. The only scare
came as Kanabar and his partner
Nicci Farr tasted defeat in the
morning’s first game, but York’s
recovery was swift and comprehesive.
Wiseman said: “This is the
first clean sweep we’ve had for a
few years, certainly the first during
my time at York. It’s a great feeling.”

Quite rightly, the firsts captain
is considering submitting for
"Team of the Year", after picking up
the league title at the end of an
unbeaten campaign last term.
Their promotion to the highly competitive Northern League 1A next
year comes as just reward for the
hard work the players have put in
over the course.
“Teams that we’ll be facing
next year, like Leeds Met, train four
hours a day, have England coaches
and fantastic facilities. So it’s a
credit to the boys and to the
amount of effort they put in each
week that we have been as successful as we have been,” added
Wiseman.
A stumbling block might be
the loss of most of this year’s team,
as many will leave York this summer. But on a wonderful day for
Wiseman, it mattered little.

DOMINATION DAY : HOW FRIDAY UNFOLDED
11.29

16.04
York’s first two points
of the day are guaranteed as the men’s seconds badminton
establish an unassailable 5-1 lead. By
11.50, the mixed team
had follows suit.

13.52

A flawless performance by York’s
B team in the dressage and
showjumping earns 6 points for
the total. Gemma Johnson
heads the individual standings.

Lancaster are reeling on 60-4 in the
men’s cricket, with Sean Martin’s medium-fast and Andrew Emmerson’s spin
turning the screw. The visitors eventually post a total of 121.

15.08
Victory for the women’s rugby sevens
team, as Claire Beer scores two tries
in a 24-10 win. There’s further success
shortly afterwards as the men’s team
win by the same score.
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JUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Triple squash whitewash
SQUASH
John Halstead
Leigh Clarke
IN 1939, Maurice Gamelin, the
French World War Two general,
said the French forces would “dismiss Germany like a man hitting a
lame rabbit with a spade”. Ever
since, no-one has really topped
Gamelin’s chronic lack of prescience. Until, that is, the men’s
firsts squash match, at which
Lancaster’s captain Daglish proclaimed that he was “60% confident of victory”.
And so it was that, just like
Hitler’s tanks storming bathetically

through the French forest, the York
men’s squash team struck through
the very heart of Lancaster, capturing the metaphorical Eiffel Tower
of victory before two matches had
to be played and dropping only two
games in the process. It was the
purest alabaster of whitewashes.
The only real scare was for
York number three Paul Atkinson
who took part in a game wrought
with emotional turmoil and physical agony. Atkinson faced a player,
known only as ‘Jez’, who was supposed to be the Lancaster number
one, but having sustained an ankle
injury, found himself lower down
the pecking order.

But by the end of Atkinson’s
third game, the points were already
secure for York after James
Birkhead, captain Tom Davenhill
and Matt Pollen wrapped up victories. Final score: 5-0 to York.
In the weekend’s other squash
action, the women’s firsts romped
to a 5-0 whitewash, while the men’s
seconds, a new venture this season,
also won convincingly, 5-0.
“I’m very proud of the whole
club, the supporters were great and
all three teams came out and did
their best. The result is definitely a
representation of a lot of had work
and effort,” said Johanna Augustus,
the women’s squash captain.

Lydia Vas Nunes in action for the women’s team, who won 5-0
GEORGE LOWTHER

Hudson spurs cricket win
CRICKET
Nabeel Moosa
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT
SCORECARD
Lancaster Firsts
121ao
York Firsts
113-6
Revised D/L target
A SUPERB UNBEATEN 66 from
Tom Hudson secured victory for
York men’s firsts in a rain hampered match.
After some tight bowling by
the York attack, Lancaster posted a
mere 121. A revised target of 111,
needed off 43 overs, was set for
York after rain delayed the second
innings. Opening batsman Hudson

hit the winning runs in the 41st
over; giving York a well deserved
four wicket victory.
At drinks after 30 overs,
Lancaster were struggling on 84-7.
However, good resistance from the
lower order ensured a somewhat
respectable three figure total from
the visitors, who were 121-9 at the
end – although it was a score York
spinner
Andrew
Emmerson
described as ‘below par on this
track’. Sean Martin stood out, finishing with figures of 4 for 22 runs
off his ten overs.
Post-tea break, with the ever
present threat of torrential rain,
York openers Ed Murrills and Tom
Hudson got off to a steady start in
MAX HARDY

the first ten overs. However, play
was cut short as eventually the
heavens opened with York still for
no loss and 35 runs to the good.
Due to the delays, the cricketing
formula that is the DuckworthLewis method was put into use and
a revised total of 111 was needed for
victory off just 43 overs.
Unfortunately, York lost key
wickets once play resumed.
Murrills was trapped leg before (5)
and soon after, Captain Nick
Vanner was out for 18 after a quick
cameo appearance. York’s strength
in depth eventually told as they
closed down the total with ease and
avenged last year’s Roses defeat in
Lancaster.

York clean sweep on slopes
SKI AND SNOWBOARD
Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR

YUSnow collected all 14 points on offer in the Roses snowsports

Sean Martin celebrates one of his four wickets in York’s victory

YUSNOW PICKED UP a complete
set of the fourteen Roses snowsports points available with a
majestic
performance
at
Rossendale on Saturday night.
Fresh from achieving a top
ten finish at the National
University finals last weekend, the
mixed first team stormed to a 4-1
victory in the best-of-five event.
Ex-captain Max Hardy made
a guest appearance on a break from
foreign climes and exhibited faultless skiing to boost York’s chances,

joining Ben Corbey, Mike Perkins,
Katy Huckle and new captain
James Lodge in cleaning up on the
dry ski slope.
The snowboard team, even
without captain Kate Hicks, completed their 3-0 race whitewash in
double-quick time, with experienced
boarders
Richard
Ramsbottom and Marlies Neuner
leading the way to the four points
on offer.
Earlier, the ladies’ skiing had
cruised to their four points thanks
to accomplished races by Katy
Huckle, who immediately put
Lancaster on the back foot, Emily
Scott, Emily Bird, with a com-

mendable effort in the final leg,
and Hannah Cooper.
The day started with the
mixed ski seconds, who registered
a 3-0 success, with Scott racing
twice and winning on both occasions, picking up two points for the
overall score.
At the end of the final race,
Corbey and Hardy shared a handshake, signifying the end to their
partnership on the slopes, which
has been instrumental in the rise of
YUsnow to one of the most respected university ski/snowboard clubs
in Britain. They are also one of the
largest and most successful clubs
on campus.

TheMixer @ Roses
18.22
Richard Larkin excels for York in the
men’s indoor hockey as a resounding
6-2 win delivers two points.

16.24
Final act in the rain-affected Ultimate
Frisbee, with York winning 15-6 for four
more points.

Heart pounding like a jackhammer and eyes standing on stalks
in a manner similar to a child
confronted with a candy store
closing down sale, TM perused
the Friday schedules with moist
anticipation. Roses is here, Roses!
Bloody hell! It was also Alex
Lacy’s birthday (age undisclosed), but ROSES! What to
watch first, what unknown sport
to sample. Choices, choices. TM
plumps for the cricket, nice genteel English sport for starters,
let’s not get too carried away...
11am, straddling the boundary
rope in the glorious morning
sunshine, eyes transfixed on the

freshly mown grass, which radiates a beautiful perfume. Yet
nothing happens and yet more
nothing happens. Turns out it’s a
12.30 start now, damn schedule
is wrong. Oh well, not to panic,
nothing missed. In for the badminton, the Sports Hall is awash
with activity: shuttlecocks arcing
majestically through air, the very
air hung with sweltering tension,
the swoosh of racquets theraputic, the squeek, squeek of the
white trainers on the polished
wood surface. OH Yes!
Phew, calmed down now.
Outside for the Ultimate Frisbee,
how thrilling! The curve of the

flying disc as it fizzes through the
air in the drizzle, the deft flicks of
the wrist, the vision, the intelligent tactics, the thrill of reaching
the endzone. Lord, better stay
out in this monsoon to quell my
bubbling excitement...
Yet, there’s more to come, more
sport. TM makes the mistake of
going to the indoor hockey. Endto-end action, the slamming of
sticks, the hacking of ankles, the
brightly-coloured strips, oh good
lord I’ve come over all queer. Just
can’t handle this quantity of
sport shoehorned into one day.
Going off to lie down in a darkened room...
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DAY TWO

York

159.5-62.5 Lancaster
GEORGE LOWTHER

Success for
Boat Club
ROWING
Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR

Crunching defence provided the backbone in a convincing victory for York’s first fifteen in the men’s rugby on the 22 Acres

Emphatic wins for rugby
RUGBY UNION
Huw Harrow
Leigh Clarke
A boisterous crowd and streakers of
both genders witnessed a dominant performance from the men’s firsts in Saturday’s
rugby showpiece.
York swept Lancaster aside without ever
really reproducing the form that has seen
them unbeaten champions of BUCS League
2B this year, eventually winning 31-8.
Lancaster’s physical pack secured them large
periods of possession, but a lack of creativity
and stout York defensive work led to a comfortable afternoon for the home side.
Tries for York came from captain Mike
Callis, Tim Walker and Dave Lowe, with flyhalf Rob Grant - superb with the boot all
afternoon - converting two and adding three
penalties.
The visitors had looked to be in for a
long afternoon when their kick-off sailed
straight into touch, and they conceded a soft

Tim Walker try a mere two minutes later.
A try from Callis, receiving the ball
direct from a lineout took the score to 20-3,
after both teams had traded penalties in a
scrappy period of play that had culminated
in a sin-binning for Lancaster’s open-side
flanker.
During the interval the crowd were
entertained by some streakers, one of whom
bizarrely attempted to hit a startled
Lancaster player with his big stick. And following a testing spell early in the second half,
Lancaster found more joy with a combative
approach, barging their way over from close
range to narrow the gap to 23-8. At this stage
the Red Rose may have sniffed a comeback,
but these were to prove their last points of
the afternoon.
York’s ambition in attack resulted in the
best try of the afternoon. The ball was
worked over onto the right-wing and, expertly exploiting an overlap, Jack Wakeling put
Dave Lowe in for the score that sealed the
triumph.

Callis was “over the moon” after the victory and praised Lancaster for their “good
work in the scrum and big hits”.
Magnanimous in victory, he claimed that
“the score was harsh on Lancaster” but conceded that York had won “without ever playing [their] best rugby”.
York’s players and supporters alike
erupted in joy at the final whistle. The side
will now approach their crucial BUCS promotion play off at the University of Central
Lancaster next Wednesday in fine spirits as
they look to cap what has been a tremendous
season for the club.
Elsewhere, the men’s seconds comfortably overcame Lancaster 32-3 courtesy of
tries from Jack Miles, Matt Pollen, Seb Hurst
and Ryan Johnston.
Simultaneously, the women’s firsts
claimed a hard-fought 22-17 win - try scorers
were captain Chrissie Leahy (2), Kirsty
Wheeler and Aime Miller as York battled
back from a 12-10 deficit at the interval, completing an excellent afternoon.

A STERLING PERFORMANCE from the
men’s senior eight crew in the final race of
the morning ensured York collected the
majority of the available points in the Roses
rowing on Saturday.
The White Rose dominated the fours
races, claiming first position in the women’s
novice, men’s novice and men’s senior categories on the River Ouse for a total of 12
points. Lancaster came home ahead in the
women’s senior four and the women’s senior
eight, picking up eight points for their tally.
Competing in beautiful late spring sunshine on their home course, the historicallyconscious York University Boat Club were
seeking to level the overall scores in Roses
rowing events at 19-apiece.
They completed their mission serenely,
as well as enjoying the added pleasure of seeing the men’s and women’s novice eights finish first in unscored races, an excellent omen
for the future of the club.
The day’s first race, the women’s novice
fours, was arguably it’s tightest: York holding
off a strong fightback from the Red Rose
after Scarborough Bridge, a landmark marking the finishing sector of the 1km course, to
cross the line in front. Their male counterparts followed suit, winning by a length
despite slowing up prematurely as the finish
line approached.
After York bossed the women’s freshers
fours, cruising home a couple of minutes
before their opponents, Lancaster won in
similarly imperious style in the women’s senior four, ten minutes later, for a valuable
four-point haul. Confusion started to reign
as an already amended schedule was further
convoluted by the complication of boat sharing, delaying the men’s freshers four, which
Lancaster took by a ‘nose.’
After another considerable delay, the
business end of the morning’s events started
with a two-length York success in the men’s
senior four, earning a tidy four points, followed by the two wins in the novice eights.
With Vice-Chancellor Brian Cantor
watching on from the Boat House balcony,
Lancaster were comfortable four-length victors in the women’s senior eights, before
York had the final word with a narrow, but
thoroughly deserved, men’s senior eights
win.

ENDGAME: BEST OF THE REST ON SATURDAY
10.55

13.30

Having already won the epee, York establish a healthy 24-13 lead in the men’s
fencing. They would eventually take the
four points available by a131-112 scoreline.

York’s women’s tennis team
complete a clean sweep of
the doubles rubbers, an education for their opponents.

15.54
York’s victory in Roses 2009 is mathematically confirmed as the women’s
football win their indoor fixture. On
hearing the news, Alex Lacy says: “Oh
my God! That’s amazing! It’s absolutely incredible, the coolest thing ever.”

13.50
The men’s indoor football concludes with a resounding 8-3 win
for York’s first team.
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Volleyball men smash Lancs
SAM NEWSOME

VOLLEYBALL
Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR

York take hockey hit
HOCKEY
Leigh Clarke
John Halstead
IT WAS A difficult day for York
hockey as Lancaster instantly
sought to claw at the already sizeable overall lead with some
impressive performances on the
astroturf.
The men’s firsts lost their fixture
2-1, finding themselves behind after
only two minutes when a rebound
from a short corner was driven past
keeper Sam Harriman. York began
to dominate midfield possession,
with captain Billy Walsh playing
expansive and creative hockey, but
were unable to turn this possession
into goals. Things then got worse
for the home side when, against the
run of play, the Lancaster captain
added a second.
York got back into the game
when Walsh, using stylish skill to

beat the defence, launched a shot
at the opposition keeper. Niko
Bode calmly slotted the rebound
into the goal. York pressurised further but the Lancastrian defence
held on.
The women’s firsts drew their
game 0-0, withstanding strong
Lancaster attacks throughout.
Fantastic defensive work from
Charlie Bartlett and captain Jaimie
Unsworth, playing her last game
for York, kept them in the game.
The home side even had chances to
win but, despite both teams efforts,
the match remained goalless.
Elsewhere the men’s seconds
claimed York’s only Saturday hockey victory, with Matt North and
Tom Harcourt scoring in a 2-1 win.
The women’s seconds defended
brilliantly against their dominant
opponents but were undone by a
crushing 65th minute winner from
the visitors.

IN THEIR TIME playing together
over the last few months and years,
the regulars of the ever-cosmopolitan men’s volleyball team must
have learned a few things. On
Saturday afternoon, they decided
to share their wisdom and educate
their Lancaster opponents in the
finer points of the sport, strolling to
a straight sets victory which verged
on the genuinely classy.
They clearly had saved their
best until last, a truth acknowledged by Captain Jack Butcher as
he trooped off following a heroic
performance: “that was awesome,
the best we’ve played all year in our
biggest match of the season.”
It was yet another jewel of a
display in York’s Roses crown, as
Lancaster – who at least were able
to muster a team this year – were
brushed aside with abandon in
front of a sizeable crowd.
From the outset, York were
intense, vocal and purposeful, seizing the serve instantly and exploiting it through the range and pinpoint accuracy of Janis Koknevics
to establish an early 5-1 lead.
Butcher was mouthy, in the best
possible way, to inspire his teammates and backed up his words
with incredulous actions, diving
full length to rescue York’s sixth
point.
Lancaster were unable to
retain the serve for any length of

time in the first set, trying their
best to turn a deaf ear to York’s
impressive repetoire of humiliation
chants, wheeled out after each
point.
Jaroslav
Rusotzve,
Lancaster’s
smasher-in-chief,
enjoyed his moments, but could
find no consistency, in contrast to
York’s Josh Chipman, who serially
executed points with bold shots
throughout the match.
York wrapped up the first set
25-16 and although the Red Rose
showed a touch more urgency in
the second , their errors were frequent and mostly unnecessary.
Chipman continued to show an
unerring knack of picking out the
little glimpses of polished floor

with his shots, while Jon Stammers
was prominent at the net as York
wrestled control once more.
The wise head of Stammers
proved influential in closing out
the second set 25-17, with Butcher
rounding things off with a deft
touch over the net. Michal Kovac,
sporting some ridiculously blingy
trainers, launched York’s third set
with a string of five unbroken
serves and Lancaster, by now psychologically crippled, faded badly
and were to lose the third 25-15.
The women’s team were well
beaten in straight sets, although
the 23-25, 10-25, 25-27 result
failed to reflect York’s spirit in this
often tight match.

Unexpected win for netball firsts caps great day
GEORGE LOWTHER

NETBALL
NATASHA TRANTER
DEPUTY SPORTS EDITOR
FOR THE FIRST time in nine
years, Roses victory belonged to the
netball firsts. York's ladies beat
Lancaster 49-22 in an excruciatingly tense atmosphere in the Tent.
And the screams eminating from
the crowd after this unlikely victory
could be heard from Alcuin to
Wentworth.
Lancaster were widely tipped
to score the full four Roses points
in the build up to the contest, playing a full two leagues above York in

Action from the netball thirds, where York were 50-23 victors

BUCS competition. That was until
York grasped a hold of the ball and the tie.
Led by incessant chants from
the crowd, the game was played at
a frenetic pace. York gradually built
on a slender lead as the quarters
progressed.
Wing-attack Cesca Dessain
was outstanding throughout,
graceful in her style across the
court and feeding her teamates the
ball with an insatiable energy.
Goal-shooter Emily Harrington
was one of the main beneficiariesfrom Dessain's clever distribution,
finding top form as she scored with
regularity, towering over the

Lancaster players.
The turning point for York
came with the scores tied at 12-12
in the second quarter. Gear-changing commenced with immediate
effect and centre Liz Cowell was
the fulcrum of some rapid passing
movements.
York capitalised on the extra
possession, establishing a stranglehold on the game and by the end of
the third quarter York had established a 37-18 lead; there was no
way back for the visitors.
The netball second and third
teams also recorded wins, helping
the squad pick up a maximum 7
Roses points.

TheMixer @ Roses
23.44
The outcome from the evening’s entertainment in Derwent Bar is that York
and Lancaster pick up six Roses points
apiece from the pool and darts events.

19.31
Lancaster complete their double over
York in the water polo, winning the
men’s fixture 6-3 after their women had
won 9-1.

HMMM, DAY two, eh? Rugger
boys, nudity, lots actually, and
the sweet smell of churned up
22 Acres grass? Enough to give
TM that tingly feeling usually
reserved for the age-old joys of
the Grand National and Match
of the Day.
The early news is that
good old Capitano Cantor has
demanded - with some ostentation, mind - that the rowing is
moved back and forth and
back...and forth and back again;
supporters neither coming nor

going. Why, TM asks one of the
friendly, if slightly brighly
coloured, steward fellows,
should this be so? Swine Flu?
Or have those pesky bladder
problems bitten our esteemed
leader, too? Nasty things those,
from personal experience, and
do certainly involve planning
trips carefully in advance. But
no! It seems he simply felt like a
change might be fun for those
dignitary-doodles
from
Heslington Hall. Suit you, sir,
TM is heading off to the ball-

room for some sexy rumbas and
a bit of cha-cha.
But, alas, TM’s floppy
sword is forecfully requisitioned
by a raucous rambunchkin from
Lancashire en route. Those rugger boys, always shoving in
where they’re not welcome.
Bah. Good old Mikey Callis will
teach them a thing or two.
Heard he eats children with his
chips, that man. Wonderous.
What’s that now? They’ve painted the Roger Kirk white?
Getting everywhere, this wash.
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York 194.5-79.5 Lancaster

Football firsts hit four in easy win
SAM NEWSOME

John Halstead
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT
MEN’S FOOTBALL
University of York
Lancaster University

4
0

IF LANCASTER Sport were a dog, in
this game York picked up its feeble carcass,
rolled it up in some old carpet, read a brief
memoriam and threw it into a quarry. After
last year’s defeat, revenge had been a long
time coming. A year in fact. When it came,
it was served up in the best way possible: ice
cold.
After a subdued first 10 minutes - the
main incident had been a moron urinating in
the Lancaster goalmouth - the game burst
into life. One of many soft free kicks came in
from the right. One-time Bad Taste clothes
horse Dom O’Shea leapt to attack the ball
like a bearded salmon and Lancaster dealt
with the threat. But the referee blew up and
to Lancaster’s horror gave a penalty, apparently for a push on O’Shea. It was a soft decision. Nonetheless, up strode alliterative man
of the match Mark McLeod to send
Lancaster’s keeper the wrong way.
Two minutes later, the referee made
another crucial decision. As Geordie gabster
Joe Brennan colourfully lamented his throw
falling short of its intended target, McLeod
flew in late on the diminutive Lancaster captain. The referee had already given more
fouls than a generous chicken farmer, was he
going to send off McLeod? No: just a talking
to. Lancaster’s captain, already riled at the
penalty decision, lay in torment on the floor,
moaning in pain and at the referee in equal
measure. “So this is British justice!” he
screamed. Mindful of the impact that such
dissent could have for the FA’s respect campaign, the referee booked him, rubbing
metaphorical salt into his literal wound.
From then on, York had the game by the
throat and squeezed until it went blue in the
face. The 3-5-2 formation worked brilliantly.
Support got into the box and Witherwick
and McLeod shielded the back three, who
were excellent. Lancaster’s defence couldn’t
cope with O’Shea or Dreamz Murphy’s running into the channels, or their aerial ability.
Going forward, although the Lancaster number 10 could hold the ball up, they fundamentally lacked pace.
York extended their lead on the half
hour. Great build up play down the right
from Brennan made space for the cross to
fellow Geordie medic McKellow, who headed

York maestro Dom O’Shea and partner in attack Dreamz Murphy ran Lancaster ragged on the 22 Acres on Sunday afternoon
the ball back across the box. O’Shea went in
to challenge the keeper, with the ball
rebounding to Murrills to emphatically
spank the rebound into the roof of the net.
In the first half, York keeper Emmerson
was redundant, so the second half begged for
a change of approach from Lancaster. But if
anything, York’s confidence grew as they
started shifting the ball with surety around
Lancaster’s half. Dreamz Murphy attempted
a Di Canio volley from just inside the area,
but in a slight to his credibility, the ball
decided to spoon into the air. But if anyone
was laughing, they weren’t five minutes later,
when Dreamz got in behind the Lancaster
defence with the ball bouncing between him
and the keeper. The keeper hesitated and
Dreamz ducked Colin Jackson-like to head

the ball home. Murphy wheeled off in ecstasy, removing his shirt and throwing it to the
floor as he raced up the touchline. Then, like
a man left to pick up the cake and jelly
strewn on the floor after a party, he soberly
walked back 20 yards to retrieve his shirt.
O’Shea completed the rout in similar
fashion. The keeper hesitant once more,
O’Shea rounded him and slotted home.
Witherwick was overjoyed and said he had
generic adjectives in mind about all his players, such as ‘excellent’ and ‘superb’. His team
put the cherry on the biggest and moistest
Roses cake York could have dreamt of.
Witherwick put it best: “We’ve had a huge
mountain to climb, but the view from the top
is all the better for it.”
In the men’s seconds game, stunning

strikes from Jack Crane and Mark Johnson
complemented a Dan Cox double. Another
four goal drubbing disguised a scrappy affair,
punctuated by the naked antics of supporting Lancaster rubgy boys who rolled around
on the side of the pitch, throwing mysterious
frisbee shaped objects at York players. Even
so it was a perfect warm-up and welcome
boost ahead of the College Cup.
York Line-up:
GK - Emmerson 7, CB - Shaun Evans 7, CB Greg Gardner 7, CB - Alex Cooper 8; RWB Ed Murrills 7, LWB - Ian McKellow 7; CM Matt Witherwick 8, CM - Mark McLeod 9,
CM - Joe Brennan 8; F - Dreamz Murphy 7,
F - Dom O’Shea 8 Subs: CB- Laurie Swann 7,
CM - Tom Wilson 7, F - Mark Gouland 6

GLORY DAY: ALL OF SUNDAY’S ACTION
12.00
York gain their first points of the day with
a straight sets victory in the mixed
Volleyball. Meanwhile, on the 22 Acres,
the sombrero-sporting mixed Lacrosse
match has ended 22-5 to the home side.

1638
Lancaster win a clean sweep of the
mountaineering and a long day of
table tennis finishes - York lose the
mixed seconds, but win the firsts. At
the closing ceremony the Carter James trophy is presented to York.

1400
Mixed fortunes for
women's teams as
York win 43-37 in
the basketball but
are thrashed 5-0 in
the football.
Elsewhere the
Mixed Hockey has
ended 2-1 to the
White Rose.

1548
The tempestuous thirds hockey
encounter ends 6-4 to Lancaster and the
Archery results are calculated and the
points are shared. York provosts win the
clay pigeon shooting 42-31.
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Cheng inspires ballers
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Dan Hyde
Ioannis Costas
Basketball
University of York
50
Lancaster University 38
RE-INVOKING that longlost Presbyterian work ethic,
Ronan Joyce’s men’s firsts
handed out a basketballing
clinic to their Lancastrian
counterparts on Sunday.
Complete with a floor
slapping, fanny-pack-clad
coach
(insert
corny
American accent here) and a
five-foot-seven
dunking
guard, heavy favourites
Lancaster succumbed to the
weekend’s white-rosed zeitgeist in a raucous atmosphere in the main hall.
Staunch defense laid
the foundations for a surprise victory, masterminded
by the tireless Joyce after a
season of rebuilding finally
bore fruit. Since winning
“Team of the Year” in
2005/2006, the men’s firsts
have faced a diaspora of key
players. On Sunday, though,
York played like the team of
old, hassling, harrying their
opponents, and converting
on the offensive end.
Point guard Kelvin
Cheng stood out for York
and crashed the boards for
an incredible 8 rebounds to
go along with his 8 points,
while the “Kazmanian Devil”
Robert Kazimierowicz’s top-

Dignitaries put on show
Camilla Jenkins
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT
Croquet
York VIPs
Lancaster VIPs
Point guard Kelvin Cheng had a superb game for York
scoring 11 points included a
deep three-pointer that
emphatically sealed the win
with ten seconds on the
clock.
Although York never
conceded the lead they
established early in the first
quarter, they never pulled
more than ten points ahead
of Lancaster. It gave the
game an engrossing edge as
possession and baskets were
traded with a frequency
reserved only for the pressure-cooker that is Roses.

“We came together as a
team today, and it shows
how far we’ve come,” said a
jubilant Joyce.
The performances of
centres Brendan Moran and
Jean Paul Niyongabo were
key to victory in the captian’s
view. “The guys inside handled their big players particularly well, and the ability to
rotate the squad was essential; everybody has worked
so hard to get to a similar
level and that made a massive difference today.”

Lost
Won

Croquet, not known as
the most competitive or
interesting of games, had a
re-birth as Chancellor battled
Chancellor,
ViceChancellor battled ViceChancellor and Sports
Union President battled,
well, you get the picture. In
the end, Lancaster emerged
victorious.
Set on the final day of
the Roses tournament, loyal
supporters huddled together
against the wind as the powers-that-be
of
both
Lancaster and York battled,
not for points, but for pride.

The usually low-key game of
croquet was elevated by the
presence of YSTV, URY and
Nouse all keen to get a few
words with the competitors.
Sadly, the dignitaries tended
to be too involved in actually
attempting to understand
the intricacies of the game to
provide the hungry media
with sound bites.
The match was intense.
Drunk York supporters
entered into what could only
be described as a verbal
sword-fight with the last
Lancastrians who had managed to hold out against the
depressing lack of action and
grim weather. Megaphones
were used,
pints were
thrown and leggings were
removed, but the YorkLancaster croquet game
went on.

After a nail-bittingly
tense hour and a half
(remember it took 30 minutes for Alex Lacy to figure
how to set the thing up),
Lancaster Vice Chancellor
Paul Wellings displayed
impressive levels of malletwielding skills and did what
professional croquet players
describe as “scoring a rover
hoop”. Or maybe a “run a
hoop”. Or potentially a
“rush”. Either way, they won.
Croquet, long the chosen competitive sport of
lawn parties and little girls,
finally entered the major
leagues on Sunday afternoon. The bitter sting of the
loss will stay with an understandably distraught Greg
Dyke until opportunity for
revenge arises next year at
Roses 2010 in Lancaster.

ALMANAC: THE RESULTS IN FULL
Match

York Lanc Pts

Saturday May 2
Canoe slalom men
Canoe slalom women
Canoe polo open
Canoe polo women’s

Win
W
12
W

2L
2L
2L
2L

142

141

2Y

8
6
6
8
15
6
W
W
113-6
5
5
6
24
22
24
24
5
W
W
W
3
6
1
3
2
3

1
3
3
1
6
8
L
L
121-9
0
0
0
10
5
0
10
20
L
L
L
0
2
2
4
2
1

4Y
2Y
4Y
4Y
4Y
2L
4Y
2Y
4Y
4Y
2Y
4Y
2Y
1Y
1Y
2Y
1L
4Y
2Y
4Y
4Y
2Y
1L
2L
0.5
4Y

Friday May 8
Badminton men
Badminton men’s seconds
Badminton women
Badminton mixed
Ultimate Frisbee outdoor open
Indoor Frisbee indoor open
Equestrian
Equestrian seconds
Cricket men
Squash men
Squash men’s seconds
Tennis mixed
Rugby Union 7s men
Rugby Union 7s men’s seconds
Rugby Union 7s men’s thirds
Rugby Union 7s women
Rugby Union 7s women’s seconds
Skiing mixed
Skiing mixed seconds
Skiing women
Snowboarding
Indoor hockey men
Indoor hockey men’s seconds
Indoor hockey women
Indoor hockey women’s seconds
Karate

York Lanc Pts

Saturday May 9
Lose
L
0
L

Thursday May 7
Cricket men’s seconds

Match
Rowing men’s senior 8

W

L

4Y

Rowing men’s senior 4
Rowing men’s novice 4
Rowing women’s senior 8

W
W
L

L
L
W

4Y
2Y
4L

Rowing women’s senior 4
Rowing women’s novice 4
Tennis men
Tennis men seconds
Tennis women
Lacrosse men
Hockey men
Hockey men’s seconds
Hockey women
Hockey women’s seconds
Judo men over 90kg
Judo men under 90kg
Judo men 81kg
Judo men 73kg
Judo women (o)57kg
Judo women (u)57kg
Fencing men
Fencing women
Fencing men seconds
Indoor Football men
Indoor Football men 2nds
Indoor Football men 3rd
Indoor Football women
Indoor Football women 2nd
Netball
Netball seconds
Netball thirds
Snooker
Beginners Latin Dancing
Advanced Latin Dancing
Beginners Ballroom Dancing
Advanced Ballroom Dancing

L
W
W
W
W
28
1
2
0
0
L
D
L
W
W
W
131
W
W
8
3
3
6
1
49
27
50
W
W
W
W
D

W
L
L
L
L
0
2
1
0
1
W
D
W
L
L
L
112
L
L
3
4
7
2
9
22
15
23
L
L
L
L
D

4L
2Y
4Y
2Y
4Y
4Y
4L
2Y
2
2L
1L
0. 5
1L
1Y
1Y
1Y
4Y
4Y
2Y
2Y
1L
1L
2Y
1L
4Y
2Y
4Y
4Y
1Y
1Y
1Y
0. 5

Match

York

Lanc

Pt s

Sailing mixed

W

L

4Y

Sailing mixed seconds
Rugby men’s

W
31

L
8

2Y
4Y

Rugby men’s seconds

32

3

2Y

Rugby women’s
Mountaineering A team
Mountaineering B team
Trampolining
Volleyball men’s
Volleyball women’s
Swimming men’s
Swimming women’s
Waterpolo men’s
Waterpolo women’s
Pool men’s
Pool women’s
Darts men’s
Darts women’s

22
L
L
145
3
0
D
L
3
1
W
L
4
5

17
W
W
147
0
3
D
W
6
9
L
W
5
2

4Y
4L
2L
4L
4Y
4L
1
2
4L
4L
4Y
4L
2L
2Y

W
L
L
W
W
L
7
2
4
3
22
9
50
43
4
4

L
W
W
L
L
W
1
1
6
0
5
4
38
37
0
0

4Y
2L
1L
1Y
1Y
1L
1Y
1Y
1L
4Y
4Y
4Y
4Y
4Y
4Y
4Y

Sunday May 10
Archery mixed senior
Archery mixed novice
Archery men’s senior
Archery men’s novice
Archery women’s senior
Archery women’s novice
Hockey mixed
Hockey mixed seconds
Hockey mens thirds
Volleyball mixed
Lacrosse mixed
Table tennis mixed
Basketball men’s
Basketball women’s
Football
Football seconds
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HenryJamesFoy
Chaos and Cheerleading
ell it’s a bloody good
job that this year’s
tournament didn’t go
down to the wire, because
nobody left Central Hall with
any semblence of what had
gone on for the past hour, let
alone the preceding three days.
With the final lines of
Jerusalem ringing out with all
the confidence that only comes
from Carling and Strongbow,
the majority who braved the
80-odd trophies to see Lacy
pour the majority of his trophy
pint down his shirt emerged
from the closing ceremony of
Roses 2009 wondering just
what linked medieval reenactment society with aircannons
and streamers.
The whole thing was a tad
surreal. From the cross-dressing nun who was waved away
with contempt by Brian Cantor
to the airlifted trophy that
looked like something out of
Fear Factor, it was as ridiculously brilliant as the manner in
which York sent Lancaster back
across the Pennines with overwhelming ease.
Even Cantor, typically a
man of poise, reportedly turned
to YorkSport nutcase Alex Lacy
during one of the more confusing segments to plead: “What’s
going on, what’s going on?”
Lacy, for the record, set him at
ease with a hearty laugh.
Greg Dyke, God love him,
tried his best to bring some
kind of order to the proceedings, but even his attempts to
work the crowd with his geezerlike charm were lost amongst

W

the rapidly-descending atmosphere and chants of ‘ITV, ITV’.
Surely Mr. Ernst & Young,
with a tougher job than
Lancaster’s lacrosse goalkeeper
would explain the extravagazna? A pro at handling such a
non-plussed audience, he had a
stab at being hip and trendy but
it wasn’t to be. A few shouts of
“Can I have a job?” later, and he
was back in corporate “winning
is great for learning” mode.
Still, we’ll have your dosh for
next year, thank you very much.
Lacy, who Dyke described
as “awful... as awful as Jo Carter”
at Croquet, had a mare trying to
detatch the trophy from it’s harness, while throughout Tom
Scott’s ‘Are you ready to
Rhumble?’ voice boomed out
with faux-significance.
Still, it was certainly more
exciting than the droll, repetitive affair of graduation, though
one hopes that more people
arrive on stage to collect their
winnings in July.
Though perhaps graduation could learn something
from this impressive though
altogether bizarre closing ceremony. Not winched-in degrees
or air cannons for every student, but the spectacle that
everyone braved 30 minutes
queuing in the rain to see:
Cheerleaders.
Did we care about the history bollocks? Did we really find
the rugby banter funny? No. But
get these black and gold
Energizer bunnies out everywhere. Did you see the jealousy
oozing from DanceSoc’s faces?

GEORGE LOWTHER

Anyone for a Hornet? ‘Two over here please’ pipes up Lacy. And HE should stop looking so damn smug, too. Loser.

COMIC STRIP photos by George Lowther

Benedict, of Lancaster’s 1st Quaffing Team polishes off his
3rd bottle of Vin Blanc while working the ‘Michaelangelo’

His renaissance pose and top tipple prove too tempting for
fellow schweffers Rupert and Cecil, who simply must join in

But all the japery ends in disaster for unfortunate Percy,
who is left to ponder life without self-respect or genitalia
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Crossing the line

At what point does a drunken encounter become something more
sinister? Camilla Jenkins asks where consensual boundaries lie
e stood up and walked
across the room. I looked
down at my chest and couldn't figure out what the sticky stuff was
all over me. When I finally realized, I
knew something was seriously wrong. I
still don't understand how I could not
have known. I think I was just grateful
that he'd stopped.”
Sarah, a second year student at the
University of York, had an experience
that, according to the National Victim
Centre, will affect one in four university aged women. She wasn't attacked
down a dark alley in the middle of the
night, but seduced by one of her friends
who convinced her to allow him into
his bedroom on her gap year. “With
Jason, I'd met him. We went out. We
were with his friends. He was older,
from California and really good looking. He said he was impressed with the
way I did shots of vodka which was
ridiculous because I hated the taste and
gagged it down. I was sitting on his lap
and we were making out. Apparently
that meant I was up for it,” she says
with a slightly hardened smile.
“I'd never lived with guys before.
He was 23. I wasn't aware of how aware
you have to be that you are a girl and
they are a guy. Because of that I had a
lot of problems. It wasn't that I wanted
them to want me or I wanted sex or
attention, it was the only way I knew to
interact with boys - by flirting, and
then I got myself into a bad situation.”
This is a problem that many girls
living away from home for the first time
face. Students are presented with no
supervision and a plethora of beds.

“H

When alcohol is added to the mix, the
hazy boundary between consensual
and non-consensual sex is blurred.
According to survive.org, 55% of
all date rapes involve people who were
drinking or were drunk when raped.
80% of rapists had been drinking
before they committed the act. “He

“Next thing I remember, I was
lying on my back, naked. He
was jacking off onto my chest
with his fingers inside me”
asked me if I wanted to watch a movie
and I said yes because I genuinely
thought he wanted to watch a movie. I
really didn't want to have sex with him
because I was scared of not being good.
He was so much older and more experienced. He tried to get me to give him
a hand job but I didn't want to. He kept
on saying it wasn't a big deal, that I'd
been acting like I would. He said he
didn't realise I was just a stupid 18 year
old. I'm pretty sure I said no but I still
did it. The next thing I remember, I was
lying on my back, naked, and he was
jacking off into my chest and had his
fingers inside me. I remember lying
there and not moving and thinking that
this will be over soon.”
“I don't remember when he left. I
took the hottest shower I've ever had
and scrubbed myself. You can still feel
his hands on you, in you, you still have

his smell. I walked outside and called
my best friend. It was 4am and I was
standing in the middle of the street
saying that I was a whore. It wasn't an
emotional thing; I was just convinced
that girls who let this happen were
whores - I was mortified and humiliated that I had become that girl.”
The American Academy of
Experts in Traumatic Stress say that
Sarah's story and her reaction to her
experience is not unusual. “Victims
often display a variety of symptoms
such as self-humiliation, guilt, depression, shame, anger, nightmares, and a
fear for their personal safety - women
need to understand that being pressured by someone into having sexual
activity with him, even if it is someone
she knows, is still rape, a very serious
crime. Also a woman who is intoxicated, either by alcohol and/or drugs, is
not considered to have given their legal
consent.”
Sarah says that she was aware of
that but would never have consideredprosecution. For her, the idea of
reporting what happened was worse
than the event itself. “The next day I
completely ignored it. I was nice and
polite to him but he told everyone we
were living with that he “had” me last
night. What was I supposed to say? He
was 23 and I was so fucking in over my
head.”
“Do you know how it feels to have
someone else literally mark his territory on your chest and then brag about
it? I wanted to kill him but no one
would have believed me.”
“He decided that every Friday he

was going to try and get me back into
bed. I was walking up the stairs one
day and he followed me. I told him I
wanted to be alone but he blocked me
into the corner of the stairs with his
arms over me so I couldn't move and
tried to kiss me. He groped me. I keptturning my head but it was only when
I pushed him away and said ‘get the
fuck away from me’ that he left with a
look as though I had let him down."
Olivia, a first year student also at
the university, had a similar experience
although, unlike Sarah, she was barely
conscious when her friend at the time
decided he wanted sex. “I don't think
he was trying to punish me for my
behaviour [they had had a fight earlier
that day], I think that he was very
much in the frame of mind that I want
this, I'm drunk and she's not in the
position to stop me.”
Olivia explains: “It was a pretty
weird relationship. He was my bestfriend's ex-boyfriend but they broke up
a while ago. He was still part of our circle, though. We'd hung out a bit as
friends, you know how you kind of get
dragged into things. You do it because
it's easier to say yes than no. We hadn't
had sex before or done anything else.
He tried to sleep with me before and I
actually said no. That I didn't want to,
that I wasn't ready to.”
“Everything was a bit crazy and
fast, everyone was a bit too drunk. I
was entirely aware of the fact that I had
had too much to drink. He'd been really aggressive with me all evening. I
can't actually remember how I got
home. I remember being in his room
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account all circumstances including
whether person A has taken reasonable
steps to ascertain whether person B
consents. The Act also abolishes the
Morgan Defence which involved the
genuine though unreasonable belief
that person B had consented. This
means that person A has a genuine
responsibility to ensure that person B
has consented. If the case was reported
to the police, person A would be
expected to explain what steps they
took to ensure consent.
In reality, the question of consent

“I think the biggest feeling was
duty. I felt like he deserved me.
I had pretended I was this
cocky experienced girl”

and someone knocked on the door. I
tried to answer it but he wouldn't let
me and told them that we were busy. I
wasdrunk and the fear didn't really
register but I remember thinking: this
is not normal.”
“I was aware something wasn't
right but I trusted him. We were
friends. We were going out. Then, I
was lying there and I felt him enter me
but I can't actually remember how we
got there. I know I thought ‘woah, I did
not say yes to that.’”
“It was horrible. I was so disappointed in myself. I blamed myself
entirely and it took me a long time to
realise it wasn't my fault. I blame
myself for drinking too much but I
don't for what actually happened
because I think that if I had answered
the door then it wouldn't have happened.”
Date rape cases are the most common form of rape. According to a polldone by the American magazine Ms, 1
out of 12 men have admitted to forcing
a girl to perform some sort of sexual
act or attempting to force her to. Very
few of them saw themselves as rapists
or potential rapists, though. Olivia
believes that “a lot of people aren't prepared to use the word rape. They think
they just did a stupid thing last night
but that's not always the case. It's happened to loads of friends of mine.”
“In my case, it's a real grey area. I
would say that I was raped purely for
the lasting damage it had on me and
for the element of force. He wouldn't
let me talk to my friend and he knew
I'd said no earlier but other people see

a girl who behaved badly and was
therefore treated badly.”
Sarah sees things less clearly. “I
don't know. I would never stand up
and say I was raped. I don't know if
that's my guilt or cowardice or notwanting to be labelled.” Neither of the
girls see themselves as victims. They
are both successful, happy young
women who have had subsequent
healthy relationships. They work hard,
go out, attend university and appear
perfectly normal. This alone makes one
question: exactly how much of this
exists in universities across the country? “I think if I hadn't been aware of
how strong I was, my time in that
house would have been impossible. I
mean, we all have scars.”
Date rape is worryingly unreported. The Roofie Foundation estimates
that only 10-15% of those attacked
report the offence to the police. Half of
those who did report their attack felt
their treatment was poor. Indeed, girls
are often tragically under-educated
about their legal rights. “I think legal
rape is defined in terms of force. I
think even if you don't say yes, if you
don't try and stop him, then you have
given your consent. Then you have
accepted your fate,” says Olivia.
However, the Sexual Offence Act
of 2003 spells out the definition of
consent as “If s/he agrees by choice and
has the freedom and capacity to make
that choice.” Person A is guilty if they
act intentionally, if person B does not
consent or if person A does not have
reasonable belief that person B consents. Reasonable belief must take into

is much more complex. Indeed, victims
themselves are often unclear as to
where the fault lies and it doesn't help
that female friends frequently respond
casually. Olivia told her best friend
what happened I don't think she quite
realised the extent of it. She just said,
‘oh that must have been really hard for
you’. It's only when I told one of my guy
friends and he said ‘that's not ok, that's
rape’, that I felt like I had the right to be
upset about it.”
Sarah had a similar experience. “I
told one of my friends who is a very
strong Christian. She doesn't believe in
sex or any sexual contact before marriage. She's always been very judgmental of my lifestyle but she genuinely
took the view that that was one of the
possible repercussions of being a ‘loose’
woman. As though I deserved it for my
sins.”
Olivia responds “At university, it’s
so easy to find yourself in those situations. Your room is your only space so if
you come back and you've had a few
drinks it's easy to find yourself sitting
on your bed. Next thing you know,
you're in bed - I think as girls, we have
the attitude that sex is for boys. A lot of
girls have had really bad sex with their
boyfriends but they keep on doing it.
Maybe it's a control mechanism for us,
like when do we give it up? Maybe
we're embarrassed by our own sexual
desire?”
“When I had sex again, I didn't
realise the lasting affect it would have
on me. I was really scared. It was fine I didn't get any flashbacks - but I
thought I would. I think there's something about losing control over your
body that stays with you forever.”
Sarah adds, “With me, it was less
about my feelings about sex and more
my feelings about myself afterwards. I
hated my boobs. I wouldn't look at
them when I was naked. I didn't really
look at myself naked for a long time.
And now, as a rational person, I can't
believe that I internalized that hatredin a way, it's kind of pathetic.”
Sarah and Olivia's stories are not
rare. Many girls have found themselves
in a situation where everything is fun
and romantic until they realise they are
too drunk. Unfortunately, depending
on the state or personality of their partner, this can be dangerous. One of the
most concerning things is the lack of
consensus about what constitutes rape
and where the fault lies. We are all told
that a girl always has the right to stop
at any point during sexual activity but,
when faced with the situation, the
weight of supposed obligation is sometimes too much.
“I remember thinking that I don't
want this but I don't know how to stop

it. I think the biggest feeling was duty. I
felt like he deserved me. Like he
deserved my body - I had pretended
that I was this cocky little experienced
girl and he was this amazing 23 year
old and that I could do anything he
wanted to,” Sarah admits. “I know it
sounds stupid.”
“When I rang my best friend, I
made a joke about it. I remember
thinking that it's not funny but I knew
if I took it too seriously then it would be
something that affected me for a long
time. The protective mechanisms we
put in place are amazing - even
throughout the whole thing I kept on
thinking maybe if I lie really still, it
won't matter. I'll just disappear and be
safe,” said Olivia.
While the exact pressures that
make girls feel they are incapable of
stopping unwanted sexual advances by
someone they know once it has begun
are still unclear among psychologists, it
is obvious that a campus and nation
wide debate is essential for clarifying
exactly where the line lies. Sarah
believes “maybe if I'd known it was normal to feel like you had to, that other
girls felt that sense of duty even when
they were being pressured, I'd have
done more to stop him.”
“I spent so much time being scared
for something that wasn't my fault but
that I didn't fight against. Does that
make it my fault? Do I even have a
right to be upset?” asks Sarah, searching my face for answers or even judgement. She's not so much looking for
reassurance as looking for comprehension about the morality of what happened to her - she's still unable to decipher it herself. “I understand my feelings. I understand what happened but
that's about it. Maybe it's for the best."
"His hands were the biggest thing.
I could feel his hands between my legs
for ages afterwards. How could I have
thought that if I kiss him, he'll stop?
That if I went down on him, he'll stop?
I don't think I was drugged. Maybe I
was just drunk on him being older and
cooler and really good looking. Perhaps
it’s just naïvety. I genuinely thought he
wanted to watch a film, that he wanted
to spend time with me. I think, in a
weird way, I wanted his approval so
badly that I was blinded to what was
really going on."
Sarah and Olivia do their best to
rationalise what happened to them;
they were drunk, they were naïve, they
were scared. All of these attributes,
however, relate to them and the mistakes they made. Although the girls
were somewhat hazy about their legal
protection, they had been told that they
had the right to say no at any point. It
is time that a discussion was generated
about exactly why they, as women, felt
such an obligation to give in to a man
who was pressuring them even though
their instincts told them that something was seriously wrong.
“I hate girls who think that you
were flirting so you asked for it. That
you invited him back to your room so
you asked for it. I mean, we all know
that a girl can say no at any point but it
often doesn't feel like that when he's on
top of you.”
If you have been affected by any
of the issues raised in this article the
following organisations may be useful:
National Centre for Victims of Crime is
a leading resource for victims at
www.ncvc.org,
and www.justicewomen.com provides advice for rape
victims and victims of sexual assault.
For advice and help on campus contact
www.yusu.org/academic welfare or
college welfare representatives. M
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FASHION.
MENSWEAR A/W09 Liam O’Brien

In January of this year menswear designers
displayed their Autumn/Winter collections.
Though designers on the periphery of
commercial popularity were as daring as
ever, larger fashion houses were equally
keen to disregard conventional shape,
providing spectacle and new trends aplenty

Left to Right: John Galliano,
Diesel Black Gold, Thom Browne,
Prada, Alexander McQueen,
Gareth Pugh, Dior Homme and
Raf Simons

Sofia Redgrave
for the fashion weak, but stop shuddering
with thoughts of leg warmers and lycra as it
may surprise you that some of the styles are
not so bad second time round.
If you hadn’t already clocked on crop
tops are back. Daisy Lowe sported the look (a
silk cami version) at the recent Coachella festival, combined with tiny denim shorts. Some
have criticised her for revealing too much
flesh, but, if you can pull it off then why not,
especially in the Californian sun. The midriff

“Elle.tv posted a ‘howto’ video on recreating
the Balmain look”
0s style is alive and kicking. Some may
call it a blimp in fashion’s history best
forgotten, but, as most of us did not
have the chance to experience it first time
round, I think it is only fair we get a look in
now. I have been warned that 80s style is not

8

featured heavily on the catwalk this S/S 09
from Prada to Alexander Wang, warming up
the look for our celebrities. Although successful for Miss Lowe, I predict we will see
many try this look and fail miserably. Also, as
the summer matures we will witness these
crop tops shrink in size - from a short baggy

t-shirt to a tight fitting bra top. I would
reserve the latter for anyone with a
washboard stomach. Otherwise layer
with longer cami tops underneath.
Next up are shoulder pads. The
accentuated shoulder has been all
over the catwalk this season, from
Gareth Pugh in London to
Balenciaga in Paris. The new
season sees a step up from the
old 80s Dynasty style of wearing reinforced shoulders. No
longer a box-shaped jacket, it’s
now all tiny waists, tapered
jackets and ultra wide shoulders. This is power dressing
take two, and there is no way
of hiding the fact that you are
recreating a full on fashion
look. For those of us who
can’t afford the £2,920 pricetag of the Balmain jacket
(pictured), log onto ELLE.tv
which has just posted a ‘how
to’ video, giving step by step

instructions on how to recreate the Balmain
look. They even suggest sewing shoulder
pads onto a t-shirt, but the ‘casual power
shoulder’ is to me, something of an oxymoron.
On to leotards: once reserved for garish 80’s workout videos, ballerinas and
Jane Fonda, this all in one piece
has now become everyday wear.
Starlets from Lindsay Lohan to
Lady Gaga have been spotted
sporting the trend - Lady Gaga
more daringly than the rest. Wear
with skinny jeans and a jacket to
complete the look, allowing some
extra time for those bathroom
breaks. American Apparel has the
best selection.
80's fashion is in this summer,
so it’s time to embrace all acid wash
denim and the above, but let us
hope the trend doesn’t spiral. We
do not want bouffant hair, blue
eye shadow and legwarmers featuring on next year’s catwalks.
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Amy Roberts
he recent history of designer
menswear has been decorated with
burgeoning success in bringing
something that finally looks like it resembles a designer’s ‘vision’ to the catwalk,
rather than something that is purely
commercially viable: i.e. expensive but
dull. As far as I am aware, there are several key factors influencing what led to
the creative eruption of the Fall ‘09
shows.
The predominant mode for left-field
fashion magazines is to go unisex, and as
such in order to make menswear look
comparable to the designs for women, it
was necessary to broaden the perspective
of
what
constitutes
menswear.
Additionally, the foundation of John
Galliano’s own menswear label and the
growth of Hedi Slimane’s Dior Homme
(no longer extant) represented a crucial
outlet through which menswear grew.
Literally. Prior to Galliano creating 60
outfits per menswear catwalk (incorporating unavailable couture pieces, simpler garments, underwear and considerable spectacle), a short run of 12-15 outfits was the norm.
The bankability of androgynous and
anarchically-crafted pieces for men was
certified last year by Prada with the reinvention of office-wear (buttons on the
back of shirts, a second detatchable collar available for £50) that sold out in
both Harrods and their own Bond Street
store.
Raf Simons has thus presented his
own take on office garments for the next
season. The cinched waist in the picture
immediately left is aggrandised ruthlessly by a pink, plasticised sleeve. The series
is quite ingenious, and well worth a look
given that it will inevitably be heralded as
a breakthrough collection for Raf
Simon’s stable (he also designs rathermore pared down collections for Jil
Sander). Dior Homme, now at the behest
of Kris Van Assche, has been criticised
for dour catwalk shows, but the fact that
the entire collection (and more) is generally sourced easily means that it is at least
(logistically, if not financially) available.
Watch out also for woollen blazers, arthouse grunge, and rubberised cloth.

Laura Connor talks to Bafta award-winning costume designer
Amy Roberts about her new exhibition and period drama

T

rom Jane Eyre to Bleak
House, the costume drama
is ever a big budget ratings
winner. Amy Roberts has carved
a niche in the industry, as
demonstrated by the exhibition
at the Brontë Parsonage
Museum which shows her work
on ITV’s Wuhering Heights.
The Bafta-winner told
MUSE that the new adaptation
will feel more “like a western”,
with “the wildness and rugged
terrain of Yorkshire” acting as
the haunting backdrop of the
set. With period dramas as ubiquitous as they are, it is difficult to
fathom exactly where any vein of
originality emerges. Has the traditional image of whistling

F

winds and uncontrollable spirits
that preoccupies Wuthering
Height’s reputation just been
compounded by its recreation as
a quasi-Western?
At a time when television
dominates the novel, it seems
that adaptations are never really
for lovers of literature, but rather
for the television addict desperate for a fusion of superficial
passion and death in a short, satisfying shot. TV needs to add
something more to the mix.
Perhaps the question of
innovation is answered by the
modern dynamic that is
inevitably introduced when
every new drama is produced.
“Every historical period produc-

tion I have ever done will involve
a meeting with the producers
who without fail will want a
modern take on things. I like
that, after all you are designing a
production not creating a historically correct piece for a museum,” says Roberts. Inspiration
for historical costumes seems
sternly rooted in the modern
day. Roberts continues, “as a
designer I think you should be
looking at fashion, street and
high end, to inform your work in
a contemporary way.”
A further source of improvisation is rooted in the actors
themselves. Robert emphasizes
that the actor’s imput is “vital”
for they “after all are being that
character”.
Although a modern perspective may prevent audience
alienation, Roberts maintains
that the themes of the novel
remain prominent, and are wellreflected in her designs: “The
cultural differences between the
two houses was very important.”
Roberts sought to emphasise the
“delicacy” and “more refined
look” of Edgar against the
“slightly overdone dandyism of
Hindley and his blowsy wife
Frances.”
Roberts’ costumes certainly
display elements of Cathy
Earnshaw’s hardy recklessness,
shown by the strong, berry
colours, woollen jackets and
stout boots that she wears in the
first part of the adaptation, when
living with Heathcliff at
Wuthering Heights. Roberts sees
her designs as representing a
“wild” and “free” Cathy, until her
enforced stay at Thrushcross
Grange: “Here I dressed her in
pale colours, dainty shoes, her
hair is brushed and neat.”
Remaining faithful to the literary elements of the book seems
paramount to the development

of her designs. She adds that
Cathy’s “yearning and need for
Heathcliff and that life is always
there and so I kept elements of
her real self by using violently
coloured shawls with the delicate dresses.” She sought to
emphasise the “pale, dainty elegance of Isabella against Cathy’s
bolder look.”
The most challenging transition to display may not be
Cathy’s,
however,
but
Heathcliff ’s. Just how difficult
was it for Roberts to retain
Heathcliff ’s sinister and unruly
nature when he is dressed as a
gentleman? Roberts explains
that an outfit may be gentlemanly in texture and colour but that
Heathcliff “differs from the other
characters: the shirt neck [is]
often undone, the clothes
creased and mud splattered...
[he’s] not a man over interested
in his appearance.”
From viewing Roberts’
exhibition- the adaption itself is
to be aired in the new year - it’s
easy to see the balance of historical and literary considerations
she’s achieved, with “green figured silk riding coat over acid
yellow cotton voile” ensembles as
illustrating exactly what Roberts
sees as Cathy’s “real self ”.
Incorporated amongst the
exquisite quaintness of the
Brontë parsonage, these outfits
present the new adaptation as
both Brontë fan-friendly and
appealing to a modern television
audience. With Roberts admitting that she doesn’t look at any
previous adaptations for inspiration, ITV may just have created a
production
which,
unlike
Heathcliff, isn’t necessary, but a
visual delight nevertheless.
The Exhibition is on display
throughout the year at the
Brontë Parsonage Museum
Haworth.

Ones to watch Sofia Redgrave
WEBSITE: THE SELBY

CHARITY: ART AGAINST KNIVES

MODEL: JOHANNA KNEPPERS

TREND: ONE ARM DRESS

Theselby.com features a collection of photographs by Todd Selby, featuring interesting
people in their creative spaces. The website
offers an intimate sneak preview into the
lives and homes of celebrities, designers,
artists and Hollywood agents. You are given
the impression that Selby actually knows
the people he is shooting. The website is
organised into cities: in Brooklyn you can
see Peaches Geldoph pose in her apartment.
In London delve into Bella Howard's girly
pad and look at Alexander Wang’s
Manhattan atelier.

Supported by the likes of Vivienne
Westwood, Giles Deacon, Marios
Schwab, Tracey Emin, Meadham
Kirchhoff, Richard Nicoll and
Rankin, this charity has some serious backing. On the 28th August 2008
Oliver Hemsley, a 20 year old
fashion student from Central St
Martin’s, was stabbed repeatedly by a 15 year old in an unprovoked attack outside a pub in
Shoreditch. This charity was set
up by Olivers friends to raise
funds for him (Oliver is now
paralysed from the neck down)
and, most importantly, to raise
awarness. An exhibition was
held last Monday where all
works of art were for sale along
with an auction on the 5th. To
donate or offer support visit
www.artagainstknives.com

Tipped to be the most talented model of her
generation, Johanna Kneppers
exploded onto the scene
this season on the runway of Balenciaga.
Johanna came out of the
blue from new
agency in town,
Just WM in Paris,
which brackets
great new faces
and strong portfolios. Johanna
was the first
model from the
agency to secure catwalk billing. The next
step was to sign with
Ford in New York joining the likes of Erin
O'Connor. She currently resides in Paris.

As the asymmetrical dress goes
from strength to strength in
moving from avant-garde to
commercial sucess, we have
seen a new, more daring
version emerge into the
spotlight. Designers have
found a new way to
emphasise the imbalance and quirkyness
of an asymmetrical
design – add a sleeve,
but only to one side. A design
that takes architectural inspiration, it gives a focal point to
any outfit and can add a modern twist to a classic design.
Wear with dangly earings that
are not too long, and not too
solid, as this will best bring
attention to a graceful neck.
Pictured: Hervé Léger
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ARTS.
Geoff Currie
interviews the
artists behind the
St Mary’s installation, Five Sisters
mma Biggs and Matthew
Collings have brought their
unique artistic vision to York St.
Mary’s for this year’s installation.
Working with sherds of medieval pottery recovered from the York Art
Gallery vaults, Biggs and Collings have
given the sherds a new context, the
installation continuing the work of the
13th century potters.
The concept, Biggs explains, is to
“bring to life these sherds. We wanted
to find some way of making them lively
and different”. The mosaic reflects this
variation in its arrangement of handles,
bases and rims. The Five Sisters installation is a sensitive response to the Five
Sisters window at York Minster, Biggs
was inspired by the “marvellous differences in colour” and the choice the
large roundels as a design unit “echoes
the Five Sisters window”.
Each circle of the mosaic has its
own approach to form: handles, pieces
with the potter’s thumbprint or the
stamp of the pottery workshop. Subtle
differences in the sherds, created by
damage and repair, mimic the colour
variations and geometrical structure of
the Five Sisters Window.
The mosaic, laid out upon the
foundation of a large rectangle in the
central nave, resonates with the paintings and building. There are paintings
on each end of the mosaic, “one housed
in an enclave, and one on a wall, each
purpose built, with the fresh pink plaster left uncoated”. This arrangement is
“so that you feel there is an arena in
which our installation takes place, but
at the same time that it’s an open thing
which flows through and connects to
the rest of the building. You see mosaic

E

and painting unified”, Collins states.
Each piece bears the mark of a
13th century potter in a unique way.
There was “a great sense of privilege,
being able to cut through these materials”, Biggs says. The longer one spends
with the work the more the material
begins to divulge its secrets.
Materiality, in contemporary art, is
often the manipulation of modern
materials into a form that is perhaps
somewhat inaccessible to the viewer.
The history of these sherds gives the
work “a rather timeless feel. If you put
your thumb there, you really are putting it in a dent created by someone’s

thumb 700 years ago”. The artists’
refined sensitivity to the history of the
sherds was instrumental to their choice
of placement. The congregation of like
markings encourages the viewer to
contemplate the place from which the
potsherds have come. The painting’s
response to the asymmetrical chaos
within the circular structures is key.
The significance of the paintings,
might be overlooked: “Somebody could
look at our paintings and think ‘OK, I
get it, it’s a grid shape of simple diamonds’ - but the whole thing is actually quite difficult to get. You think you
know the system but you don’t know it”,

Photographs
courtesy of
Shannon Tofts

says Biggs. Collings concurs, “the idea
of different registers is very important
to us. What seems minimal, really quite
quiet, turns out to be full of rich differences. We lay in some relationships and
then we come back and alter them,
sometimes creating more fragmentation and sometimes more unity.”
Crucially, Collings explains, “the
work should reward people who want
to look and stay a while with an object,
and see how it resolves itself and how
things are rationalized - rather than
people who want that kind of transformation of materials to go on in the
mind, as conceptual art does”.

Antonia Shaw
the site of Barrie’s inspiration. While this historic situation has been chosen, the performance will be far from traditional.
The production boasts a superb creative
team at its helm. It has been adapted by
Tanya Ronder, who promises to revoke the
saccharine injected by the Disney animation,
and who was nominated for a Laurence

“Dudley’s theatregoers
become embroiled in
Barrie’s Neverland”

he latest production of J.M. Barrie’s
Peter Pan attests to our cultural infatuation with the accessible spectacular.
For the first time in over 100 years, this
British classic will be performed in a specially designed pavilion in Kensington Gardens,

T

Olivier Award last year. Ben Harrison’s direction promises to produce a powerful play. He
is accustomed to the challenge of working in
experimental site-specific locations through
his experience with the Scottish theatre company, Grid Iron. However, the largest feather
in this production’s cap is the theatre designer William Dudley. Dudley has collected
seven Olivier awards, more than any other

theatre professional bar Dame Judi Dench.
Dudley’s design that will ensure a spectacle.
Dudley’s vision of Neverland will be projected 360 degrees around the entire pavilion, the ceiling dissolved by high-resolution
video and CGI technology, immersing the
cast and audience in a fantastical world. He
has previously employed this innovative and
technological feat in Tom Stoppard’s The
Coast of Utopia at the National Theatre in
2002, Hitchcock Blonde at the Royal Court
in London in 2003, and Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s The Woman in White at the Palace
Theatre in 2004. Dudley claims that Peter
Pan will exceed his past works due to technological development. The teaser claims “our
audiences will fly with Peter to Neverland,
stand on the deck of Hook’s ship and soar
high over Kensington Gardens”.
Whilst Dudley’s concept is progressive,
it highlights the sorry state that the ‘spectacular’ has left upon the arts. Peter Pan has
captured the imagination of children and
adults alike for over a century. Is the strength
of the plot and aptitude of the actors no

longer enough? Has an inflection in a voice
and an actor’s expression been considered so
insubstantial in evoking a scene that we have
felt the need to replace our imagination with
computer-generated images and brash staging? Perhaps media bombardment has
desensitised us to the subtleties of the arts
and made our imagination dumb; apparently a legendary tale such as Peter Pan now
needs supplementing, creating a production
of experiential spectacular accessibility.
To its merit, this production ensures
audience participation and intimacy, counterbalancing the awe-imposing spectacular.
Surrounded by the projected set, this stateof-the-art auditorium offers unimpeded
views of the stage, seating over 1000 people
in the round, in close proximity to the action.
Dudley has ensured that the theatregoers are
not mere spectators, but become embroiled
in the land of pirates and fairies. Barrie
wished to create a magical land to whisk people away from reality and into a world of
dream. Dudley’s vision will certainly achieve
this through his spectacular staging.
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The art of television
Beth Ridley speaks to television executive, producer, director
and writer Tom Gutteridge, questioning TV as an art form

elevision programmes are art. Or
at least they can be viewed as
such. Indeed there is very little
difference between these two forms of
expression and entertainment.
According to Tom Gutteridge, a
tycoon of the televsion world, whose
most recent accomplishment is founding indie television company, Standing
Stone Productions in Newcastle, the
aim when developing a programme is
to “find gaps in the market. You talk to
the commissioners and find out what
they think they need and then surprise
them with something they haven’t
thought of. The initial driving force
behind any show is its audience. A
show will never get far through the
development process if it isn’t following the trend of popular culture.”
The idea for Robot Wars came to
Gutteridge in 1995 when he saw a
home video of some people in San
Francisco playing with robots that they
had constructed: “It made me laugh.
And it made me laugh because of the
geekiness of it, that they were so desperately serious about something that

T

The painting and the mosaic speak in
their subtle variations. An initial reading may give light to the geometrical
structure behind each of the four
works: mosaic, painting, church and
the Five Sisters Window; however, the
depth of the work begins to resonate as
one engages with the elements beyond
our and the artist’s control. In this
sense, one is engaging with a conflation
of newly earthed history and the artist’s
response to environment. Evident in
the paintings is the addition and presentation made by Collings and Biggs.
The exhibition runs from May 21st
until November 1st 2009.

“The television and the art
gallery are not so different,
except one is broadcasted to us,
and the other we travel to see”
they really considered being a sport.” It
was the only programme of its kind,
and consequently the Robot Wars phenomenon led to shows like Scrapheap
Challenge; being solely responsible for
the wave of technological programmes
that took over the world’s screens.
Yet, as successful as his achievement was, how can I group Gutteridge
into the same category as ‘artist’? The
production of television programmes
is, as Gutteridge states, “a commercial
creative industry”. Programmes are not
made because a single producer wants
to express an idea or a concept; instead
a large crew work together to make
something that is appropriate to its
audience, following popular culture.

Can we argue that artists are not doing
exactly the same thing? Art, like television, is a market. Competition is fierce
and it is incredibly difficult to earn a
living by painting alone. In order to sell
their oeuvre, an artist has to create
work that its public will appreciate.
Any successful product is created
by what Gutteridge calls “zeitgeist surfing”. The ideal programme will be one
that will “touch a nerve” in society. In
order to sell it “you need to position it
just ahead of the wave, that’s the way
that you surf the zeitgeist.” He stresses
that same concept can be applied to
any product; can we not apply the same
formula to art?
The award winning work in any
art competition is given a prize because
of its audience appeal. We convince
ourselves that we look for creativity,
genius and beauty in art, but this is a
mask because we feel that is the ‘proper way’ to appreciate art. Society has an
attachment to the idea of the bohemian
artist, dishevelled, penniless and struggling in his attempt to reveal his heart
to the world. The reality is that each
artist, initially may create to express,
and may continue to create to express,
but at some point during their career
the fundamental need to make money
will factor into the subject of their
work. Creativity still remains a part of
art. But it is an addition. The creativity is the glazed cherry on top of the
cake. It is no longer the base.
Perhaps this seems a melancholy
thought, demystifing the romanticisms
of art; but my purpose is to enthuse.
Television is expanding rapidly; the
new media promises entirely new concepts to an increasingly media savvy
audience. Gutteridge stressed how
every show he creates has to be made
on a multi-platform level.
The television and the art gallery
are not so different, except one is
broadcasted to us, and the other we
have to travel to see. With technological progression, how will the art object
and their institutions survive?

Arts Reviews
PRODUCTION: THE WHITE CROW
VENUE: YORK THEATRE ROYAL
REVIEW: LIAM O’BRIEN
ANTONIA SHAW
%%%$$
Donald Freed’s play portrays Adolf
Eichmann’s interrogation upon apprehension in Argentina. Eichmann,
(commonly acknowledged as the
“architect of the Holocaust”) is loudly
rendered by Robert Pickavance in a
play which polemcially seeks to re-evaluate his contribution to the genocide
and re-establish his sense of humanity.
The performance is sustained by
just two actors for the vast majority of
the play’s two-hour exploration of the
psychology of a war criminal. Whilst
Sonia Petrovna convinces as Dr Baum,
the unconvential interrogator, at times
the tension and essential connection
between the two characters is made too

explicit and thus less effective; something exacerbated by the harrowing
subject matter.
Impressive, however, was the use
of stage space, and the shift of set
between the first and second acts. The
interrogation cell housed the first half,
with the audience readily aware of our
act as a voyeur: peeping through
shutters. The glass windows
enabled the viewer to create a
conceptual distance between
Eichmann’s complicity in
atrocity and the old man
shuffling before us in loose
pants and large spectacles.
The crux of the second
act though, in which
Eichmann is whipped,
prostrate on the floor, was
a rather blunt touch.
The White Crow is
showing at the York
Theatre
Royal
until
Saturday 23rd May

PRODUCTION: TWELFTH NIGHT
VENUE: YORK THEATRE ROYAL
REVIEW: LAURA CONNOR
%%%%$
Shakespeare’s comedies can fall short
when they’re rallied next to his monolithic tragedies; but Twelfth Night
proves to have the same timeless qualities as Shakespeare’s more exalted
plays – with an added endearing
sheen. York Theatre Royal’s production exposed this unique sheen with
finesse.
Most immediately noteworthy
were the impressive costume and
stage designs. Olivia radiated a
melancholic sexiness in a lacy black
gown, whilst Viola’s unstable identity
was reflected by her clumsy, oversized
male attire. The set, imbued with rustic exoticism, mixed modern aesthet-

ics with Renaissance atmospherics, setting the tone of Illyria and the festivities of Twelfth Night, where things are
never as they seem. A single set was
used throughout all three acts to fine
effect, where the centrality of a swing
added dynamism to the character’s
movements. The physicality of the play
was emphatic, fully realising moments
of intended heightened comedy.
The well-executed comedy, however, seemed to over-compensate
somewhat for the dimness of the
melancholic romance. The impact of
Viola’s impassioned lines of infatuated
desperation seemed to pass by without
prominence. Despite such shortcomings, the depiction of Malvolio’s comeuppance managed to express both
comedy and cruelty. The result is exactly what Feste conclusively soliloquises
as the intention of the play: it strives to
please us everyday.
Twelfth Night is showing at the
York Theatre Royal until 26th May
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Music.
The Maccabees talk to Laura Hulley about going global, festivals and support acts

he Maccabees found their name
by flicking through the bible and
picking out a random word. Now,
with their second album, Wall Of
Arms, just released on Fiction Records,
they have found a sound which will
take them out of the self-perpetuating
indie sphere in which they cut their
teeth.

T

You’ve probably been aware of
‘Latchmere’ and ‘Precious Time’ for a
while now, having been dancefloor staples in the indie world. Their latest
offering, ‘Love You Better’, is a worthy
follow up which has been plugged massively by various Radio 1 DJs. This has
unleashed their music on a new, wider,
audience (with, perhaps, a shorter

The
Maccabees,
pictured.

attention span) and is proving to their
detractors that it is possible to do the
second album better than the first.
With a sound reminiscent of Arcade
Fire’s Neon Bible (and they here share
the same producer, Markus Dravs), and
yet bursting with the full force of originality, Wall Of Arms is a manifesto of
heartfelt, atmospheric pop songs, full
of surprises, track after track. Winning
new fans whilst pleasing the old is no
mean feat, and but this record is an
exceptional demonstration of how to
do both, and to do it well.
To warm up, whilst promoting
Wall Of Arms the band are currently
embarking on an epic European tour. I
caught up with man behind the vocals,
Orlando Weeks, as the band dropped
into Yorkshire to play mini-festival Live
At Leeds.
Their musical ethos is simple: “To
make music we're all proud of ”. They've
been around for a while, but finally
seem to be getting the sort of mainstream attention they deserve. So, what
has changed, musically? “It feels like
we’ve been going uphill slowly since
starting. I don’t think anything has
changed other than we’re getting better”. It depends, I suppose, on the
steepness of the hill – 'going global' has
been the downfall of many an ascending band. But the boys seem utterly
unconcerned: “‘Going global’ and
‘indie-ness’ aren’t terms that keep us
awake at night! We wouldn’t have
assumed our stuff would have got
played so much, but to be honest I
haven’t heard it ['Love You Better']
once on the radio so I’m yet to be convinced that people aren’t just winding
us up.”
This is no wind up: the media
attention is very real, and only due to
increase with the impending success
Wall Of Arms will no doubt bring. So
what are the main differences, progressions and changes from its predecessor,
Colour It In? “It’s a better record. It was
purposefully written as an album that
worked as one entity rather than just

being a ‘bunch of songs’. There’s more
going on and hopefully it’s the kind of
record you can keep finding things in
the more you listen to it. I think it has
retained the spirit of the first one
though.” If this 'spirit' is one of distinctively dance floor friendly tunes, then it
certainly is in keeping with Colour It
In.
Summer means only one thing for
bands: trudging, ankle deep in mud, to
the far corners of the country to play to
rain soaked happy campers. Festivals
are, for many music fans, the highlight
of the year, and The Maccabees will be
providing plenty of opportunities to get
down and dirty in a field somewhere
near you: “We’re doing Reading, Leeds,
Glastonbury, T in the Park, Oxegen and
some European ones. We'd really love
to play in Japan, which is somewhere
he haven't been yet.”
So why is this the time to start listening to The Maccabees? I wonder
what they feel makes them different.
The reply is somewhat ambivalent:
“The best music is there to be found
rather than being shoved in your face.”
Quite. So where are they going next?
“We’re going back to London tomorrow
and then touring for what seems like
forever. But we’re in good shape, so far,
and enjoying it.”
On a final, rather courteous note,
they give a heads up to Mumford and
Sons, their support act: “They're well
good. You should definitely check them
out”. Unassuming, and not overtly concerned with critical opinion, The
Maccabees have everything going for
them. With ‘Love You Better’ currently
hovering at 34 in the charts, and Wall
of Arms charting at the time of going to
press, it seems difficult to measure
their success by numbers. The progression from Colour It In to Wall of Arms
has shown a band capable of growth, in
both the studio and on the live circuit,
and a driving force centred within
themselves and their fans, not their
surrounds. What hope for the future,
and what a refreshing change.

Isaac Hewlings
myself performing a duty that most others
would cringe at, returning as I do, from the
deep, dark hours of Sunday morning, with
the most self-obsessed, bizarre gobbets of
misplaced hope ever to be scattered onto the
internet. Like a messenger returning from
somewhere no one really wants to go, this
duty drives me on.

“R.Kelly imagines a
world festooned with
handy hiding places”

ot content with making this comment
filled with the kind of geeky music
trivia that stops people from talking
to me at parties, this edition I’ve decided to
create an even more unholy alliance of music
and internet geekery. I can at least consider

N

And just like that, I seem to have been
sucked into the world of Chris Dane Owen’s
musical journey that is ‘Shine On Me’. This is
a trilogy of the most epic kind, (find it on
Youtube) involving a healthy dose of dragons
and smug-looking men in blouses, made
priceless by a joyful lack of irony. One can
feel one’s tongue boring through their cheek
just to make up for the amount of unadulter-

ated wistful staring and power chords. If
Bryan May and Peter Jackson decided to live
in a cottage in Vermont for two years, this is
what they’d have made by the end of it. On
the scale of geek affection, this must probably
beat pirates, zombies AND ninjas. If this
sounds like I’m mocking it, I’m not. If ever
the phrase “I reject your reality and replace it
with me own” was instantiated more honestly and innocently than this, I’ve yet to see it.
By way of contrast to this epic fantasyquest, I feel R Kelly’s ‘Trapped In the Closet’
deserves a mention. In a similar vein to the
above, this ‘hip-hopera’ (yes, it exists) is
available on Youtube in as many chapters as
you can bear, as powerful a testament to the
force of wilful self-deception as has ever
existed. ‘Trapped In the Closet’ begins with
the main protagonist Sylvester (R.Kelly),
waking up in a mysterious woman’s bed.
Needless to say, her husband returns,
informing the title of said masterpiece. If you
can imagine a conversation spoken by way of
imitating R.Kelly’s songs, then essentially
you’ve nailed the conversational tone adopt-

ed for all 22 chapters. Such gems include,
“not only is there a man in his cabinet, but
the man is a midget! MIDGET! MIDGET!
MIDGET!". Clearly R.Kelly imagines a world
festooned with handy hiding places (to be
fair, a situation that is already the case for
midgets, I suspect) for adulterous lovers. On
top of the mind-bending level of absurdity,
R.Kelly’s sexual exploits have all the subtlety
and realism of those related to you by your
fourteen year old who had a ‘girlfriend in
Scotland’ who you never met. Actually, that’s
probably not the most absurd moment,
whilst I got lost in all the opera, I forgot –
R.Kelly is gansta. He draws out his piece, in
what is probably the most incongruous
weapons-handling moment on film
since…ever. I mean, he’s got corn-rows, you
know who else has those? Axl Rose. And like
Axl Rose I’d be much more worried about
leaving him with by kids than whatever steel
he’s got in his waistband.
Now I’d better return to the foetid
reaches of the internet, the sun light is starting to hurt me.
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Ed Banger Records
Isaac Hewlings looks into the label that gave us Justice, Uffie, and Parisian Electronica

or every genre that becomes mainstream, or influences the mainstream,
there has to be an odder, less straightforward artistic force in the background.
With the rise of hip-hop was the funk and
blues inspired Herbie Hancock and the like,
who ushered the way for the eminently talented and accessible Sugarhill Gang and
Grandmaster Flash. Similarly, rock’n’roll - a
genre that almost looks twee now, had its
beginnings in the raucous, aggressively sexual music of Muddy Waters or Little Walter.
So what to make of electro? This is a genre
which is almost synonymous with House,

F

and is the standard fare of chain pubs or
clubs with names like ‘Life’ or ‘Streetlightz’.
Clearly, this doesn’t do it justice, whether
Fedde Le Grand is your thing or not, there is
a great deal of other music which can
respectably adopt the name ‘electro’. The
most salient examples of this are the now
iconic duo of Gaspard Auge and Xavier de
Rosnay – otherwise known as Justice.
Embodying the best of energetic, playful and
explorative music adopting a position in the
limelight, one is left to wonder where does
their music and energy come from?
Step up, Ed Banger, a record label that

Nouse Playlist
Laura Hulley Tiga - ‘Shoes’:
Deliciously simple, and yet
completely insane. There’s
little musical ingenuity
going on here, just an overan-over synth riff laced with
splashes of repetitive lyrics
which are, unsurprisingly, all
about shoes. And nails. And
hair. Looking at the individual parts, it just shouldn’t
work, it’s far
too easy - but
as a whole,
it’s a new
genre of fabulous crazy
pop.
Isaac
Hewlings
W a l t e r
Meego
–
‘Girls’: This
is probably the best that
synth pop can offer, a brilliant blend of kazoo sounding treble and bombastic,
80’s funk bass line. It strays
near the edge of ridiculous,
but keeps itself just inside of
too much. My friend’s observation - ‘so these guys are
basically a straight Pet Shop
Boys?’ seems pretty much
perfect, with the subject
matter being the heterosexual distraction of the entrancing nature of ladyfolk.

Tom
K il l in gb e c k
The
Horrors - ‘Who Can Say’:
‘Yes, the Horrors are faye
London toff yellers who
probably live in mansions
and play goth croquet with
mummy through the winter .
But harken, as these spindly
post-punks who the scene
kids dug in 2006 have
returned with a single of
gigantic proportions.
Marvel at its
krautrock
groove; overcome
your
shame
and
believe
the
hype. They’re
for real.
Estella
Adeyeri
Dizzee Rascal - ‘Bonkers’:
The grime king collaborates
with house music veteran
Armand Van Helden to produce ‘Bonkers’, an outrageously infectious single
that’s bound to be just about
everywhere this summer.
Hot off a tour supporting the
Prodigy, Dizzee spouts playful rhymes in his distinctive
East London timbre, though
perhaps it lacks the wit and
depth of previous singles. A
surefire dance floor filler.

more than any other harnessed the initial
upsurge of interest in and output from, ‘electro’ producers; their early output consisting
not only of the ubiquitous Justice, but
SebastiAn, Uffie, and Mr.Oizo. This range of
music encapsulates everything from the
eminently danceable and accessible, to the
crazy bleeps and mash-ups of Mr.Oizo
known to most for his ‘Flat Beat’ track with
the puppet, Flat Eric in the Levi’s ad of old.
What makes Ed Banger more than an
(admittedly, extremely good) run-of-themill record label, is their incredibly well
coordinated graphics and artwork, courtesy

of Bertrand Sommie, who is known as So
Me. That bloody great cross that’s all over
Justice gigs? Yeah, that’s him. With all the
artists within the Ed Banger stable, So Me
has created a particular look, along with the
Ed Banger aesthetic in general. One’s of particular note are the cover artwork for
SebastiAn (‘Ross Ross Ross’ EP), Uffie (‘Pop
the Glock’ EP) and DJ Mehdi (‘Lucky Boy’
album). As for Ed Banger’s ‘look’ it seems to
be taken from cartoons, doodling and generally by people who don’t know or care about
the rules of ‘design’.
This brashness and energy has resulted
in some of the best videos, as well as music,
in the dance/electronica scene of late. A particularly fitting example of this is when the
‘We are Your Friends’ video beat Kanye
West’s ‘Touch the Sky’ at the European MTV
awards, memorably stating ‘MTV loses credibility if I don’t win’. He subsequently went
on to work with Pedro Winter of Ed Banger.
Other examples of So Me’s work includes
Justice’s ‘D.A.N.C.E’ video - one of the most
inventive music videos ever made.
So why should you be interested in
them if you’re just not that interested by this
odd, perhaps pretentious group of people?
Well, aside for the above reasons, its always
interesting to know where something came
from – in this case the more mainstream of
electro/house. For every artist that uses the
kind of sound and look that is associated
with electro – it’s likely a label like Ed
Banger had something to do with it at the
beginning. If you’ve seen Kid Cudi’s ‘Day and
Night’ video, you’ve seen So Me’s work; and
if the idea of a mainstream hip-hop influenced by Parisian boys with beards doesn’t
bring a smile to your face, I can’t think what
else will.

Album and gig reviews
ARTIST: PULLED APART BY
HORSES
DATE: 2ND MAY
VENUE: JOSEPH’S WELL
REVIEW: TOM KILLINGBECK

ARTIST: TWO TONGUES
ALBUM: TWO TONGUES
REVIEW: GUY RIMAY
MURANYI

%%%%$

Pulled Apart By Horses are
the most insane, life-affirming band to come out of
England, let alone Leeds, for
a long while. It’s 6.00pm at
the Live at Leeds mini festival and, after one too many
bland indie bands, this riffthrashing, fist-pumping,
juggernaut of a band comes
storming
through
the
monotony,
religiously
cleansing a psyched crowd
with tales of lion fighting
and machismo.
Playing today without
bassist Rob, the expectation
is that the band may not be
firing on all cylinders, especially as they’ve just got back
from the weed haze of
Amsterdam. But once first
ditty ‘The Crapsons’ kicks in
the room evolves into a
washing machine of human
bodies; aged punks colliding
with tiny afro kids, whooping fangirls headbutting faye
indie types.
The band’s cartoon rif-

fola and Karate-Kid-oncrack vocals translate perfectly to the live environment, like ‘The Touch’-era
Stan Bush if he was a Leeds
based punk band. Signature
tune ‘High Five, Swan Dive,
Nose Dive’ gets everyone
high fiving each other like
it’s church, and that superhappy atmosphere is capitalised on with the pogoinspiring radness of first single ‘Meat Balloon’.
Shouter and guitarer
Tom Hudson leaps into the
crowd and performs half the
set topless amongst his fanbase, it’s a rock ‘n roll house
party, everyone shouting at
the mic, slapping his ass,
dancing the watusi.
Finishing the set on a
euphoric ‘I Punched A Lion
In The Throat’, the crowd’s
faith in music is restored,
their sweat glands worked
out, their minds boggled,
and it’s only fucking teatime.
Bring on the LP.

%%%$$

A more fitting opening to
this eponymous debut would
in fact be the album’s
‘Interlude’, in which a female
vocalist tells of the chance
meeting of two guys who
bond late on a Saturday
night over ‘movies made
about outer space’. These
two friends turn out to be
the vocalists of Two Tongues
– Chris Conley of secondwave emo titans Saves The
Day and Max Bemis of more
recent pop-punk upstarts
Say Anything. The album
combines Bemis’ cocksure,
style with Conley’s effeminate, but no less weaker
vocals in a brilliant contrast,
knocking back and forth
perfectly on album standout
‘If I Could Make You Do
Things’.
On
opening
track
‘Crawl’ a lightly picked guitar line lulls the listener into
a false sense of security
before a wall of noise topped
by both vocalists urging the

listener to ‘Wait’ hits, a
demand easily carried out.
Guitars that sway from summery, Saves The Day-style
chord progressions to harder, riffs reminiscent of early
Taking Backing Sunday, the
album blends together nicely. The band also assertively
tackle the 6/8 ballad on
‘Don’t You Want To Come
Home’, and delve into the
realms
of
funk-driven
basslines and swirling
synths on ‘Back Against The
Wall’, making a chorus as
simple as ‘Alright, come on’
instantly memorable with a
brilliant sense of vocal
melody. As Bemis opens
‘Tremors’ it’s easy to forgive
his modesty as in fact the
clarity and delivery of the
vocals are what really stand
out on ‘Two Tongues’. Whilst
it’s nothing groundbreaking,
the album nevertheless
merges the styles of the two
legends well and starts the
summer on an early high.
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FILM.
Amelia McPherson
Cannes 2009: with a
surprisingly large
British offering, can
we bring home
the bacon?
This year, us Brits have lots to be excited
about at the 62nd Cannes Film Festival: not
only is there a killer international line-up,
but we’re well and truly on the radar. This
Saturday, the twenty one films which are “in
competition”, meaning they’ll compete for a
variety of awards – including the coveted
P’alme d’Or for Best Picture, go under the
spotlight, and three are British.
The last British nominations were in
2006, when Andrea Arnold’s first feature
film Red Road won the Prix du Jury, and
Ken Loach’s The Wind That Shakes the
Barley received the Palme d’Or. Both directors are nominated again this year. Arnold’s
second nomination for Fish Tank is praise
indeed for the Scottish director - undoubtedly one of our best. Reminiscent of her
Oscar-winning short Wasp, Fish Tank tells
the story of troubled fifteen-year-old Mia,
whose life takes a turn for the better when
her mother brings home a new boyfriend.
UK Film Council Lottery funding and the
BBC have been crucial sponsors for Arnold,
and it’s great to see such a worthy outcome
from the combined effort.
It’s also great, given the recent official
statistic that only 6% of film-makers worldwide are women, to see Jane Campion’s
English-made film Bright Star in the running. New Zealand-born Campion, who is
best known for The Piano and who already
has two Palme d’Ors under her belt, directs
an intense love-story in Bright Star: the film
charts the tragic romance between English
poet John Keats and his girl-next-door
Fanny Brawne, who were brutally separated
when Keats travelled to Rome suffering
from tuberculosis, never to return. Given
Keats’ poetry and Campion’s elegant touch,
the film promises to be every bit as moody,
sensual and moving as award-magnet The
Piano.
Whatever you think of his techniques,
there’s no denying that Loach is one of our
most celebrated political film-makers. He’s
received four awards from Cannes to date,
and this year he receives yet another nomination for Looking for Eric – a film based on
Eric Cantona’s career in British football
which has a typically Loachian preoccupation with matehood harking back to My
Name is Joe. This time, Loach has left politics behind in favour of an affectionate film
about a football fanatic postman which critics are calling his funniest to date.
So, can we win? There’s some seriously
hot competition: Pixar’s new offering Up
opens Cannes and is the first animated 3D
film to be nominated; Marco Bellocchio’s
Vincere tracks the horrific treatment of
Mussolini’s wife and son as Fascist agents
tried to remove all trace of their existence;
Lars von Trier’s creepy indie thriller
Antichrist brings the psychological torture
of a couple mourning their son’s death disturbingly to life, and it’s the Battle of the
Titans as Ang Lee and Quentin Tarrantino
square up in an unusual big-name clash.
Gaspar Noé’s Enter the Void has to be a dark
horse, but given the jury’s habit of picking
surprise winners, it’s anyone’s guess who’ll
emerge victorious.

FILM: IN THE LOOP
DIRECTOR: ARMANDO IANNUCCI
STARRING: JAMES GANDOLFINI, TOM HOLLANDER
REVIEW: DUNCAN PELHAM
RUNTIME: 106 MINS
%%%%$
Alastair Campbell, Director of
Communications for most of the
Blair years, recently insisted his
portrayal as a fierce and manipulative spinmeister in In The
Loop did not offend him. In fact,
Campbell says he found the film
– depicting the Iraq war as a
product of cynical spin-doctoring – utterly ‘boring’. This assessment is unsurprising: after all,
Mr Campbell’s seen it all before.
The real-life confusion and spinladen run-up to the Iraq war
mirrors all too closely the farcical
events represented in this fictional story of desperate government ministers, bureaucrats and
army generals trying to either
advocate or prevent war.
Unlike a majority of films
that have attempted to confront
the Iraq war, In The Loop takes a
comic look at the preceding
political frenzy and delivers an
unflinching and often hilarious
satire on the blundering and
muddled build-up to war. We
follow a junior minister Simon
Foster after he describes an
impending war with an unspecified Middle Eastern country as
‘unforeseeable’ in an interview.
The comment causes a media

whirlwind and the foulmouthed, brutal Director of
Communications,
Malcolm
Tucker – keen to push through a
consensus on affirmative international intervention in the
Middle East – is livid with
Foster’s public slip-up. Across
the seas, officials in Washington
DC start to hear word of this little-known Simon Foster and
envisage him as a useful pawn in
the pressing debate on military
intervention.
This is a very British comedy; the usual sheen of American
political dramas replaced with
believable, pitiful protagonists;
all leagues out of their depth.
Each scene is framed by shaky
handheld cameras and the dismal greys and browns of bureaucratic offices; and rather than
quick quips and decisive action,
dithering panic take centre
stage. The political process is
presented as a shambolic and
ludicrous debacle – bathetically
setting the juvenile and chaotic
administration against the ominous and severe matter of international war. The cartoonish,
almost farcical progression of
the film is at times as worrying as

it is funny. There’s no denying
the uncanny parallel events to
the run-up to the Iraq war. The
foul-mouthed
Director
of
Communications shares a scary
resemblance to bullish media
whore Campbell: here, again
eager to fabricate ‘dodgy
dossiers’ and sell an illegitimate
war at all costs. Peter Capaldi’s
abhorrent character is directly
lifted from the director’s small
screen BBC predecessor, The
Thick of It (from which the film
also takes its fly-on-the-wall documentary style). He steals every

FILM: STAR TREK
DIRECTOR: J.J.ABRAMS
STARRING: CHRIS PINE
ERIC BANA
LEONARD NIMOY
REVIEW: MICH ALLARD
%%%%$

FILM: RISKY BUSINESS (1983)
DIRECTOR: PAUL BRICKMAN
STARRING: TOM CRUISE
R. DE MORNAY
C. ARMSTRONG
REVIEW: DUNCAN PELHAM
%%%%%

Pity, for a moment, the plight of
Screenwriters Alex Kurtzman
and Roberto Orci, charged with
the mammoth task of rebooting
Star Trek – which saw Enterprise
cancelled early four years ago –
for their buddy J.J. Abrams to
direct. Not only were they chosen
to rehash one of the most central
franchises in U.S pop culture, the
impact of which is marked by
catchphrases sneaking into language like Shakespeare’s prose,
but they were also bound for criticism from anyone who dares
name themselves a “Trekkie”.
Or maybe don’t pity them –
they’ll get a huge cheque for one
of the biggest blockbusters of the
year; who’d have thought that
Star Trek would be able to get
away with being THE fast-paced,
sexy action-adventure of the
summer, a film where genuine
emotional intensity (warning:
body count is in the billions) is
counterbalanced by its one
moment subtle, one moment
12A-friendly comedy?
Certainly they’ve got J.J. to

Long before alien evangelising,
Tom Cruise was, believe it or not,
better known for his acting. That
time was the lost decade of film:
the 80s. Serving as a reminder of
Cruise’s early accomplishments,
Risky Business is a bygone gem
lost to a tide straight-to-video sex
comedies that have since flooded
our screens.
It’s typical enough – perhaps
familiar to some, thanks to the
awful 2004 rip-off The Girl Next
Door (that swaps prostitutes for
porn stars) – as uptight teen Joel
(Cruise) waves goodbye to his parents for the week, he’s goaded on
by his friends to take advantage. A
defiant spin in his dad’s prized
Porsche, a raid on the liquor cabinet and loud music are all first on
Joel’s to-do list. His self-assured
pal Miles (probably the model for
Stifler-type characters that have
since pervaded sex comedies),
convinces Joel to hire a call girl. A
number of near-catastrophes
ensue as the sensible Joel is confronted by continued predicaments revolving around prosti-

thank, the maverick producerdirector who has found a unique
aesthetic for the film and who,
for the first time, knows how to
have fun. Then there’s having
Leonard Nimoy on board, taken
seriously rather than being given
a throwaway cameo, and satisfying at least a portion of the preexisting fan base – a necessary
tactic given this outrageously
simple plot when compared to
Abrams’ Lost. But the biggest
shout out must go to casting:
lesser-known actors glamorise
Kirk and Spock, and the course is
reliably held by Eric Bana as
Head Evil Romulan, and Bruce
Greenwood as Captain Pike.
Most importantly, for those who
didn’t know, Simon Pegg is
Scotty!

scene, hurling abuse in the form
of protracted obscenities, so perfectly composed they could pass
as Shakespearean monologues –
poetic metaphors substituted for
seething profanities and filthstrewn imagery. The language is
unapologetically offensive and
Capaldi’s delivery so vicious and
fearsome that it’s hard not to
laugh.
Despite the convoluted plot
folding in on itself in the third
act, this is a biting satire marked
out by its sharp wit and gleeful
vulgarity.

tutes and their ‘killer pimp’,
endangering his chances of
attending Princeton, all the while
his parents’ return edges ever
closer. The comedic elements
arise from a sense of Joel’s anxiety, as each scene teeters on the
brink of disaster. The sweetly
innocent Cruise provides plenty
of comic touches, as sheer panic
often contorts his fresh-faced
features. A particular scene sees
Cruise scrabbling desperately at
the bonnet of the Porsche as it
plummets into lake Michigan.
While immensely fun, Risky
Business hints at darker themes
and moral ambiguity. Are the
hooker’s professions really any
worse than the rapacious moneymaking schemes encouraged by
Joel’s school?

12/05/09
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FOOD & DRINK.
RESTAURANT: THE GARDEN OF INDIA
ADDRESS: 5 FAWCETT STREET
PRICES: MAIN DISH & RICE £6-8
REVIEW: RICHARD SMITH
%%%%$
This is not 3am binge food, this is
good standard, good value food
brought to your door that you don’t
need to feel too guilty about. Old
favourites teamed with original
and exclusive dishes, (for example
the interestingly named Murghi
Cham Cham), the Garden of India
offers something for everyone,
whether you are a curry novice or
connoisseur.
Some Indian takeaways suffer
from overfilling their menus with
dozens of different dishes to choose
from, which tend to arrive on your
plate as overcooked meat in some
murky brown sludge masquerading under the name of ‘bhuna’ or
‘dupiaza’. The Garden does not suffer from this but still provides plenty of choice for the discerning
diner. Having partaken in a 15
man, 25 dish, £90 mega-order a
few weeks back, I can report that
each and every dish, be it the sweet
and delicate Lamb Korma or the
punchy Chilli Chicken Masala, has
its own distinctive flavour and
spice combos that is so often missing from British Indian cooking.
Enough meaningless fluff I
hear you shout, will it do what a
takeaway is supposed to do: big
dishes, quick service and good
prices? In a word, yes, although the
astonishingly sullen man taking

your order on the end of the phone
does not project the best of images
of the takeaway. I would also advise
you to confirm the price of your
meal with the aforementioned
astonishingly sullen man, as they
sometimes decide the prices on the
menu (available from the pool table
room next to Vanbrugh stalls, and
probably most other colleges) have
risen 10%, sometimes they don’t.
There is little else to complain
about though, delivery is always
prompt - from 30 to 45 minutes and if a large order is made and
you ask nicely, some free poppadoms and chutneys may be
thrown in for free. However, if it’s a
sit down meal you’re after The
Garden can provide it, albeit in a
rather uninteresting and slightly
hostile environment. But it’s the
food that really counts right?
The dishes themselves never
disappoint, especially the Chef ’s
specials, which at £6.10 a pop
(prawns cost a shade more), served
with rice, make excellent value, and
will leave your biscuit-grabbing
hand out of a job for many hours.
There’s no shortage of side orders
and hors d’oeuvres to compliment
your choice of main dish. Opt for
Aloo Palak Pakora for deep fried
veggie heaven (incidentally, I’m
told by vegetarian mates that the

selection of veggie dishes is top
notch) or, for something more
meaty and aromatic try a Sheek
kebab or Chicken Chatt. Rice is
always well cooked and never
sticky, and the naan breads are also
excellent for mopping up any extra
saucy bits.
I haven’t seen the cardinal sin
of all takeaways - the disgusting

orangey oily residue lurking in the
bottom of the aluminium container
- on a Garden dish yet so you can
persuade yourself they are reasonabbly healthy which is always a
welcome bonus. My personal recommendation would be the Garlic
Chilli Chicken - although this
requires post meal de-fumigation.
It’s worth it for the distinctive and

refined flavours.
You can forgive sulky staff and
occasionally creative pricing if the
food is top draw. Luckily for the
Garden, this is pretty much what it
is. I am no curry connoisseur, I
don’t know if the balance of coriander to cardamom is bang on; all I
know is the Garden of India guarantees you a damn good curry.

WINE Jonathan Fransman
y
school
reunions
always seem
to commence with
dinner at a spectacularly
unremarkable
establishment.
Astonishingly, tonight the
food is even blander than the
décor; the tasteless beige
adorning the walls is effortlessly
overshadowed by the tedium being ceaselessly defecated from the kitchen. A duck
breast is placed in front of me; judging by
the colour of the skin I conclude it must
have died from natural causes. I release an
inaudible sigh as I survey my dining companions, currently involved in a heated
debate centred on the supposedly rapidly
increasing body-fat ratio of Heidi from The
Hills. By the time discussion shifts to starting salaries (X reckons he could wrangle 45
from firm Z, Y begs to differ) I realise I am
effectively anesthetised. This is certainly
not due to the palatability of the conversation – I have absolutely no idea who this
Heidi is and school friend X is an insufferable bore – but instead because of the
nearly empty bottle of wine standing
next to me. Staring long and hard at
the culprit (a vacuous, massproduced Aussie Shiraz)
I attempt to savour the

M

final dregs. How could
I have drunk so much
so quickly? The answer
is revealed on the
palate. The wine is the
vinuous equivalent of
indie music: characterless to the point of nauseating, and ultimately leading
nowhere.
The lower end of the British
market is regrettably plagued with this
sort of mediocrity. This is predominately
due to the high post production costs per
bottle; the price of a cheap bottle of plonk is
primarily government duty, transport and
bottling without even considering the supplier’s profit margin. This means a slight
budgetary increase is well rewarded – a few
more pounds can double the value of the
wine you’re actually drinking. Though the
tendency to drink the cheapest filth available is understandably prevalent amongst
the university community, it seems a shame
to entirely dismiss the possibility of spending a few pounds extra for pre-drinks when
a night out to any York ‘nightspot’ will
inevitably set you back at least ten times
more.
Though wines in the ‘under £10’
category might not blow you
away, Chile remains a very
cost effective choice where

– unlike Mr Madoff ’s trusting investors – you
certainly get out what you put in. For something a bit more adventurous I would advise
a jump over the Andes to Argentina, billed by
Steven Spurrier of Decanter fame as the new
world one to watch. With some interesting
new varietals appearing alongside the traditional Malbec and some exciting new regions
rapidly emerging in the north, it’s an assertion I thoroughly endorse. In European
terms, Portugal is an excellent bet; a lot of
varietals at competitive prices make it definitely worth a dabble.

Worth A Try:
Cono Sur Pinot Noir, 2007, £6.99 (Oddbins,
Tesco) – Despite bearing little resemblance
to its Burgundian cousins, this new world
expression of the temperamental grape is
always a joy to drink and very easy to get
your hands on. Fruit in abundance and light
enough to enjoy with or without food.
C arm in De Peum o Carm enere, Vari ou s
V i n t ag e s , C h i l e , £ 4 9 . 9 9 ( O d d b i n s ) - A
friend’s grandfather once told me “life’s too
short for cheap wine”. Take his advice and
decimate the student loan with a few bottles
of this Iconic Concha Y Toro Carmenere.
Rent and heating are overrated anyway.

Masi ‘Passo Doble’, 2007, Argentina, £10.99
(Oddbins) – A new world excursion courtesy
of one of Italy’s most famous names which
flawlessly applies the Ripasso method in a
new world setting. A big, racy red which is
certainly worth the little bit extra.
Norton Malbec/Torrontes, 2008, Argentina,
£5.99 (Oddbins) - Extremely affordable red
and white for everyday quaffing. Perfect with
or without food.
Portal Da Aguia Branco, 2008, Portugal,
£5.99 (Oddbins) – Lovely floral Portuguese
white perfect for the upcoming summer.
Drink chilled with something with a hint of
spice.
Santa Julia Organic Sparkling Chardonnay,
2007, Argentina, £9.49 (Oddbins) – Perfect
for individuals wishing to celebrate with a
touch of fizz but nevertheless unwilling to
spend vast amounts on Champagne.

J onath an i s Dri nkin g ... La Cop ita Dry
Oloroso Sherry, £7.99, Spain (Oddbins) with high profile advocates ranging from
Heston to Fergus Henderson of St. John’s
fame, this drink is no longer the reserve of
those nearing the top of the escalator of life.
Chuck a bottle in the fridge and enjoy with
tapas or as an aperatif.
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GlobalFocus
1.MEXICO CITY, MEXICO-------------Swine flu has spread from Mexico
to another ten countries, raising
fears of a pandemic. 48 cases of the
virus had been diagnosed in
Britain, most of which can be
linked to travel to Mexico.

11. KABUL, AFGHANISTAN----------An Afghan warlord who appears
on America's 'most wanted' terrorist list is to be offered a power sharing deal by President Hamid
Karzai. Gulbuddin Hekmatyar is
expected to be offered several key
government ministries in the hope
that his party, Hezb-i-Islami, will
lay down their arms.
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2. REYKJAVIK, ICELAND--------------Johanna Sigurdardottir will continue as Icelandic Prime Minister
after an election win for the Social
Democratic party. Sigurdardottir
plans to apply for Iceland's membership of the EU in the next year,
although the decision is unlikely to
be made without a referendum.
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12. ROME, ITALY------------------------18 year old Noemi Letizia, said to
be partly responsible for the
divorce of Italian Prime Minister
Silvo Berlusconi, claims that she
wants to stand for Parliament. She
told an Italian newspaper "Papi
[Daddy] Silvo will fix it."
Berlusconi's wife made her concerns public when he attended the
girl's 18th birthday party and gave
her a gold necklace - he didn't
attended the 18th birthdays of his
own children.
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3. BILGE, TURKEY--------------------44 people attending a wedding
including the bride-to-be have
been murdered by masked attackers. The killings were said to have
resulted from a 'blood feud'
between two families. Honour
killings are common in this impoverished part of Turkey, but such a
high death toll is very unusual.
4. SOMALIAN COAST------------------In a rare instance of cooperation a
South Korean helicopter chased off
pirates trying to capture a North
Korean freighter. After the Lynx
helicopter opened fire, the pirates
sped away and the freighter was led
to safety. Pirate attacks in this area
are common with 18 vessels currently being held.
5. KHARTOUM, SUDAN---------------82 men have been sentenced to
death by the Sudanese government
for alleged involvement in attacks
on the Capital Khartoum that took
place a year ago. Human rights
groups have condemned the trials
describing them as "grossly unfair".

6. QUITO, ECUDADOR-----------------Rafael Correa, the incumbent
Ecuadorian president, has won a
landslide victory in the presidential
election. He obtained a majority of
52% beating his nearest rival Lucio
Gutiérrez who took only 28% of the
vote.
7. PENNSYLVANIA, UNITED STATES
Republican senator, Arlen Specter,
has switched party allegiance to
become a member of the
Democratic party. His change is
said to have resulted from his concerns that the Republicans have
moved too far to the right. The
defection will greatly increase the
chances of the Democrats obtain-

ing a fillibuster-proof Senate making it much easier for them to pass
legislation.
8. LONDON, UNITED KINDGDOM--Gordon Brown has called on Ed
Balls and Lord Mandelson, two of
his closest political allies, to drum
up support for him within the
Labour party. The prospect of
replacing the Prime Minister as
Labour Candidate at the next general election is now a very real one
following the McBride scandal, the
MPs expenses row and the
Commons defeat on citizenship of
Ghurkhas.
9. JERUSALEM, ISRAEL----------------Washington's chief arms negotiator

caused a diplomatic row with
Israel, calling the country to sign
the
Nuclear
Arms
NonProliferation
Treaty.
Rose
Gottemoeller broke the 41 year old
US diplomatic practice of "strategic ambiguity" towards Israel's
nuclear capability, acknowledging
it at an international conference.
10. MAINE, UNITED STATES---------John Baldachi, Maine’s democrartic governor, has signed a bill making Maine the fifth US state to
legalise gay marriage. There is evidence that neighbouring New
Hampshire will propose such a bill
to Governor John Lynch although
he has not indicated whether or
not he will sign.

13. TBILISI, GEORGIA-----------------NATO has staged a series of modest military exercises in Georgia
provoking anger from the Kremlin.
Russian
President
Dmitry
Medvedev has condemned the
exercise describing it as "overt
provocation". President Mikheil
Saakashvili is seeking NATO membership for Georgia.
14. COLOMBO, SRI LANKA-----------Three Channel 4 journalists have
been arrested in Sri Lanka for tarnishing the image of the government. The Sri Lankan Defence
Minister ordered the arrests after
TV reports by the news team made
allegations of human rights crimes
in the camps including sexual
abuse and murder.
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Could Iran’s election be the most important of the year?
LONDON SUMMIT

Tom Hobohm
POLITICAL ANALYSIS

FOLLOWING DECADES OF tense foreign
relations between Iran and the rest of the
world, Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad last month declared that the
Iranian nation was at last “a true and real
superpower” at the 30th anniversary celebrations of the Islamic Revolution. The speech is
another example of Ahmadinejad baiting
America for a diplomatic response, fueling
tension between the two nations.
With June's presidential elections fast
approaching, the world's focus is on one
thing - in a country with the hope of better
foreign relations through the new Obama
government, does anti-America President
Ahmadinejad really have it in him to take the
presidency once more? To the shock of the
world's media, the answer seems to be simply
'yes he can'.
After blowing the nation's energy windfall on electorate pleasing economic measures, Ahmadinejad has suffered a steady

decline in popularity caused largely by government slip ups such as refusing to participate in parliamentary politics, and incidents
like his recent high profile attack on Israel at
last month's UN convention.
Despite this, the President looks set to
win again this Summer. Domestic mistakes
and foreign policy fiascos apparently form
only a small part of the President’s cult of
personality in the minds of many Iranians.
Ahmadinejad has secured the votes of the
poor through popular redistributive economic decisions, and has also seen a rally of support after his speeches at the nation's
'Nuclear Day', in which he praised the
nation’s ingenuity.
To
many,
the
re-election
of
Ahmadinejad would spell disaster for international relations. Already, Iran is developing the reputation in the Middle East as the
'defender of the little guy' against oppressive
America, and if Ahmadinejad is in power for
a second term, relations with the USA will
remain tense. As recently as January, the
Iranian President was calling for Obama to
apologise for 'US crimes', a move that Obama
will never agree to.
Put simply, there is no real hope for a

Ahmadinejad addresses crowds at Iran’s Nuclear summit, to much local support
recovery in relations between the two countries if Ahmadinejad is re-elected in June.
Worse, as the head of a state with powerful
Eastern allies, for the first time the risk of an
East-West cold war seems very possible.
Ahmadinejad will never warm to US relations until Obama makes a diplomatic concession- a move which would undermine
America in the region, and will therefore

never be made.
Obama’s ambitious promises to give
relations with Iran’s new strength may have
been a premature promise. The coming years
will be Obama’s true test. Maybe, just maybe,
he can make it through the economic crisis,
but a good relationship with Iran is something which looks certain to to remain out of
his reach, at least for the moment.
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Refugees flee Pakistan after ceasefire ends
THOMAS MARTHINSEN

Peter Young
POLITICS EDITOR
PAKISTAN IS undergoing one
of the largest exoduses in its
history following Pakistani
attacks on Taliban strongholds
in the Swat Valley region.
Information
Minister
Mian Iftikhar Hussain estimates that over 500,000 will
flee the region now that a large
scale offensive has been
launched in Mingora, the
region's largest city - a figure
amounting to one quarter of
the region’s population.
Residents aim to exit the
region any way they can, cramming themselves onto buses,
cars and lorries or simply getting as far as they can on foot.
“It is an all-out war.
Rockets are landing everywhere, we have with us the
clothes on our bodies and a
hope in the house of God.
Nothing else,” one resident told
the press.
The attacks mark the
breaking of a controversial
appeasement deal agreed
between the Pakistani government and the Taliban, which
was settled in February. The
government agreed to implement a strict interpretation of
Sharia law in Swat Valley in the
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Thousands
escape Swat
Valley
region after
Pakistani
clampdown
on Taliban
strongholds

hope that the Taliban would lay
down their arms - something
which they did not do.
The laws implemented in
the region include a ban on
women attending school and
the eradication of music and
dancing.
One
commentator
accused the Pakistani government of “buying peace at gunpoint.” The government struggle against the Taliban has
intensified in the period leading up to the ceasefire with
spates of suicide bombings and

the burning down of some 170
government-owned buildings.
The timing of the offensive is significant as Pakistani
President Asif Ali Zardari and
Afghan President Hamid
Karzai are currently in
Washington for talks with US
President Barack Obama.
The Obama administration has demanded that
Pakistan and Afghanistan
intensify their efforts to unite
against the Taliban and
President Zardari will hope
that the offensive is seen as a

show of strength on his part.
The US is preparing to deploy
more troops in Afghanistan
and Pakistan to deal with the
insurgencies.
US Secretary of State
Hilary Clinton commented:
“We have made this a common
cause because we face a common threat. We have a common task, and a common challenge. We know that each of
your countries is struggling
with the extremists who would
destabilise and undermine
democracy.”

VOTE ON EUROPE: THE PARTIES DEBATE
I'M SURE YOU have read many articles written by
prospective MEPs touting their plans if elected.
Personally, I have trouble believing any of them. Even
if the parliament did have important decisions to
make, UK MEPs make up less than 10% of the chamber, making changing anything incredibly difficult.
From this position I can only think of two roles
for MEPs. Firstly, they get a chance to yell at each
other, national politicians and members of the commission. Secondly, their election sends a message or
image to Westminster as well as the rest of the world.
I would suggest you decide who you want to
vote for based on the following three criteria. Who
can yell at politicians about the issues you care about.
Who can deliver an entertaining, concise, YouTube
friendly speech. Who sends the message you want
delivered across the globe.
In my opinion this immediately eliminates
Labour and the Lib Dems. If the majority of the
Labour party can't even be bothered to campaign
why should we trust them to do anything if they are
elected? The Lib Dems, on the other hand, may represent your views on polling day but, as well as being
completely anonymous, they will probably have
changed their mind by the time they get to Brussels.
The BNP, aside from sending a frankly dangerous
message to Westminster and the world, have shown
in numerous councils that their elected representatives might as well not be there. Many have never
spoken in the council chamber in their entire time in
office.
This leaves you with the Conservatives and UKIP
as viable options. Both have well spoken representatives such as Daniel Hannan and Nigel Farage (both
have clips on YouTube). As for an image, it depends
whether you favour a vaguely eurosceptic position
and want to suggest that it might be time for a new
government or if you want to tell your MPs that you
think it’s time the UK left the undemocratic, illiberal
and wasteful EU behind.
As you may have guessed I favour the latter and
would encourage you to do the same, but the deciRalph Buckle
sion is up to you.

TRAVELLING ABROAD, you’ll now pay less to use
your mobile, because roaming costs have been
cut. If you or a friend has ever gone on an Erasmus
exchange, it’s probably because it’s been extended. If you (or someone you know) happens to live
on planet Earth, then you’ll be happy about a raft
of environmental policies, including cutting CO2
by +20% and ensuring +20% of electricity is from
renewables by 2020, and setting up the Emissions
Trading Scheme. And it has been Labour MEPs
who have been fighting for these policies.
Or, you could support a party who voted
against banning products from culled seals (like
the Lib Dem MEP for Yorkshire did). Or even better,
you can support a party that has a shocking environmental voting record, praises Iceland’s economic policies and thinks that the NHS is a mistake (their hero: Dan Hannan), condoned Italy ethnically profiling Roma children, and voted against
condemning female genital mutilation and criminalising rape within marriage. That’s the cuddly
Conservatives, who plan to leave the mainstream
EU conservatives and set up a new grouping with
far-right MEPs, isolating themselves at the
moment we need to work together on climate
change and the global economy. This decision
prompted a retiring Tory MEP to resign the party:
“I cannot watch my country head for the rocks,
which it will do if Cameron becomes Prime
Minister and has no allies in the major governments of the European Union.”
Lastly, the reason you should vote Labour in
the Euros (aside from their good work and the poor
quality alternatives) is that it is the best way to keep
the BNP out. In Yorkshire, the BNP look likely to win
a seat, which would mean a massive funding and
publicity boost. If/when the UKIP vote collapses,
Labour are the closest to beating the BNP for that
seat (voting Green is helping the BNP in this sense,
as they are the furthest from winning). So vote on
June 4th, vote in Yorkshire (rather than at home,
unless you’re in the North West where the BNP are
strongest), and vote Labour!
David Levene

A VOTE FOR the Liberal Democrats in the European
elections is a vote for Diana Wallis and a vote for
European reform. She has a wealth of experience
that no other candidate can boast, leading the Lib
Dems in Europe for two years and being elected to
the position of Vice President of the European
Parliament.
With these positions, the Lib Dems have been
able to cut roaming mobile phone charges by 60%
through legislation and proposing fairer anti-terrorism laws that do not have an impact on our civil liberties. The Erasmus scheme, which is designed to
allow students across Europe to study abroad, has
been put in the care of Liberals across Europe for
the next four years who intend on putting 950 million Euros into the project.
Diana Wallis and our local parliamentary candidate Madeleine Kirk have been working together to
push for improved environmental policies by
demanding an increase in targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 30% by 2020 and changing
car registration tax to be based on CO2 emissions.
Many of the travesties of the EU need to be
removed and our candidates are advocating the
abolishment of worldwide trade barriers to create a
free market - protectionist policies benefit no one.
The Common Agricultural Policy is a major
obstacle in tackling poverty in Africa since it causes
Europe to dump cheap produce into African markets. This suppresses local job markets and makes it
difficult for local agricultural economies to thrive.
With this in mind, Diana Wallis wants to achieve
drastic reductions in EU funding for agricultural
subsidies and transfer this budget to investment in
rural development.
UKIP and the Conservatives agree with the Lib
Dems on the problems that the EU are facing. We
will only be able to tackle goals like climate change
and poverty by working together.
However, unlike those who want to run away
from the essential issues that must be dealt with,
the Lib Dems are willing to stand up and put right
what is wrong
Craig Martin

Gordon Brown promised me that
the recession would be over by
2011. I listened earnestly as
Alistair Darling reassured me that
the economy would grow by 1.25%
in 2010. However, just days later I
was crushed by the Treasury
Committee, who responded by saying with deep breaths that “we
need to be realistic.” The National
Institute of Economic and Social
Research says that the economy
will shrink by 4.3% in 2009. It’s
pretty obvious that the future of
the world economy looks grim and
we are powerless to stop it.
However, there is hope. One
New Yorker took her economic fate
into her own hands and, over six
years, managed to steal over $12
million worth of gold. Dubbed
'Goldfinger' by the American press,
she hid jewelery and gold bullion
in the lining of her handbag and
snuck it out when she left the office
each day. The impressive thing is
that they only noticed in January
when they decided it might be a
good idea to do an inventory check.
I imagine they were quite suprised

“I imagine they were
quite suprised to find
the light-fingered 50
year old with 850 lbs
of stolen gold in her
apartment.”
to find the light-fingered 50-yeaold with 850lbs of stolen gold in
her apartment.
For those who hope to survive
these turbulent economic times
whilst avoiding grand larceny,
there are other ways that enterprising students have been saving
money. Pubs are complaining that
tomato ketchup sachets and sugar
packets are being stolen in record
numbers. I tend to favour the policy of cutting back on essentials to
save money for luxuries. For example, don’t buy fruit; a bottle of vitamins is far cheaper in the long run
and then you have enough money
to go out.
Anyway, back to business,
which was a discussion on the
budget, in case you hadn’t noticed.
The 50p income rate of tax probably won't do very much as most of
the really rich people targeted will
just move their money. Local businesses such as pubs are already
doing badly and raising tax on beer
and cigarettes will reduce overall
demand.
An extended holiday on
stamp duty may be helpful but,
given the relatively high prices of
houses anyway, it will be ineffective for the majority of the population. What else? Oh, the government’s attempts to get the UK car
industry back on its feet will create
around 12,600 new vehicles. That’s
one for everyone 4,836 people in
England. Nice.
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Prove me right, Labour; arrest
David Davis is a Conservative heavyweight. Peter Campbell meets him to discuss
FOREIGN PRESS ASSOCIATION

f I had written this government
a script to prove me right about
their oppressive nature, then I
would have said ‘arrest an MP’.”
The Damien Green affair is just
one area where David Davis has found
himself involved heavily in the public
eye since resigning his seat in
Parliament over the government’s proposed 42 day detention bill last year.
He is very conscious of what he forfeit
when he undertook the decision to
leave.
“To make the logic simpler, I had
to think, is this worth paying the price,
that I may lose my position, my job,
and my place in Parliament? And the
answer was yes, and that’s the basis on
which I made the decision.
“Once you have bought a house,
you don’t spent your time worrying
about the price. If you do, it’s psychologically harmful. So that was the
approach that I took to that.”
Davis did not have the start to life
that many on the Conservative frontbenches have traditionally enjoyed.
Raised by a single mother on a council
estate, he joined the Territorial Army’s
21 SAS Regiment in order to pay for his
A level re-sits. After a phenomenally
successful stint in business, he entered
Parliament in 1987.
Having held a post in the Foreign
Office, Davis was given the briefing of
Shadow Home Secretary by Michael
Howard on his appointment as party
leader in 2003. Two years later, he
started as the frontrunner for the Tory
leadership after Howard stepped down.
On September 29, both Davis and
Cameron launched campaigns to
become leader.
“David was always a serious contender. The thing to remember was
that in previous leadership contests,
the unexpected person always won.
People didn’t expect [William] Hague
to win, and they didn’t expect [Iain]
Duncan-Smith to win. The norm is that
the favourite doesn’t win.”
At the time, it was noted that there
was limited difference between the two
in terms of policy. Would a Davis
Conservative Party have played out differently to Cameron’s?
“It would be very similar to a
Cameron one,” he laughs. “We have
slightly different views on the civil liberties issues, we have slightly differing
views over tax policy, I would be more
inclined to have a lower tax policy, but I
can see that the even Margaret
Thatcher had to put taxes up.”
Davis then returns to the issue
that has been seen to define his political career in the last 12 months, and
which may well end up defining his
image in history; civil liberties.
“You won’t often find me being
very Marxist about many things, but
circumstances do determine what
political leaders can do, and the circumstances at the moment are all
about the recession. What we’ve done
in the last year is stopped mindless
authoritarianism becoming part of the
reaction to the recession. The most
authoritarian times are when you have
recession and depressions – it’s not an

“I

accident that Fascism in Italy and
Nazism in Germany grew up during
depressions, so we’ve managed to herd
that off.”
He shrugs off the various critical
responses to his resignation quite casually: “The real purpose of the resignation was to get people to focus on the
issue for long enough. One of the reasons why 42 days is popular with governments is that people don’t think
about it very much. Lock terrorists up
for 42 days? Of course: 42 years is too
short!
“But then when they’re made to
think long enough about it they realise
that they’re not dealing with terrorists,
but terrorist suspects; and then they
might be innocent; and then that
would mean innocent people being
locked up for six weeks.”

The proposals were designed to
allow the government to lock up terror
suspects for up to 42 days without
charge or trial. Having previously failed
to achieve 90 days under Blair, Davis

“The most authoritarian times
are when you have recession
and depressions; it’s not an
accident that Fascism in Italy
and Nazism in Germany grew up
during depressions.”
fears that the government are merely
working their way up to the same level
via “56 days, 70 days, then 90 days.”
Davis amens the phrase used by Shami

Chakrabarti to describe the situation:
Like frogs in boiling water.
The move, while seemingly cutting
short Davis’ ministerial career, has
reaped benefits that he did not envisage
at the time of decision.
“I find I am in the papers and on
the radio more now that I was as
Shadow Home Secretary. That’s not so
I can get my name in the papers, but
because I have the influence to be able
to push issues.
This comes in stark contrast to his
time with a portfolio, as he now finds
himself freer to pursue the interests
that he wishes to promote.
“For the last twenty years I have
been ‘on duty’ seven days a week, 50
weeks a year, often 52 weeks a year, just
because of the things that I did. I was
Shadow Home Secretary, when any
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an MP: Davis on civil liberties
resigning from Parliament, the death penalty, and why Jacqui Smith just has to go
CONSERVATIVE PARTY UK

absolutely certain, 2) When the person
is a continuing danger to the general
public, 3) When there is evil intent – it
is not a crime of passion, and that he
person is clearly evil, and I believe
there is such a thing as evil.
“Now the only circumstances
under which this applies is where you
have multiple serial killings for which
you have separate forensic evidence in

“When I was a very
young man I was
against the death
penalty. What changed
my mind was the
advancement of DNA
evidence, ironically.”
PHOTOGRAPHY JOURNAL

time you have a terrorist event or a situation that could blow up; or when I
was Party Chairman, when you could
have a political issue that could blow
up; or when I was on public accounts.
All those issues had a permanent
demand aspect. Now at Christmas I
can switch off the phone for three
weeks.”
Davis is, however, very keen to
avoid the image of a one trick pony. His
areas of interest have spread from torture and DNA databases to the war in
Afghanistan and British racial integration. “One piece of advice I was given
by both Bob Geldof and Martin Bell
individually was ‘don’t be a single issue
politician’, and that is exactly what I
intend not to be.”
Davis’ personal beliefs, which are
known to be very socially conservative,

Clockwise from
above: Home
Secretary
Jacqui Smith;
Davis;
Conservative
leader David
Cameron

include a justification for the death
penalty. “When I was a very young man
I was against the death penalty. What
changed my mind was the advancement of DNA evidence, ironically, and
the belief that you could have cases
where the forensic evidence made it
absolutely certain.”
He is firm in clarifying his position. “Let’s get the ground rules
straight: This will never come back, so
it’s not a debate about the reality, it’s a
debate about the ethics. This is a point
that I have always believed – that it is
the worst tragedy for a state to wrongfully-execute someone. You must never
take that chance.” He adds, firmly
“things like death row are morally
abhorrent.”
“The conditions when I think it is
morally justifiable are 1) When you are

each case. If you have someone killing
three people and we have DNA evidence for each case, then I think you
could make an ethical case.”
Renowned as a politician who
speaks his mind, Davis’ frankness has
earned him both respect and disdain
amongst fellow MPs, but he insists that
he insists on maintaining his stance on
the death penalty “to demonstrate to
people that you should not shy away
from morally vey very difficult issues
just because someone can write a nasty
headline about saying ‘Davis in favour
of death penalty’.”
This happened in The Sunday
Telegraph in 1993, when Davis had just
arrived in the post of Shadow Home
Secretary. “I could easily sidestep this
[question], but I took the view that it is
ethically the right thing for people to
understand the way I address the problem. There were lots of uproar from
commentators, but on Monday most of
the newspapers looked at the argument
and said ‘well why shouldn’t he have
this viewpoint, given that 70% of the
public agree with him?’”
Davis has faced many Home
Secretaries, the most recent of which
has been Jacqui Smith. “I have always
given each new Home Secretary I have
faced a little leeway to work themselves
into the job. Just a week after she took
the job, there was the Glasgow terrorist
attacks, and in a statement in the
Commons that Monday, I was very easy
on her. I’m not normally. She has not
proven capable of doing the job, and it
is a very very difficult job, and she perhaps was promoted too fast. That was
her first Cabinet job, and I think it was
too soon. They’re going to have a
reshuffle next month so I suspect that
she is going to go. What she has proved
right now is that she is incapable of
doing the job.”
“So she should go, but Damien
Green was just one of many symptoms.
In truth, she is utterly wrong to claim
that she shouldn’t have known about it,
and every Home Secretary I have spoken to, from both sides of the house,
have said that she should have known.”
His assumptions about the next
election are clear: “David [Cameron]

will win the next election, which means
that the next decade will be David’s
decade.
“The only circumstances under
which Labour might win are a new
leader, and economic recovery. Neither
are likely, and neither are within
Gordon Brown’s control. The best they
could achieve would be a hung parliament, but even a majority party within
a hung parliament; I cannot believe
that people would return this sort of
government”
While he was considered from relatively early on to be a potential leader,
does Davis ever think that is now within his grasp? “It’s not my call. Had I still
been in the shadow cabinet I would
have been seen as one of the top three
or four and one of the reasons as to why
people might vote Tory. When I made
my decision last year, it was a very very
complicated decision, and people don’t
realise the number of permutations I
went through. We decided that the
worst thing that could happen was that
I could damage my course.”
While it is a decision that may
have scuppered his leadership chances,
it’s one that he is proud to see as a
career-definer: “The great success of
the last 12 months is that the process
that had been going on inexorably for
the last decade has suddenly been put
into reverse – what has happened is
that the authoritarian tendency in government has lost its confidence over
these issues, and that is the big success.
If I am honest, I didn’t think in a
month of Sundays that we would be as
successful as we have been.”

CV
Life:
1948: Born in York
1968: Granted place at University of Warwick
after re-sitting A levels
1973: Graduated from London Business
School with MA Business
1987: Elected to Parliament for the
Conservatives in Boothferry, which became
Haltemprice and Howden, his current constituency
Parliamentary jobs:
1990-93: Government whip. Angered rightwing opposers of 2002 Maastricht Treaty
1994-97: Minister of State, Foreign, and
Commonwealth Affairs
1997-2001: Chairman of the House of
Commons Public Accounts Committee.
Tipped as a future leader of the party.
2001-02: Chairman of the Conservative
Party. Sacking by Iain Duncan-Smith while on
holiday causes sympathy
2002-03: Shadow Deputy Prime Minister
2003-08: Shadow Home Secretary. Resigned
following a vote in the House of Commons
which passed the government’s extension of
detention without trial from 28 days to 42
Leadership bids:
2001: Came fourth, behind Iain DuncanSmith, Kenneth Clarke, and Michael Portillo
2003: Backed Michael Howard
2005: Frontrunner at first, but poor conference performance led to limited support.
Came second to David Cameron with 32% of
the vote.
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Inside the Israeli Defence Force
The IDF is one of the world’s most controversial militaries, with one of the worst reputations.
Jim Bulley travels to Palestine to meet the team trying to change this.
stonishingly young, friendly
and easy to talk to, Captain
Benjamin Rutland is the perfect public face for Israel’s controversial IDF. In fact all the soldiers
under the Captain’s command are
young, friendly, good-looking and fluent in at least two languages.
This is hardly surprising. Captain
Rutland and his soldiers are members
of the Israeli Defence Force
Spokesperson’s Unit, a special unit
responsible for media and public relations in Israel and the world. Soldiers in
this unit need to be approachable and
credible. Their job, after all, is to be
believed.
Differentiating between civilians
and insurgents dressed as civilians in
the region is an ongoing problem for
IDF soldiers fighting in the occupied
territories. Rutland claims that the IDF
treat it as their “moral commitment” to
ensure as few civilian deaths as possible, and argues that Hamas have
repeatedly made “an active and conscious cynical decision” to base its operations within civilian areas.
According to IDF statistics, only
295 of the 1,166 Palestinians killed during the recent Gaza conflict were civilians. Rutland also claims that, despite
the obvious military weakness it gave
them, the IDF dropped leaflets and
broadcasts in areas they intended to
bomb, encouraging civilians to move
out. The IDF can also divert a missile in
the air if they believe there are civilians
in the area. Finally, military satellite
images supplied by the IDF show the
centres of Hamas operations in the
immediate area of hospitals, schools
and houses.
To further explain the threat of
Hamas outside of Gaza, Rutland
demonstrated on a map just how far
Hamas rockets can fire. According to
this map the most advanced weapons in
the Hamas artillery can reach Israeli
towns and villages up to 40 miles from
Gaza. Rutland also suggests that
Hamas artillery could soon reach as far
as Tel Aviv, roughly 70 miles away. This
threat is obviously one that the IDF
takes very seriously; Tel Aviv is the second largest city in Israel, has the second
biggest economy in the Middle East and
is very close to Israel’s largest international airport.
Israel is one of the twenty-three
countries in the world that still enforces
national service, generally for young
people over the age of eighteen. Military

A

IDF soldiers
preparing at a
temporary military staging
area near the
Northern border of Israel.

“Israel has very clear rules of
engagement- anybody who
looks like a threat is considered
a threat.”
service in the IDF is generally two years
for women and three for men. This
service often continues into reserve
service, where soldiers are expected to
serve up to one month a year until they
are forty-five. Despite the average age of
national service, Rutland argues that
Israel actually experience economic
benefits from the program. He argues
that as the IDF invests so much in high-

tech equipment and training, they are
providing transferable skills that are
visible as soldiers leave the forces and
move into the technical business.
When asked about the possible
phasing out of national service at some
point in the future, Rutland points out
that Israel had tried to slowly remove its
service program but the First Lebanon
War interrupted this in 1982. While
agreeing that being in a situation to
remove national service completely is
desirable, Rutland points out that with
the conflict in Gaza, Israel now needs
more troops rather than less.
In 2007, the Israeli Committee
Against House Demolitions published a
quote, attributed to an Israeli
Sharpshooter, which suggested that
IDF soldiers were allowed to shoot anybody over the age of thirteen, as in
Jewish culture this would generally
mean they were past their Bar Mitzvah.
Rutland states that this quote is a “total
and utter fabrication”, stating that
“Israel has very clear rules of engagement” which the age of thirteen has
nothing to do with. He goes on to clarify that “anybody who looks like a threat
is considered a threat.”
One of the most contentious issues
in modern Israel is the wall that surrounds the West Bank. Rutland insists
on referring to this simply as a “Security
Fence”, arguing that the distinction
between ‘fence’ and ‘wall’ is very important. He explains how in some areas the
fence has been destructive. Houses too
close to the fence had to be removed as
people could just jump from one house
to another and avoid the fence all
together. Ultimately, however, the IDF
believes the fence is necessary for security.
In recent years, particularly in light

of the recent conflict in Gaza, world
media has started to take a more negative attitude to the military decisions of
Israel. This has not particularly affected
IDF soldiers, says Rutland, as they are
not often exposed to world media.
Higher-ranking officers are more likely
to read and watch foreign media services, but ultimately they will follow government policy. Israeli media has also
begun increasingly to criticise government action and this is a lot more likely
to have an affect on the troops, whose
families and friends will also be privy to
these news services.
-Ultimately, however, these influences have little noticeable affect over

soldiers, who will do what the government orders.
As the voice of the IDF, Captain
Rutland still has a long way to go.
Changing the opinion of the world
media isn’t an easy job, but it’s one that
he and his team must attempt to undertake every day. Statistics, smiles and an
attractive team of young soldiers are
difficult to resist- whilst talking to the
Captain it’s almost impossible not to
believe his justification for national
service, civilian deaths and demolition
of innocents’ houses. World media has
turned against Israel, and in a changing
world perhaps it’s teams like Rutland’s
who are going to get it back on side.

Three young American guys on their gap year in Uganda discover Africa's
longest-running war and the violence and destruction that accompanies it,
inlcuding rebel leader Josephy Kony’s army of child soldiers. They decided
that inaction was not an option, so they made a film about it. Watch it here:

Thursday, May 14th at 6.30pm in P/L/002

Nouse Fantasy Football
You've seen the premierleague.com and telegraph.co.uk fantasy games, but now, what we've
all been waiting for: York's very own College Cup fantasy competition is here,
brought to you by nouse.co.uk.
Pick your team from university and college footballers using a
budget of £50m and enter the league for a chance to
win some tremendous prizes.
Of course it depends on how your picks play – they score
points for appearances, goals, clean sheets and the like.
Games will be played on the JLD Astroturf and the group
stages will run every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday starting
this week and running until week 7. The semi-finals and
quarter-finals start in week 8. If you’re missing that Roses buzz
already, make the short journey down and watch your players
rack up the points.
Visit www.nouse.co.uk/fantasy-football to register
your team now, there’s still all to play for. Don’t worry, even if
computers aren’t your thing, you’ll be guided through the
process.
There’s even a three -day Transfer Window at the end of the group
stages.
With over 200 players from 20 different college teams and nearly 400
users signed up, don’t miss out on this term’s sporting fashion.
Let the games begin!
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David Davis
Nouse talks to the former Shadow
Home Secretary about human rights,
the state of the Government,
and the future of the Tories.
INTERVIEW >> P16

York retain Carter-James trophy for
third year running after Roses rout
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR
University of York
Lancaster University

194.5
79.5

FOR THE THIRD successive year, the
University of York are winners of the CarterJames Trophy after annihilating Lancaster in
the annual Roses sports tournament.
The final score of 194.5-79.5 goes down
in the record books as one of the most comprehensive in the competition’s 45-year history, the victory having been mathematically

secured on Saturday afternoon.
Built upon clean sweeps in the racquet
sports on Friday, York’s sports teams put
their opponents to the sword in almost every
one of the Saturday events, meaning the
women’s indoor football team had the honour of wrapping up a 23rd Roses win for
York.
York Sport President Alex Lacy, flanked
by his committee, was presented with the
trophy in a glittering closing ceremony,
staged in Central Hall for the first time with
the Chancellors and Vice-Chancellors of
both universities in attendance.
Entering the tournament proper with

an eight-point deficit from earlier events,
York quickly established a commanding lead
on the first day, with notable performances
from the badminton, equestrian, squash,
cricket and rugby sevens teams.
The margin was extended significantly
on Saturday morning through home successes in the rowing, tennis, volleyball and sailing, ensuring a premature conclusion to the
competition.
Safe in the knowledge of victory, the
White Rose set about inflicting further
humiliation on Sunday, where the highlight
was a 4-0 win for the men’s football firsts.
“I’m absolutely blown away,” said YUSU
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President Tom Scott, who presented the closing ceremony. “This has just been fantastic,
to have seen Alex up there lifting the trophy.
Everything over the whole weekend has gone
well,” he added.
“Everything went off without a hitch,
York completely excelled themselves, said
Nicholas Waite, one of the tournament’s
organisers. “It’s almost a shame Lancaster
didn’t get close to making the last day a spectacle.”
Asked whether York could retain the
trophy in 2010, York Sport President-elect
Emily Scott replied: “I’ll make it the first
time it’s been won four times in a row.”

